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Summary
In recent years the rapid growth in the number of telephone users world-wide, 
particularly in the area of mobile communications, has highlighted the Quality of 
Service offered by the service providers as an increasingly important issue. The 
perceived level of service and the accompanying cost offered to the users will often 
be a major issue in deciding on which operator to choose for a particular application. 
Owing to the advantages that digital transmission offers over the original analogue 
systems, it has become the dominant current/future technology in both the PSTN for 
trunk telephony, and the emerging PCN and DMR standards, owing to its robustness 
to channel degradations, signal regeneration, cost, flexibility, increased capacity, 
switching etc. However, the adoption of digital technology for applications such as 
satellite and land-mobile systems will require the original speech information to be 
compressed in order to allow for more available channels within the limited 
bandwidth allocation. The compressed data will suffer from various levels of 
distortion caused by the deep fades and multipath signals that are experienced 
during mobile connections. The effect of these distortions can be reduced by the 
application of a suitably optimised channel coding and frame substitution strategy.
This thesis will present a detailed description of the development and real-time 
implementation of an 11.4 kbps combined speech and channel coding scheme, that 
was specifically designed to meet the stringent system constraints of a DMR 
application. The trade-offs required to allow the entire system to be realised in 
real-time are discussed, which demonstrated how important it was to include 
complexity issues in the initial design of any future standards. It also highlights one 
of the major degradations that may occur when the current and future digital 
standards are operated in tandem. The problem of tandeming digital voice codecs 
can cause increased distortions that reduce the overall link quality, owing to 
limitations in the design of the adaptive predictors which are essential to enable the 
reduction in coded bit rate. This will have a direct bearing on the quality of service 
offered by a network operator, as transparent interoperability of the different systems 
will be expected by the users. The development of a unique system designed to 
allow the network gain to be measured for a digital mobile to PSTN connection is 
also discussed. This type of test equipment will be required for future systems as the 
traditional techniques involving pure tones are no longer applicable. This is because 
of the assumptions required in the models used by the voice codecs to enable the 
high levels of compression, whilst still providing the necessary perceptual quality.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Prologue
Over the last 30 years there has been a progressive move away from the original 
analogue technology that was developed to enable effective voice communication 
between individuals located anywhere on the globe. This has mainly been replaced 
by modern digital coding techniques which offer considerable network advantages in 
terms of: signal regeneration, switching, consistency, ease of multiplexing and 
robustness to channel errors. The widespread adoption of digital coding techniques 
has also enabled more sophisticated networks to be developed which can transmit 
mixtures of different types of digital data, including video, voice, fax or more general 
information. However, the dominant form of information to be conveyed by the worlds 
telecommunications providers remains voice-based. Therefore, it is in the interest of 
the network providers to use the most bandwidth efficient method for encoding the 
speech information in order to enable the lowest cost per active speech circuit. This 
is of particular relevance to the Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) and Personal 
Communication Networks (PCNs) that are beginning to appear in many countries 
around the world. Digital technology is employed in these networks to provide the 
necessary robustness, because of the particularly difficult channel environments 
which result from the relatively low power of the handsets and the need for extended 
battery life.
All of the efforts to improve the users acceptance of the newer technologies can be 
expressed in terms of an overall Quality of Service (QoS). This will depend on many 
different factors which are closely tied to the particular type of application being 
considered. For instance a mobile network provider may be willing to sacrifice the 
clear channel quality in order to achieve a more robust coder performance under the 
worst case error conditions. In general the users will expect the optimum balance of 
these factors in order to reduce the variations in QoS that are experienced when 
moving from one system to another.
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As the models used to encode the speech signals have become increasingly 
sophisticated so the technology required to implement these complex algorithms, 
and also other ancillary systems such as channel coders and echo cancellers, has 
had to keep apace of these developments. Most modern systems are usually based 
around programmable Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) rather than custom 
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designs, because of the increased 
flexibility that these provide. So it is essential that not only is an effective coding 
algorithm formulated, but efficient computational methods must also be found for 
performing the often complex analysis stages.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is primarily concerned with the various aspects of digital speech coding 
which have a direct bearing on the perceived QoS. This will be the users primary 
means for evaluating the performance of a particular transmission network. 
Therefore, as well as providing a more detailed overview of modern digital speech 
coding techniques, many of the more pertinent operational issues associated with 
these algorithms are analysed.
Chapter 2 begins with an evaluation of the various alternative models which Gan be 
used for representing the sampled analogue speech waveform, it then continues 
with a more detailed description of the different design criteria which must be 
considered when developing a new candidate speech coding algorithm for a 
particular application. The main application areas for speech coding algorithms are 
then discussed, and an overview of many of the major standards which have been 
introduced in the last 24 years is presented. The basic techniques which can be 
employed in speech coding systems to achieve the necessary reduction in overall 
transmission bit rate, whilst still maintaining the required QoS, are described more 
fully. In particular the difference between the less computationally intensive Analysis- 
and-Synthesis (AaS) technique and the more optimum Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) 
approach are detailed. The analysis method chosen for a particular speech coding 
algorithm are closely related to the specific application, therefore, many of the more 
popular time and frequency domain coders are described. This includes the most 
popular and flexible time domain coding scheme which has been developed in the 
last 10 years, namely Codebook Excited Linear Prediction (CELP). A brief discussion 
of the two possible methods for quantisation of the model parameters is given, along 
with a general mathematical form for the search procedure that can be used to find 
the optimum excitation signal. This is the remaining signal after the long and short
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term redundancies are removed. Finally, a brief overview of the possible channel 
coding strategies which can be applied to a speech coding algorithm, to improve its 
robustness to the errors introduced by any transmission medium, is presented. 
These are often an essential element of any speech coding system, enabling it to 
operate successfully in the more difficult transmission environments that are 
synonymous with Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) networks.
Chapter 3 continues with a detailed analysis of the most powerful technique yet 
found for modelling the overall spectral envelope of the speech waveform. Linear 
Prediction (LP) is a highly efficient analysis technique enabling a simple model to be 
applied for the sample-to-sample correlations which exist within the speech signal. 
This effectively models the speech production mechanism as a mixture of voiced and 
unvoiced information which is then used to excite a linear time-varying filter. 
Therefore, the mathematical methods which can be used to ascertain the correct 
filter coefficients are detailed. Once the necessary filter parameters have been 
obtained they must be efficiently and robustly quantised, so a fuller description is 
given for the transformation of these values into the equivalent Line Spectral 
Frequencies (LSFs). The longer term correlations existing within the speech signal 
are closely related to the pitch parameter for voiced speech. Therefore, a 
mathematical formulation for a single-tap adaptive buffer that can be used to 
effectively model this behaviour is given.
Once all of the more general methods for developing the parametric models used in 
speech coding have been established, a detailed description of the design of an
11.4 kbps combined speech and channel coding scheme is given in Chapter 4. This 
system was developed as an alternative half-rate coder for incorporation into the 
GSM DMR network. GSM is rapidly becoming a de facto standard for the first 
generation DMR and PCN networks, and has already been agreed upon by more 
than 130 countries world-wide. The new speech coder was based around an 
enhanced version of the Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction (VSELP) algorithm, 
which has subsequently been adopted for many of the half-rate DMR coding 
standards around the world. The coder was designed to offer high levels of inherent 
robustness, which, combined with an integrated frame-substitution and muting 
strategy, offered a high level of speech quality even under the most difficult of 
channel conditions. Obviously an integrated channel coding scheme was also 
required, and this was based around a novel Reed-Solomon (RS) block coding 
scheme. The mathematical basis for the time domain encoding process and the 
spectral domain decoding algorithm are presented. The performance of the RS
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coder was augmented by the use of soft-decision information to enable more 
effective erasure decoding to be accomplished.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the various techniques that are involved in the 
efficient real-time implementation of any coding algorithm. These are usually based 
on the use of highly computationally intensive analysis stages which are best 
performed by dedicated Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), because they possess 
optimised structures for performing mathematical operations with the best possible 
throughput. A description of many of the more popular currently available floating 
and fixed point processors is given, and their relative advantages/disadvantages are 
discussed. The main part of the chapter is then concerned with the different methods 
applied to enable the successful real-time operation of the whole coding system on a 
multi-DSP based platform. The simplifications applied to the main speech and 
channel coding subroutines are detailed, along with the performance under the 
actual real-life error conditions experienced within the GSM radio environment. Each 
sub-system is analysed in terms of its execution time and overall storage 
requirements.
Chapter 6 then continues with an in-depth study into the effect of tandeming the 
current Full-Rate GSM (FR-GSM) 13 kbps voice coder with the ITU-T 32 kbps 
ADPCM standard. This higher rate algorithm is now being increasingly employed for 
PSTN and PABX applications to improve the effective operational capacity. However, 
because of the parametric model used by the FR-GSM coder, it has been found that 
the interaction with the ADPCM algorithm can produce some high-frequency 
artefacts which are found to be quite annoying to the users. An overview of the 
various methods commonly used for assessing the output speech quality is given, 
along with a discussion of their relative merits/demerits. The actual listening tests 
performed were based around a set of 30 untrained listeners who expressed their 
opinion of the final coded voice quality using a five point linear scale. The results 
from the tests performed under various different link conditions, which were used to 
simulate many of the possible interactions that can occur for both national and 
international calls, are presented. Also a detailed discussion of the possible effects 
that may be experienced when using the latest Half-Rate GSM (HR-GSM) VSELP 
based coder is given.
Chapter 7 continues the analysis of the system aspects that result from the 
widespread use of parametric voice coding algorithms, by detailing the design and 
development of a unique piece of test equipment. This allows the network provider to
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measure the overall gain of a link from an FR-GSM based system into the PSTN. 
This is an important measure in the users perceived QoS, because ideally no 
discernible gain throughout the duration of a connection is preferred, as any changes 
would be disturbing to the user. The specialised test signal that was generated for 
this application is described and its performance is further analysed. The overall 
operation of the hardware and control software required for the successful realisation 
of the test equipment is detailed. Each functional stage required for the signal 
generation and power level measurement functions are described in detail, and their 
relative computational complexity are given, as well as the overall storage 
requirements.
Finally, Chapter 8 gives an overview of the conclusions and main achievements of 
this research, presenting the overall outcomes of the thesis. This is followed by a 
brief discussion of the recommended extensions to this work and avenues of 
research which should be explored in the future.
1.3 Original Achievements
In summary the original achievements of this thesis can be broadly categorised into 
the following points:
• A comprehensive review of the current state-of-the-art modelling and analysis 
techniques which are available in modern speech coding research. This 
includes an in-depth study of many of the major digital speech coding 
standards that have been introduced around the world in the last 24 years.
• The development of an advanced integrated speech and channel coding 
system operating at a gross bit rate of 11.4 kbps. The major design stages 
involved in the realisation of this system are detailed here. This system 
involved various modifications and trade-offs in order to enable it to 
successfully combat the severe channel degradations that can occur as a 
result of the GSM channel environment. The speech coder utilised a modified 
Vector Sum Excitation (VSE) which exhibits increased inherent robustness, 
and an efficient scheme for the representation of the spectral envelope based 
around the use of LSFs. This analysis model was then combined with a unique 
RS channel coding scheme, incorporating an enhanced spectral domain 
erasure decoding algorithm. The performance of the RS decoder was 
augmented by the use of channel state information to provide the necessary 
QoS under the severest operating conditions. The statistics of the extra
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bit-level confidence information available from the demodulator/equaliser was 
used by the novel RS decoding algorithm to ascertain the most likely symbols 
that were in error. The channel coding scheme then performed a single 
additional erasure decoding pass using this extra information to markedly 
improve its performance under the most severe channel degradations. This 
was an essential development that allowed the whole system to be realised in 
real-time, and also to remain within the very tight delay constraint. The work 
also emphasised the importance of a joint approach to the design of the source 
and channel coding algorithms, in order to obtain the optimum system 
performance for the allocated bit rate and other application specific constraints.
• The development of an effective lost frame substitution and muting strategy for 
the Enhanced-VSELP speech coding algorithm.
• The efficient real-time implementation of the speech and channel coding 
algorithms in floating point on a multi-DSP based test computer. This required 
the adoption of many efficient programming and analysis techniques to reduce 
the overall computational requirements of the various coding stages. It also 
highlighted the importance of the inclusion of the constraints imposed by the 
chosen real-time implementation platform into the design process for any 
integrated speech coding system.
• A detailed analysis of the tandeming effects that occur when the original 
FR-GSM 13 kbps parametric speech coder accesses a network connection 
based around the 32 kbps ADPCM coding standard. This involved extensive 
subjective testing for the various different link conditions that may occur when 
connecting through the PSTN and private networks.
• The design of a unique piece of hardware and software which enables the 
effective measurement of the difference in received and transmitted power 
level for a connection from an FR-GSM handset into the PSTN. This required a 
specific test signal to be developed which retained the same average power 
level even after passing through the FR-GSM speech encoding algorithm.
Chapter 2
2. Digital Speech Coding
2.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with an overview of the different approaches that can be taken 
to represent the original sampled analogue speech waveform. They all rely on 
developing a suitable model for the speech waveform, which may also include 
elements of the speech production mechanism. Once a suitable model has been 
developed various trade-offs will then need to be applied in order to obtain the 
optimum performance under the particular operating conditions. The most important 
factors which affect the final choice of a suitable algorithm are highlighted. These 
include not only the obvious requirement of high quality, but issues that are more 
pertinent to an operator in terms of the overall Quality of Service provided, such as: 
delay, the effects of tandeming two or more codecs, security and non-voice/data 
handling capabilities. In recent years the most dynamic application area for new 
coding algorithms has been the Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) networks that are 
replacing the older analogue systems, e.g. Total Access Coverage Service (TACS 
and Extended-TACS) in the UK, Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) in Scandinavia and 
Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) in North America. This environment is 
particularly difficult for a parametric speech coder, because errors received in only 
one parameter can have quite a dramatic effect on the output speech quality. 
Therefore, increased robustness must be inherent in the chosen model parameters 
and the performance under bad channel conditions augmented by some form of 
error-control coding. These techniques are ideally based on an in-depth assessment 
of the error sensitivity of the individual coded bits. From this initial analysis the 
remaining bits available for channel coding can then be efficiently allocated to the 
most error sensitive speech coding bits to attain the required operational QoS.
It is also important for the coding algorithm to be optimised for the particular 
application for which it is designed. Therefore also presented is a brief description of 
the various major application areas for modern speech coders, and details of the 
most important voice coding standards established over the last 24 years.
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Many of the more popular time and frequency domain coding techniques are 
described in detail, and their relative advantages/disadvantages discussed. The 
major differences between coders can be categorised depending on the analysis 
method chosen for the particular model. Either, the less computationally complex 
AaS approach, or the more optimum AbS scheme. AbS coders have become 
increasingly dominant in the last ten years, mainly because of the advent of very fast 
DSPs, which enable the very intensive analysis stages of the algorithms to be 
performed in real-time.
The main difference between many time domain coding techniques is the model 
chosen for the final excitation signal. This is the remaining signal after the long and 
short term correlations are removed from the speech signal, and has led to the 
development of various popular coding algorithms, such as: Multipulse, Regular 
Pulse (a variant of which is used in FR-GSM) and CELP1. The generalised excitation 
search procedure is described in detail, along with an overview of the options 
available for the final quantisation of the coded parameters. Finally, a description of 
the different channel coding techniques that are commonly applied in speech coding 
systems is given.
2.2 Basic Methods for Digital Speech Coding
The digital encoding of the original speech information can be performed using 
various different approaches. The main methods which have particular pertinence to 
the field of bit rate reduction are as follows:
• Try to model the way in which the human perception system works, using the 
recent advances made in cognitive reasoning to help make the necessary 
decisions, based on the acoustic properties of the human hearing and auditory 
systems. The original speech signal can be considered to consist of a sequence 
of sounds from a set of about 40 basic elements, called phonemes, which can 
adequately communicate all the linguistic information for languages that have 
developed from the same origins as English. Therefore, as the vocal organs are 
limited to a maximum phonetic production rate of about 10 per second, the 
entire phonetic information can be transmitted at the extremely low overall 
transmission rate of about 60 bps [1]. However, the computational complexity 
required for classifying the speech waveform in real-time is prohibitive at
1 This coding scheme has become the most popular modern coding standard. It has spawned 
many variants that have found application in DMR, PSTN and almost every other area where 
some form of speech compression is essential.
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present. Also, the phonetic information does not account for basic factors, which 
are essential for speaker recognition and overall perceived quality, such as: sex, 
age, emotion, accent, prosody etc. This field of research has been highly active 
in recent years, as the decomposition of a speech signal into its individual 
phonemes is a major component of any theoretical/practical speech recognition 
system [2]. The use of other psychoacoustic techniques does, however, find 
application in the field of auditory masking. These algorithms are used in the 
new recordable digital audio systems, Phillips Digital Compact Cassette DCC® 
[3] and Sony MiniDisc® [4]. These are based on the perceptual masking property 
of the human ear, which means that certain frequency combinations have 
increased redundancy. This is because it has been found that a spectral 
component below a certain energy threshold at one frequency is completely 
masked by a higher energy component in a different frequency band. This leads 
to an effective reduction in the required storage, without any perceived loss in 
quality. Phonetic classification has been applied to low bit rate voice codecs, 
mainly to enable the optimum coding strategy to be selected depending on both 
the acoustic features and phonetic content of the input speech [5].
• An alternative method is to try to encode the shape of the speech waveform, in 
either the time or frequency domains, with an inevitable increase in the number 
of bits required to effectively represent this information. However, coders based 
on this principle can also include some knowledge of the signals statistical 
properties, to improve the quality of the modelling when lower bit rates are 
required. The most common time domain example is based on the non-linear 
distribution of the speech sample amplitudes, which enables the use of 
Logarithmic-PCM, either A- or p,-Law companded depending on the operating 
country, with typical operating bit rates of 64 or 56 kbps respectively, to provide 
toll quality speech over the narrowband PSTN. Coders based on the 
preservation of the overall shape of the speech signal are called Waveform 
Coders, and extensions to the Log-PCM system actually utilise the long and 
short term correlations present in the speech signal to enable further reductions 
in the required bit rate. These techniques (e.g. Differential-PCM DPCM, Delta 
Modulation DM [6], Continuously Variable Slope Delta Modulation CVSDM and 
Adaptive-DPCM ADPCM [7]) typically produce acceptable toll quality speech at 
around 32 kbps and above. Similar techniques can also be applied to the 
frequency domain representation of the speech signal and have produced
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reasonable quality at rates down to about 16 kbps in Adaptive Transform Coders 
(ATC) [8] and Sub-Band Coders (SBC) [9].
® Another, more sophisticated approach, is to attempt to develop a model for the 
speech signal based on the structure of the human voice production mechanism. 
These Source Coders (or Vocoders) produce speech that is more synthetic 
sounding, due primarily to the limitations of the models that are used. The basic 
coding techniques developed for these algorithms were some of the first to be 
developed for general speech coding [10]. They are, however, highly efficient at 
very low bit rates (i.e. < 2.4 kbps), which is of major interest to military users and 
voice storage applications, such as: digital answerphones and the new 
generation of advanced pagers. In these applications the naturalness of the 
speech is of lower importance than the overall intelligibility of the information to 
be conveyed [11]. However, recent interest has been shown in coders operating 
at this rate, because of the demand to produce an effective high quality voice 
communication system based over the Internet.
• Use a combination of the last two options to produce so-called Hybrid Coders, 
which have a common form discussed in more detail in Section 2.7.1. They take 
advantage of both the long and short term sample-to-sample correlations that 
exist in a speech signal to remove most of the redundant information, and then 
encode the remaining excitation signal using a suitably efficient model. These 
coders can typically produce acceptable toll/communication quality speech at bit 
rates ranging from 16 down to 2.4 kbps.
It is the latter class of coding techniques that has shown the greatest promise for 
good quality low bit rate speech coding (i.e. <16  kbps) in recent years, and the main 
subject of the work detailed in this thesis. Figure 2.1 shows the classification tree for 
many of the most popular coding schemes developed in the past 30 years.
2.3 Important Design Criteria for Low Bit Rate Coders
When designing any speech coding algorithm for a particular application, various 
trade-offs will be required in order to satisfy most/all of the original system 
constraints. The eventual choice of a suitable coder may well have a bearing on 
these design parameters and may require certain constraints to be relaxed in order 
to achieve the best compromise in terms of the QoS offered to the customer for the 
allocated gross bit rate. These defining criteria will have a direct effect on the final 
choice of an appropriate speech coding algorithm, whether it be for: increased
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robustness due to the adverse channel conditions, low-delay, secure 
communications, ease of implementation etc. The following sections detail the most 
important design criteria to consider when selecting a speech coder, and a 
complimentary channel coding algorithm if required for an application.
Formant
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Figure 2.1 Different classifications of the most popular speech coders.
2.3.1 Quality
The subjective quality of the final output synthesised speech is the most obvious 
design parameter. It will define the users overall perception of the system 
performance, so this is an essential element of any development process. The 
typical quality offered by the current generation of speech coders, which are mostly 
being employed in the latest generation mobile networks, can be classed as 
communication quality. This is slightly lower than the quality provided by the current 
PSTN digital coding standards which are classified as toll quality, and operate at 64, 
56, 32 and 16 kbps. However, the parametric coders used for mobile applications 
actually demonstrate quite variable speech quality depending on the individual 
speaker, environment, channel conditions etc. As a result of this only an overall 
average performance can be specified, rather than the absolute consistent quality 
that customers have become accustomed to from the PSTN.
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Some very low bit rate applications, such as those employed by the military for 
secure battlefield communications, are not so concerned with the quality of the 
speech, but are more interested in the overall message content being successfully 
delivered without necessarily even conveying the speaker identity. The quality of 
these systems is often referred to as synthetic or robotic in nature.
In order to assess the quality of a particular coding algorithm extensive testing is 
performed on the synthetic output [12]. This can take the form of objective 
measures, such as the segmental signal-to-noise ratio, or the more useful subjective 
measures, such as the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), Dynamic Rhyme Test (DRT) 
etc. Standard procedures for these tests are detailed by the ITU-T (formerly known 
as the CCITT), and are usually based around the use of a Modulated Noise 
Reference Unit (MNRU) and an equalised telephone handset for calibration 
purposes [13]. Figure 2.2 shows a comparison between the coded bit rate and the 
quality (measured in terms of the MOS rating) for various narrowband voice codecs, 
developed over the last 15 years [14]. Also shown are the broad classifications 
commonly used to indicate the quality. Further information on the various coding 
algorithms and standards can be found in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.2 Demonstrating the relationship between coding rate and quality for various 
narrowband speech coders developed in the last 15 years.
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Figure 2.2 shows the rapid improvements that have been achieved in the last five 
years, particularly in the latest ITU-T standard coders (G.728 and G.729), and the 
proposed quality standard for the latest 4 kbps coder which is due for completion in 
1998. This algorithm will be used primarily for low rate visual telephony, satellite 
mobile and PCN applications, as well as for local exchange automated response 
systems and announcements.
If higher sampling rates are used to quantise the original speech signal, then the 
perceived quality is found to be noticeably better, because a greater portion of the 
speech spectral information is being included in the analysis. Although it has been 
found that the extra bandwidth only contributes about 20% to the overall speech 
information content, the subjective improvement is more marked. These so-called 
Wideband coders (with a typical analysis bandwidth extending from 50 Flz -» 7 kHz 
and a sampling rate of 16 kHz ) offer a quality close to recent broadcast standards 
[15][16], and could form the backbone of the future generation of ISDN based 
telecommunication systems. These will not suffer from the current limitations 
imposed by the need to operate using the reduced bandwidth of the analogue 
telephone network (i.e. 300 Hz -> 3.4 kHz).
2.3.2 Robustness to Different Acoustic Inputs
In order to work effectively in a public service the coding algorithm will be required to 
provide the same QoS independent of the speaker sex, age, accent etc. This is quite 
a difficult task as the properties of the vocal chords, and therefore of the speech 
signal produced, can change considerably depending on these factors. Also, the 
coder will need to operate uniformly over the full range of the expected speech input 
acoustic level, with a dynamic range of at least 25 dB being an accepted value. 
Other practical requirements are the need to cope with unwanted general 
background acoustical inputs, such as: car, train or aeroplane cabin noise, multiple 
speakers, and hands-free operation. These types of input can lead to high levels of 
distortion, as some coders (typically vocoders) will tend to model the periodic 
background noise better than the input speech. However, the provision of a front-end 
adaptive noise cancellation algorithm, and the incorporation of new improved 
designs for highly directional microphones in the handset [17], should help to 
enhance the performance of the codec, at the expense of a slightly more complex 
and therefore costly system.
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2.3.3 Robustness to Transmission Errors
One of the major advantages of using a digital communication system, rather than 
an analogue one, is the increased robustness to channel errors that can be achieved 
by incorporating optimised error-control strategies. This was of particular relevance 
to the choice of a digital speech coder for the recently operational GSM network. 
During the selection procedure for a suitable voice coder, it was found that the 
average quality of the compromise 13 kbps RPE-LTP coder finally agreed upon was 
actually 1.6 MOS points higher than the current companded FM analogue system 
under comparable channel conditions [18]. The effects of bit errors can also be 
reduced by modifications to the speech coding algorithm, so that the parameters 
used to encode the speech information have increased inherent robustness (e.g. the 
use of Line Spectral Pairs to represent the speech spectral envelope detailed in 
Section 3.5 etc.). Other important elements of an overall speech coding system are 
the frame substitution and muting strategies, which can be employed if the channel 
conditions become too severe for the channel coding to cope with. This is particularly 
important for coders expected to operate over the satellite and mobile 
communication environments, where typical BERs of 1% and 5% respectively are the 
norm. However, even for PSTN applications, where the random Bit Error Rate (BER) 
typically lies in the range from 10'6 10'5, the algorithm is required to be fairly
robust. This is because any large amplitude changes, which can result from even a 
single bit error occurring in a critical parameter, can cause subjectively very annoying 
blasts in the output due to unstable prediction filter parameters. This distortion may 
last for an extended period, depending on the amount of prediction involved.
2.3.4 Tandeming Performance
As more digital coding standards are introduced around the world for various 
applications the interaction of a new coding algorithm with the currently installed 
systems, and even itself in private closed networks", will become an increasingly 
important issue. This is because, for example, a user calling from a digital mobile 
network in one continent (or even within a single country as different standards exist, 
e.g. North America with at least three different digital mobile systems currently 
operational: IS-54, IS-95 and CT2/CT2+) to another digital mobile user across the 
world, asynchronously via the PSTN, will encounter at least three probably different
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digital coding standards. These may operate on different principles, with the 
predictors designed to operate optimally for a specific expected input waveform, 
which is normally taken as being PCM. However, because of the action of a digital 
speech coder, which will try and produce the best subjective quality for a given bit 
rate using a particular parametric model, the output waveform will probably prove to 
be non-ideal when presented to the next coding standard used in the link.
Another issue is the widespread use of postfiltering and other speech enhancement 
techniques in coders to improve the final subjective quality at the output [19]. This 
may well require some future development to either improve the effect on 
subsequent coding stages, as was recently required for the ITU-T 16 kbps LD-CELP 
standard [20], or a method adopted which allows these techniques to be disabled if 
further connections are required. This issue is covered in more detail in Chapter 6, 
where the subjective effects of tandeming the FR-GSM algorithm with 32 kbps 
ADPCM are analysed.
As a direct result of these problems in interoperability, the formal design specification 
will usually include some form of definition for the maximum allowed accumulated 
distortion that can be introduced by the coding algorithm. This is normally expressed 
in terms of the accumulated Quantisation Distortion Units (qdus) that result from 
using the algorithm. One difficulty with this approach for modern parametric coders is 
that the qdu rating can only be defined under particular operating conditions, as the 
performance will be closely related to various factors, including: the error 
environment due to the channel conditions, the vocal properties of the particular 
speaker, and the background noise conditions [21, pages 112-348].
2.3.5 Delay
The coding delay is initially introduced by the need to buffer the speech samples in 
order to perform the prediction and parameterisation that is an essential part of any 
modern speech coding algorithm. The lower the coded rate the greater the prediction 
that is normally involved, which will necessitate the use of longer buffering. Also, the 
processing delay required to actually perform the speech and channel encoding 
functions will be a necessary component in calculating the overall delay budget for a 
system. This depends on the chosen implementation platform, usually involving 
either a fixed or floating point DSP, and the complexity of the algorithm. Another
" This situation will also exist in many rural locations in the developing countries, due to the 
common practice of installing a digital PABX to serve the local community which then links into 
the national analogue network.
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essential element is the transmission delay, which becomes a major issue in mobile 
and satellite connections (where a single one-way hop introduces at least 270 ms of 
delay) because of the need for echo cancellers in the network to reduce the effect of 
hybrid mismatches at the PSTN access points (usually the local exchange). For 
instance in the UK if the codec is to be connected to the PSTN then the delay must 
be less than 5 ms, otherwise some form of echo control device must be included 
[22]. However, the end-to-end delay can also be increased by the need to interleave 
the data to improve the performance of the associated channel coding scheme. This 
helps to spread the long error bursts, that are characteristic of mobile and satellite 
channels, over more codewords. These errors are caused by the deep fades and 
multipath signals that result from various factors, such as: the local terrain, frequency 
reuse pattern, power control, co-channel interference and the relative speed of the 
mobile user to the fixed basestation or satellite.
The channel decoder is usually considerably more computationally intensive than the 
encoder, because of the need to identify the errors introduced over the link and then 
try and correct the received data accordingly. As a result, this stage of the overall 
system will involve an increased processing delay. However, this is usually offset by 
the speech decoding algorithm, which is normally far less computationally complex 
than the corresponding encoder, and therefore introduces a much lower additional 
processing delay.
2.3.6 Non-Speech Signal/Data Handling
The modern telephone network is becoming increasingly used for transporting non­
speech signals as we move towards the ultimate aims of the ISDN, including: 
signalling tones based on the Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) system for the 
transmission of the telephone keypad digits, the analogue G3-Fax standard, and 
higher rate modems for the transmission of data from both fixed and mobile 
computers. Therefore, the network providers will want to enable as many of these 
new services as possible to be made easily accessible to their customers, and also 
to be seamlessly integrated with other services, in order to improve on the perceived 
QoS. However, because many of the older digital speech coders were designed 
primarily/exclusively for carrying voice traffic, which possess specific characteristics 
that are used to reduce the required bit rate, they may not encode non-voice signals 
without introducing too much distortion to enable reliable transmission and receipt. 
Therefore, any new standards will need to specify certain levels of operating 
performance in the presence of these non-voice signals. This enhanced performance
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can be achieved by having front-end detection algorithms at the voice encoder, 
which will switch to different coding systems if non-voice data is received, or 
alternatively completely bypassing the voice codec to enable a more reliable and/or 
transparent transmission path.
2.3.7 Security
One of the major advantages in changing from an analogue to a digital system for 
transmitting the speech data is the ease with which added security can be 
incorporated into the system [23]. These measures can take the form of scrambling 
codes which can change continuously and exhibit very long repeat lengths. This is 
obviously a high priority for military and commercially sensitive applications, 
especially with the increase in the use of private closed networks for large corporate 
customers. However, it is also becoming increasingly important for land and satellite 
mobile communication systems [24]. This is because of the ease with which 
eavesdropping could be previously performed on the original analogue systems 
using a suitable frequency scanner.
2.3.8 Complexity
The complexity of the speech coder will have a direct bearing on whether the 
algorithm can be practically realised. The recent advances in processor technology, 
particularly in the field of high-speed DSPs, has meant that this has become less of 
an issue. However, if the final aim is to produce a real-time system then the 
constraints imposed by the chosen target processor will impose a limitation on the 
maximum allowable complexity of the algorithm [25]. Other important issues that will 
need to be addressed for the final hardware implementation include: cost, power 
consumption, size, external hardware requirements and availability. The increased 
complexity algorithms will require more mathematical operations to be performed, 
using either fixed or floating point arithmetic, which will inevitably lead to an increase 
in the overall power requirements. This is a very pertinent issue for the 
manufacturers of digital mobile handsets, because the user will want the longest 
available standby and talk-times from the handset, without the need for a large 
capacity, and therefore bulky, battery.
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2.4 Overview of the Major Application Areas for Modem Speech Coders
The main application areas for digital speech coders are the terrestrial and satellite 
communication environments. They generally involve various trade-offs to be made, 
according to the design constraints detailed in the previous sections. However, the 
predominant service requirement is to provide an overall QoS that will be acceptable 
to the particular users that the application is aimed at. The following sections give a 
brief overview of many of these areas.
Public Switched Telephone Network —  Since the adoption of the 64 kbps A-Law 
and 56 kbps p-Law PCM standards for trunk telephony in 1972, many of the 
worlds PTTs have been using digital coding techniques for the transmission of 
multiplexed voice circuits over high bandwidth media, such as fibre-optic cables 
and line of sight microwave links. Clearly, the lower the coding rate required per 
speech circuit the more simultaneous voice channels that can be supported. This 
has proven essential to enable the enormous increase in telephone traffic that has 
occurred world-wide to be accommodated. In 1985 the CCITT agreed on a 32 
kbps ADPCM standard, which has also been chosen for the UK 2nd generation 
cordless telephone system (CT2), and the Digital European Cordless Technology 
(DECT) standards [22][26]. However, owing to further pressures for even more 
bandwidth efficient coding schemes a 16 kbps standard based on a Low-Delay 
CELP algorithm was adopted for operation in 1993 [27]. Most recently an attempt 
was made to develop an 8 kbps coder suitable for PSTN operation. Unfortunately, 
no suitable coder was submitted which satisfied all of the design constraints, 
particularly the requirement for low-delay and toll quality. The trial did produce a 
new draft ITU-T standard G.729 for an 8 kbps coder, based around the Conjugate 
Structured-ACELP algorithm, with a total delay of 15 ms (a 10 ms analysis frame 
delay plus an extra 5 ms of delay for interpolation of the spectral parameters) [28]. 
The ITU is also currently investigating 4 kbps coders that are suitable for 
processing the speech element of the next generation of very low rate visual 
telephony systems. It could also be used for automated response and local 
exchange announcement systems. These do not suffer from the low delay 
constraint, so more effective prediction can be used to enable the high quality 
output that is required from such a low bit rate coder.
Private Networks —  The major advantages of increased security and personal 
control can be obtained by a large corporate telecommunications user if they
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employ a private network. This can have mixed voice, image and more general 
data traffic, that can be tailored to the exact requirements of the end-user. They 
are not tied to the voice quality standards that must be used on a normal PSTN 
based network, and can therefore employ low bit rate coders to enable more 
simultaneous connections for the available transmission bandwidth, with the 
accompanying reduction in cost.
A private non-switched 64 kbps leased line can also be used to interconnect 
networks of PABXs that may be installed in different locations. The system then 
uses a digital multiplexer to dynamically allocate the low bit rate voice channels 
onto the line, usually with one channel reserved for data. If a multirate coder is 
used then the channel bandwidth assignment and speech quality can be traded to 
provide the best compromise in QoS to the users. However, this means that the 
multiplexer is considerably more complicated, so most systems rely on having a 
fixed rate coder and therefore a fixed number of available channels.
Digital Cordless Telephone Networks —  The original first generation cordless 
networks (CTO and CT1) used analogue speech transmission, which were easy to 
eavesdrop and suffered from a limited number of available radio channels, so 
interference between handsets was quite common. The second generation 
systems such as CT2 [26] and DECT [29] (a prospective world-wide standard) 
employ digital speech coding techniques (32 kbps ADPCM) to improve the 
performance, although the effective operating range is still only 30 -> 100 m 
indoors, extending to 300 m outdoors, with a maximum density of more than 2000 
handsets per km2. Also, extra functionality can be included in the handset to allow 
it to operate in various different environments, and even provide internetworking 
facilities with GSM to improve the traffic-handling capacity of GSM in office 
buildings. At home it will act as a simple cordless telephone, but in a workplace 
the basestations can be connected together to form a local cordless PABX, with 
users capable of both sending and receiving calls using Continuous Dynamic 
Channel Selection (CDCS) to provide seamless handovers from one radio cell to 
the next. Data can also be sent over the system to produce a cordless Local Area 
Network (LAN). A further application area was first introduced in the UK as the 
Telepoint® system under CT2 (and is also included in the DECT standard), in 
which the user could receive calls only if they are within the coverage area of one 
of the radio basestations. These are positioned in public places to obtain the best 
coverage, such as: petrol stations, airports, train stations, and shops. Clearly, this
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is more restricted than the service offered by true mobile cellular systems where 
the individual cells are contiguous, and each handsets location is tracked by the 
network.
Voice Mail and Messaging Systems —  The most obvious advantage of using a low 
bit rate voice coder for both of these applications are the reduced amount of 
storage required, as they currently usually employ PCM and ADPCM coders. This 
enables cheaper digital answerphones to be developed, using cheap memory for 
the storage. Also, because they are stored data systems, the delay constraint 
does not become an issue, enabling longer segments of speech to be analysed. 
This should achieve greater reductions in the required bit rate because of 
improvements in the effectiveness of the prediction used. The voice message 
systems are typically being used for the announcements provided by the 
telephone exchanges and other automated interactive services.
Videoconferencing —  This is an emerging technology that requires a mixture of 
audio and video coding, with both signals remaining carefully synchronised. The 
connection is usually based upon a minimum of two ISDN 64 kbps link, with the 
narrow band speech coder based on PCM (or ADPCM), or a variable rate 
wideband standard that uses Sub-Band-ADPCM (SB-ADPCM)"1 [30]. The 
remaining data bandwidth is allocated to the video coder (usually employing the 
H.261 standard [31]) and synchronisation. Commercial packages, such as Intel’s 
ProShare®, are now available for use on a normal desktop PC, and have proven 
popular for business users. Obviously, for a home user an ISDN link would be an 
expensive alternative, so a lower rate speech coder would be extremely useful to 
enable a lower frame rate videoconferencing system using the normal telephone 
line.
Multimedia —  This is a recent emerging application area that has been recognised 
by the ITU as a major future area of rapid growth. As such a new dual rate voice 
coding standard has been ratified in 1995 [32]. The higher rate coder is based 
around the Multi-Pulse Maximum Likelihood Quantisation (MP-MLQ) algorithm, 
and the lower rate version uses a variant of the ACELP analysis structure. It forms
This coder operates by first splitting the wideband speech signal into a high and iow 
sub-bands, and then applies the ADPCM coding standard to each band independently. A 2-bit 
per sample coder is used for the high band, and either a 6-, 5- or 4-bit quantiser for the lower 
band data. This enables some extra data channels to be multiplexed onto the 64 kbps ISDN 
link.
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an essential part of the H.324 family of standards which are primarily concerned 
with defining multimedia services at very low bit rates.
Land and Satellite Mobile Systems —  Probably the largest area of research in 
recent years has been concentrated on producing highly robust 
toll/communication quality digital speech coding algorithms for various mobile 
applications. These are required mainly because of the extremely difficult
transmission environments, which normally result in the generation of bursty
errors. They are a direct consequence of the fading caused by the multipath 
signals that occur. These signals are created by reflections from the local 
topography and interference from the frequency reuse patterns that are an 
essential part of any land-mobile system. Shadowing from trees and buildings 
also affects the received signal power, which can be further exacerbated by the 
Doppler effect caused by the relative motion of the mobile user to the local 
basestation. The cellular radio networks need to employ highly sophisticated 
power and system control functions to achieve the appropriate QoS expected by 
their users [33].
The most popular standard for DMR applications that has appeared in the last few 
years was originally developed for the Pan-European FR-GSM network. This 
system is based around a 13 kbps RPE-LTP algorithm that is detailed in 
Section 2.7.1. GSM has been adopted as a standard in many of the worlds 
countries, with the major exceptions of Japan and North America. These two 
countries have installed different incompatible systems, that are both based
around variants of the VSELP coder developed by Motorola. The latest
developments in GSM have included the standardisation recently of a Half-Rate 
algorithm, which is based around VSELP [34], and the current investigation into 
the possible adoption of an Enhanced FR-GSM voice coder, which operates at 
the same gross bit rate of 22.8 kbps, but uses a new source coder with improved 
quality (better than or equal to G.728), lower delay (less than 40 ms) and greater 
robustness (better than FR-GSM under 4%, 7% and 13% BER), even though it 
actually uses the same channel coding scheme but with a modified bit assignment 
[35][36]. This coder based on Algebraic-CELP has also been chosen for the North 
American Personal Communication System (PCS-1900), which will help to 
establish a possible common world-wide standard for digital mobile telephony 
[37].
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The main features of FR-GSM, including the voice and channel coding schemes, 
have also been applied to the first generation of Personal Communication 
Networks (PCNs), such as those operated by Orange™ and Mercury One 2 One® 
in the UK [38]. The basic idea behind PCN applications are that they use much 
smaller cells than those adopted for mobile networks, with lower powered 
handheld transmitters (typically 200 mW as opposed to 2 W for GSM), smaller 
and cheaper handsets, and a much higher user capacity. The ideal PCN should 
also be able to accommodate other digital services, such as data and maybe even 
low bit rate video streams. Effectively the ultimate aim is to produce a wireless 
equivalent of the current PSTN (or ultimately maybe even the ISDN) which allows 
both fixed and mobile communications transparently to the end-user, although this 
may be beyond the capabilities of the current generation of networks.
Satellite mobile networks suffer from many of the problems associated with 
land-mobile networks, although the physical sizes of the antennas required to 
transmit/receive the low rate data to/from the geostationary satellite will always 
limit the practicality of such systems. The original INMARSAT digital system 
(Standard-B) adopted a 16 kbps Adaptive Predictive Coding (APC) algorithm [39], 
and the next generation Standard-M network uses a 6.4 kbps combined speech 
and channel coder, based around the IMBE algorithm (see Section 2.6.2 for more 
details). NASA has also developed a 4.8 kbps Vector-APC (VAPC) system 
(MSAT-X) for private, commercial and government communications to/from 
vehicles in North America and Canada [40]. Australia has performed some trials 
on a prospective voice coder for its MOBILESAT® system, although this was later 
combined with the INMARSAT-M trials to provide a common standard [41]. The 
latest ITU-T standard trials are attempting to develop a flexible 4 kbps speech 
coder suitable for both satellite mobile telephony and PCNs.
The other main digital satellite system using speech coding techniques enables 
two-way voice and data communication for individuals travelling on specially 
equipped passenger aircraft. The Skyphone service developed originally by British 
Telecom (BT) uses a 9.6 kbps combined source and channel coding scheme, and 
is currently operating mainly over the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic oceans [42]. This 
system was later adopted in 1990 by INMARSAT, and is now known as 
INMARSAT-Aero® [43]. A new half-rate system has recently been introduced, 
based around the Advanced-MBE (AMBE) algorithm developed for the 
INMARSAT Mini-M system. This 4.8 kbps coder has been found to produce
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considerably better performance than the original MPELPC scheme, particularly 
when used in the higher background cabin noise environments that are 
experienced in smaller jets [44].
Very Small Aperture Terminal Networks (VSATs) —  These systems have proven 
to be highly popular within the developing countries where the cost of installing 
the necessary fixed-wire infrastructure can be prohibitive to service the remote 
communities that often exist. They are also ideal for rapid deployment military 
battlefield and civilian news gathering communication environments, and for 
private networks operated by large companies. The original catalyst for their 
development was the rapid deregulation and liberalisation of the 
telecommunications network in North America which began in 1984. The networks 
consist of a local small diameter dish (usually ranging from 0.75 -> 2.4 m), which 
connects to a central Hub via a two-way satellite link (which therefore exhibits a 
large delay, as at least two satellite hops are required). This enables many such 
terminals to be installed in a star configuration, with each terminal either 
configured as receive only (for point to multi-point systems) or for the more 
flexible transmit/receive mode, and one main Hub is required to service them,v. 
The Hub antenna usually ranges in diameter from 6 -> 9 m. It provides the 
national/international connections and controls the main satellite communication 
switching and access protocol functions. These protocols are usually based 
around Demand Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) or random access techniques 
such as ALOHA [45]. Clearly in order to allow for the increased demands required 
by many users some form of voice compression is very attractive, as it will 
dramatically reduce the cost of each speech circuit and allow for the provision of 
other network services, which are usually concerned with the transmission of data 
in private corporate networks.
Broadcast Networks —  A recent application area for low bit rate coders has been 
to encode the extra Audio Description television data, under the banner of the 
AUDETEL consortium. This commentary is provided by the television companies 
to enhance the service offered to partially sighted and blind subscribers, by 
transmitting a description of the important visual elements of the current scene. 
The speech coder is designed to offer the best available quality and robustness at
7.6 kbps, using the Pulsed Residual Excited Linear Prediction (PRELP) algorithm,
lv The delay problem can be reduced if the network is connected in a mesh configuration,
where the VSATs can communicate directly with one another. However, the complexity of
each terminal is increased, and therefore so is the cost.
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combined with a Voice Activity Detector (VAD), lost frame reconstruction strategy 
and a simple channel coding scheme based on a (7,4) Hamming code to protect 
the four codebook gains. The coder was found to be almost transparent at 
random error rates of < 10‘3. The coded information is transmitted during the 
vertical blanking interval, and has recently been adopted as a Europe-wide 
standard [46].
Military and Secure Communication Systems —  One of the major driving forces 
behind the early years of research into low bit rate voice coders was the need for 
highly secure communication systems for military applications. These include both 
strategic and tactical communication environments, which involve either larger 
fixed terminals connected via private telephone lines, or smaller mobile terminals 
that are connected via radio links. The clear advantage of a digital system over 
analogue is the increased robustness to jamming and the sophistication of the 
scrambling codes that can be applied to avoid interception. The speech quality 
does not have to be particularly high, and the original US Department of Defence 
(DoD) standard introduced in 1975, the so-called LPC-10 algorithm operating at
2.4 kbps, required trained listeners to understand the messages [11]. This 
standard has gradually been improved over the years, and the latest enhanced 
version (LPC-10e, also known as Federal Standard-1015) was agreed in 1984 
[47]. A higher rate standard (FS-1016) based around the Codebook Excited 
Linear Prediction (CELP) algorithm operating at 4.8 kbps has been operating 
since 1989 [48]. This coder performs much better than the lower rate vocoder 
based algorithms in the presence of background noise, random errors up to 10'3 
and when tandemed with other systems. Recently there have been trials to find a 
replacement for FS-1015, with various coders reporting speech quality superior to 
FS-1016 [49][50]. However, no final decision on the best candidate has yet been 
reached.
2.5 Speech Coding Standards
The previous section has given an overview of many of the application areas that 
have used modern speech coding technology to achieve the necessary system 
performance. In many cases the adoption of a digital coding algorithm has been a 
fundamental decision that has enabled the overall system to be successfully 
implemented. Many of the reasons for choosing a suitable speech coder have 
previously been discussed in this chapter. Table 2.1 shows many of the main speech
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coding standards adopted in the last 24 years since PCM was standardised for 
PSTN applications. The figures in parenthesis under the source coding rate show the 
gross bit rates after the inclusion of channel coding, and extra in-band 
synchronisation information, if required.
Coding 
Bit Rate 
(kbps)
Coding
Standard Application Area
Coding
Algorithm
Year of 
Adoption
64 and 56 CCITT G.711 PSTN A- and p-Law PCM 1972
64, 56 
and 48
CCITT G.722 
(Variable Rate)
ISDN
(Wideband) SB-ADPCM 1984
32 CCITT G.721 PSTN ADPCM 1984
2.4 US Federal- Standard 1015
Secure Voice 
(Fixed and Mobile) LPC-10e 1984
16 INMARSATStandard-B Maritime APC 1985
13
(22.8) Full-Rate GSM
Pan-European Digital Cellular 
Mobile Radio and DCS-1800 RPE-LTP 1988
4.8 US Federal- Standard 1016
Secure Voice 
(Fixed) CELP 1989
8.9
(9.6)
Skyphone
INMARSAT-
Aero®
Aeronautical Mobile Standard MPELPC 1989
7.95
(13) IS-54
North American Digital Cellular 
Mobile Radio VSELP 1989
4.8 NASA MSAT-X Mobile Satellite VAPC 1990
16 CCITT G.728 PSTN LD-CELP 1991
6.7
(11.2) Full-Rate PDC
Japanese Personal Digital 
Cellular Mobile Radio VSELP 1991
4.15
(6.4)
INMARSAT
Standard-M Land Mobile Satellite IMBE 1991
4.4
(7.2) APCO
North American Police Officer 
Mobile Radio IMBE 1992
4.53
(7.2) TETRA Trans-European Trunk Radio ACELP 1993
8 —» 1 
(19.2 
2.4)
IS-95 
(Variable Rate)
North American CDMA Digital 
Cellular Mobile Radio QCELP 1993
8 ITU-T G.729 PSTN CS-ACELP 1995
5.3 and 
6.3 ITU-T G.723
Dual Rate Speech Coder for 
Multimedia Telephony
MP-MLQ
ACELP 1995
5.7
(11.4) Half-Rate GSM
Pan-European Digital Cellular 
Mobile Radio VSELP 1995
3.45
(5.6) Half-Rate PDC
Japanese Personal Digital 
Cellular Mobile Radio PSI-CELP 1995
4.8 INMARSATMini-M
Land Mobile Satellite 
(Notebook sized terminal) AMBE 1995
13
(22.8)
Enhanced-FR
GSM
Pan-European Digital Cellular 
Mobile Radio ACELP 1995
PCS-1900 North-American Personal Communication Systems
Table 2.1 Major digital speech coding standards adopted in the last 24 years.
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The rapid developments that have occurred in the last 5 years can be clearly seen, 
with many of the newer standards based on either the Improved Multi-Band 
Excitation (IMBE) frequency or CELP time domain algorithms. These are discussed 
in more detail in Sections 0 and 2.7.1. The recent adoption of the ACELP algorithm7 
as a standard for PSTN voice coding at 8 kbps as well as a modified version for 
Enhanced-FR GSM, TETRA, very low bit rate multimedia services and the North 
American PCS-1900 system, is a first step in establishing a common world-wide 
standard for compressed digital speech.
2.6 Overview of Digital Speech Coding Techniques
Digital speech coding techniques can be based on one of two main approaches to 
the analysis procedure used to obtain the relevant parametric information. This is 
then utilised by the speech coding model chosen for the particular application. Either 
an open-loop optimisation technique, as used in AaS based coders, or the more 
optimum closed-loop AbS matching procedure. Flowever, the second method is 
considerably more computationally intensive, but has become the dominant analysis 
technique for many modern coding standards. The following sections give a brief 
description of both of these techniques, with examples of many voice coders 
developed over the last 30 years of research that apply these procedures. Also given 
is a more detailed mathematical analysis of the AbS technique, as this is an 
important element in most current/future coding standards, and allows for the 
inclusion of improved perceptual based matching criteria. Methods are also 
discussed for efficient representations of the speech spectral envelope, that 
introduce minimal distortion and can be efficiently/robustly quantised.
2.6.1 Analysis-and-Synthesis Search (AaS) Procedure
The basic idea behind the AaS coding technique is that the assumed model 
parameters are extracted from the input speech signal, and are then quantised in 
isolation. Therefore, the minimisation of any distortion will only be dependent on the 
quality of the analysis procedure for each sequential segment of the algorithm. This 
will therefore lead to an accumulation in overall error as the remaining signal is 
passed from each independent analysis stage to the next. The advantage of this 
approach is a much simpler analysis, whereby the matching process is performed
v This coder was jointly developed by Nokia, Finland, and the University of Sherbrooke, 
Canada.
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purely between the relevant input residual for both the LTP and excitation searches 
in isolation.
2.6.2 Examples of AaS Digital Speech Coders
These coders were some of the earliest developed, because of their relative 
computational simplicity, which means that a real-time system could be realised 
using much simpler processors. However, in recent years this analysis procedure 
has been applied to some very sophisticated voice codecs, as the models used to 
analyse the speech waveform have become increasingly complex, with the result 
that they have proved to be most successful at rates below about 6 kbps (e.g. the 
INMARSAT Standard-M IMBE coder at 4.15 kbps [51]). This is the bit rate where 
many of the newer half-rate cellular, satellite and multi-rate voice codecs will be 
expected to operate, providing an average quality that approaches the current high 
communication to toll quality speech coding standards [52]. The following is a brief 
overview describing many of the time and frequency domain hybrid voice codecs 
based on this principle.
Adaptive Predictive Coding (APC) —  The original speech signal is inverse filtered 
to remove the short and long term correlations and the remaining signal (usually 
referred to as the excitation) is scalar quantised. Noise shaping is often included 
to improve the overall communication quality speech, by redistributing the 
quantisation noise so that the error between the input original speech and the 
synthesised version is perceptually minimised [53] (Figure 2.3 shows a 
generalised APC scheme). This leads to quite a high overall bit rate, which results 
in a rapid fall-off in quality for rates below about 16 kbps. The INMARSAT 
Standard-B system employs a 16 kbps APC algorithm, combined with a channel 
coding scheme based on convolutional codes [39].
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the analysis and synthesis stages of an APC system 
incorporating quantisation noise shaping [54].
Residual Excited Linear Predictive Coding (RELP) —  This is essentially an APC 
algorithm, but with the excitation low pass filtered and decimated by a factor of 3 
or 4 times to allow a more efficient scalar quantiser to be applied to the baseband 
signal [55]. This proves to be effective because it can be assumed that most of 
the residual energy lies in the lower frequency regions of the excitation spectrum, 
corresponding to the main formants in a voiced segment of speech. At the 
encoder some form of high frequency regeneration (HFR) is required to create a 
full-band excitation signal, typically involving spectral folding [56]. A generalised 
RELP encoder and decoder are shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, which 
includes a pitch filter to improve the quality. This analysis stage is not always 
included because the coders robustness to the channel error conditions will suffer 
due to the sensitivity of the pitch parameters to errors.
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of a generalised RELP encoder.
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of a generalised RELP decoder.
Sub-Band Coding (SBC) —  The speech signal is analysed in the frequency domain 
by splitting the spectrum into between 2 -> 16 separate analysis bands by a bank 
of filters'" [57, pages 378-392][58], each of which is then translated into the 
baseband, prior to the application of a waveform coding algorithm (see 
Figure 2.6). This is usually based on some form of Adaptive-PCM (APCM), 
Adaptive Differential PCM (ADPCM) [6], or Adaptive Delta Modulation (ADM) [59]. 
Using this approach has the advantage that the available coding bits can be 
independently allocated across the individual bands, to reduce the overall 
quantisation noise introduced in the frequency domain. Also, any distortion that 
arises in a particular band will be confined to that band, and will therefore have no 
effect on the other analysis bands. This can have added benefits if auditory 
masking techniques can also be applied to vary the bandwidths of the analysis 
filters, depending on the input speech signal.
Vl These are usually based on Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMFs) designed using a polyphase 
structure, which have the desirable property that any aliasing distortion will be constructively 
minimised.
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Figure 2.6 Outline of a Sub-Band based speech encoder.
The decoder will merely use the received information for each sub-band and then 
perform the required interpolation and translation back into the correct frequency 
location (see Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7 Outline of a Sub-Band based speech decoder.
Adaptive-Transform Coding (ATC) —  This is very similar to SBC, except that the 
frequency domain translation is achieved by using a block transformation, such as 
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), acting on the windowed segments of input 
speech. The usually large number of coefficients used to obtain a high frequency 
resolution are coded either using APCM or Vector Quantisation (VQ) [60]. The 
use of adaptive quantisation schemes, based on the statistics of the coded 
speech signal, can achieve better subjective results. These schemes can be 
optimised to produce the highest signal-to-noise ratio for the particular spectral 
envelope being coded, or they can be based on perceptual distortion measures, 
to closer approximate the response of the human ear. However, these techniques 
are at the expense of a more complex coder and the need for the periodic 
transmission of extra side information to inform the decoder of the chosen bit
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allocation scheme, thus increasing the required number of bits. A typical ATC 
codec is shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 [8].
Figure 2.8 Schematic of an Adaptive Transform based speech encoder.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of an Adaptive Transform based speech decoder.
Sinusoidal-Transform Coding (STC) —  An alternative approach for effectively 
representing a voiced speech signal (which constitutes about 80% of a typical 
voice segment), is to assume that the spectral information can be modelled by a 
subset (typically 10 -» 80) of individual sinusoids. These each have to be 
decomposed into the correct frequency, phase and magnitude. These parameters 
are quantised and regenerated at the decoder before summing together to 
produce the final output [61]. More efficient quantisation can be achieved if the 
fundamental frequency (which should be closely related to the pitch in voiced 
regions) is encoded along with its harmonics. Coders based on these principles 
produce very clean, bright sounding speech, but they do not perform as well for 
unvoiced and transition regions. This is because of the assumption that the 
speech signal can be modelled as a sum of harmonics, which is not true for
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unvoiced and transition regions of speech. A simplified harmonic codec is shown 
in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.10 Block diagram of a sinusoidal based harmonic encoder.
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Figure 2.11 Block diagram of a sinusoidal based harmonic decoder.
Multi-Band Excitation Coding (MBE) and Improved-MBE (IMBE) —  The major 
limitation that exists with the STC model (and most other Vocoders) is the reliance 
on a single voiced/unvoiced (v/uv) classification for the analysis frame. This is 
adequate if the signal is fully voiced or unvoiced, but during mixed excitation 
regions, which are most commonly experienced during speech transitions, the 
assumed model is incorrect. Therefore, the basic idea of the MBE coder, 
operating at between 6 to 8 kbps, is to split the original speech spectrum into a 
number of analysis bands, and then make a v/uv decision for each separate band 
[62]. The fundamental frequency (coo) is initially found, and the spectral 
magnitudes found at all the harmonics of cob, assuming that the signal is voiced. 
The total number of analysis bands and harmonics are therefore found. From the 
sampled spectrum an estimate of the original spectrum is obtained and, 
depending on the result of a comparison of the error between the two to a 
threshold, the particular band is declared as voiced or unvoiced. The harmonic 
phases are also transmitted if the band is voiced, however for unvoiced bands this 
parameter is not required, so the extra coding bits are dynamically allocated to the 
harmonic magnitudes. The MBE encoder is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 Block diagram of the MBE encoder.
At the decoder (shown in Figure 2.13) using the voicing information, the 
appropriate synthesiser is chosen for the particular decoded band. The voiced 
regions are obtained by summing a set of sinusoids of the correct frequency, 
phase and magnitude. The unvoiced synthesiser uses random noise, which is 
normalised to the unvoiced harmonic magnitudes, and the components are 
zeroed at the voiced harmonics. The output samples are then obtained by 
summing all the components together.
Phases
Figure 2.13 Block diagram of the MBE decoder.
This algorithm was later modified to produce the IMBE coder by fixing the 
maximum number of analysis bands to twelve and removing the need for the 
transmission of the phase information for voiced bands, by adding a predictive 
phase model based on the current and previous fundamental frequencies [63]. 
These measures reduced the overall bit rate and enabled the coder to 
successfully compete in the INMARSAT Standard-M trials, where the 
communication quality output and robustness of the coder were found to be 
superior to the other LPC based candidates [64]. The 4.15 kbps source coder was 
combined with channel coding, based on a mixture of Hamming and Golay codes
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to protect the different classifications of bit sensitivities, to produce the final
6.4 kbps coding system.
The basic MBE coder structure has been further modified to reduce the overall bit 
rate down to 2.4 kbps, without a noticeable loss in quality, by more efficiently 
quantising the harmonic magnitudes using Linear Prediction (LP) based 
techniques [65].
2.7 Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) Search Procedure
The optimum subjective results can be obtained from both the LTP and excitation 
search procedures if the analysis is performed in a closed-loop. This leads to the 
basic ideas of an AbS approach, which was first practically applied in a Multi-Pulse 
Excited speech coder reported by Atal and Remde in 1982 [66]. The initial 
specification for the matching process is the theoretical model that is to be used for 
the signal being analysed. The model parameters are then varied until a best match 
is found between the synthetic signal and the original, effectively by using a localised 
decoder during the encoder analysis stage in order to best estimate and reduce the 
error introduced by the whole encoding process (this is shown in Figure 2.14). The 
problem with this approach is the need to jointly optimise all of the parameters, which 
proves to be far too complex if the ultimate aim is to produce an algorithm that can 
be realised in real-time. Therefore, the following analysis approach is normally 
applied, whereby the LTP and the excitation are optimised sequentially. The 
matching criterion used is normally the purely objective Mean-Squared Error (MSE), 
as no more perceptually meaningful subjective criterion has yet been found. 
Section 2.7.2 gives a brief description of the AbS formulation.
The complexity of this method has proven prohibitive until fairly recent times, as new 
techniques have been developed to reduce the required computations, thus enabling 
practical systems to be successfully implemented on the current generation of fixed 
and floating point DSPs. These can be based on the overlap-and-add method, 
detailed later in Chapter 5, for the LTP search. Also, if the excitation codebook 
contains a percentage of non-zero valued samples (typically < 25%), a so-called 
sparsely populated codebook, then many of the mathematical computations required 
to calculate the best match sequence can be reduced to merely a few MACs, rather 
than a full vector calculation.
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Figure 2.14 A simplified Analysis-by-Synthesis encoder and decoder [42].
2.7.1 Examples of Hybrid AbS Digital Speech Coders
The reduced quality of the AaS voice coders detailed previously mainly arise 
because of limitations in the model chosen for the excitation. However, if the AbS 
search method is incorporated in the speech coder, then very good communication 
quality output speech can be obtained down to about 4.8 kbps and toll quality 
maintained at rates from 16 down to about 8 kbps. The time domain coders are very 
similar in terms of the functional description of the algorithm, however subtle 
differences do exist, which are mainly to enhance the final output quality/robustness 
of the coder. The main differences exist in the model chosen to represent the final 
excitation signal. These types of speech coder have also found application in 
multiple rate applications, such as the CDMA system developed by QUALCOMM and 
recently introduced in the US (IS-95, which uses the QCELP algorithm that can 
operate at 8, 4, 2 and 1 kbps [67], depending on the size of the excitation codebook). 
Many of the more popular speech coders based on these principles are detailed in 
the following sections, including the most popular and flexible algorithm that has 
appeared in the last few years (CELP). Coders based on this algorithm have been 
chosen for many of the current and emerging full and half rate digital standards.
Multi-Pulse Excited Linear Predictive Coding (MPELPC) —  In this particular type 
of speech coder the excitation signal consists of several pulses (typically 8 to 10 
for a 30 ms speech analysis frame), placed at the optimum locations determined 
by the analysis procedure. For the best subjective results, the pulse positions and 
amplitudes are found by using an exhaustive AbS search on each analysis 
subframe (which is usually a multiple of 5 ms), and are based on the minimisation 
of the MSE between the synthetic and original speech signals. Owing to the 
non-linear solution that arises if we try to derive all the positions and amplitudes 
simultaneously, sub-optimum solutions are used. These attempt to find each of
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the individual pulse parameters sequentially [68], and can be extended to involve 
some further re-optimisation process. The search procedure will remove the 
contribution of the previous chosen pulse(s) in the current search, prior to the 
determination of the new pulse parameters. The speech quality obtained at rates 
of 8 kbps and above, is usually described as high communication quality, but the 
coder has the highly desirable property that it is quite robust to random channel 
errors. For instance, British Telecom Research Laboratories (BTRL) developed an
8.9 kbps MPELPC coder which has been adopted as the world standard for 
aeronautical satellite telephone systems (using INMARSAT satellites and in-flight 
hardware developed by RACAL Avionics), commercially known as Skyphone [42] 
and more recently INMARSAT-Aero®. The encoder and decoder for this 
application are shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 respectively.
Local
Decoder
Figure 2.15 Schematic of the BTRL Skyphone MPELPC speech encoder.
They demonstrate the inclusion of a single tap Long Term Predictor (LTP) in the 
analysis stage, which improved the subjective quality, mainly because the major 
pitch structure is removed prior to the excitation analysis. This means that the 
pulse locations do not cluster around the pitch value and its multiples, therefore 
allowing for an improved modelling of the remaining excitation [69]. This coder is 
transparent to the expected random error rate of 10'3 and, with the inclusion of the 
half-rate convolutional channel codec, it can cope with error bursts up to the LPC 
analysis frame length of 20 ms. This is achieved by repeating the previous 
correctly received frame, rather than simply muting the output. The effect of 
further losses are reduced by progressively attenuating the decoder output, prior 
to the generation of some comfort noise. This procedure is also performed in the 
FR-GSM speech coder.
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Figure 2.16 Schematic of the BTRL Skyphone MPELPC speech decoder.
Regular Pulse Excited Linear Predictive Coding (RPELPC) —  The main 
disadvantage of the multipulse model for the excitation is the limitation on the 
maximum number of pulses, because of the number of bits required to encode 
the pulse positions, and the complexity of the search process. These 
shortcomings can be overcome by employing techniques already applied in the 
RELP coder described previously. The speech signal is analysed to remove the 
short term correlations and the remaining residual is modelled by using a fixed 
sequence of regularly spaced pulses, forming a set of possible grid positions. It 
has been found that the excitation can be very efficiently coded using only four 
different grid positions, with the individual pulse locations appropriately scaled 
[70]. The search procedure is based on the AbS approach, and a perceptual 
weighting filter can be included to improve the subjective performance of the 
matching process.
This coding scheme can produce good quality speech at around 16 kbps and 
below, however the lack of an LTP analysis stage means that the likelihood is 
quite high that the optimum selected grid location will align with the main pitch 
pulses which still remain in the residual. So, in the trials performed to choose a 
suitable source coder for the Pan-European DMR network (GSM, operating in the 
900 MHz band) an RPE algorithm was found to provide the best performance in 
terms of quality, robustness and complexity [18]. However, this coder was later 
modified to include an LTP and reduce the LPC analysis order from twelve to 
eight. The final full-rate compromise coder, termed Regular Pulse 
Excitation-Long Term Predictive Coding (RPE-LTP), with an operating bit rate of 
13 kbps has fairly recently entered active service in many European countries, 
and has also been adopted as a standard for DMR by at least 130 countries
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around the world. Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18 show schematics of the basic 
FR-GSM encoder and decoder.
Another major subsystem integrated with this coding algorithm is the Voice 
Activity Detector (VAD), which combined with the Discontinuous Transmission 
(DTX) algorithm, allows the coder to only transmit when actual speech is detected 
without causing any noticeable truncation of the waveform [71]. This saves 
approximately half of the transmission power normally required, because it has 
been found that a typical speaker is only communicating for 50% of the time 
during a call. Also, the frequency reuse pattern can be modified to allow smaller 
patterns to be adopted, because the level of interference from users using the 
same frequency in closely spaced cells is reduced. The silence periods can be 
used to transmit the local background noise conditions and also allow other data 
types to be transmitted over the same channel.
Figure 2.17 Schematic of the FR-GSM RPE-LTP speech encoder algorithm.
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Figure 2.18 Schematic of the FR-GSM RPE-LTP speech decoder algorithm.
The basic speech coder robustness is further augmented by a 9.8 kbps half-rate 
convolutional channel coder, which is applied to the encoded bits which are most 
sensitive to errors. The other data bits are left unprotected, but a lost-frame and 
muting/comfort noise generation strategy is also implemented to improve the
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perceived quality under very bad channel conditions. To further increase the 
performance of the channel coder a diagonal interleaver is applied to the coded 
bitstream to help spread the longer error bursts that can occur.
Codebook Excited Linear Predictive Coding (CELP) —  Speech coders based on 
this coding principle have proved to be the most popular and versatile over the 
last 10 years. This is because the excitation model originally formulated by 
Schroeder and Atal in 1984 is based on a fixed set of codebook vectors [72]. This 
means that the coder does not have to be solely optimised for speech-like signals, 
but can also be designed to pass other non-voice data signals as well. The 
codebook usually consists of a set of 2' individual entries each of length L (the 
analysis vector length). The computationally intensive AbS matching process, 
using the Minimised-MSE (MMSE) matching criterion, is performed between the 
synthesised codebook vectors and the chosen reference signal (for optimum 
performance the original speech signal is normally chosen). The index of the 
optimum best match vector iopt is transmitted, along with the appropriate quantised 
scaling term 80Pf. One of the main advantages of this coding approach is the 
inherent robustness to errors that exists in the excitation index, because if an 
error occurs in this parameter the incorrect codebook entry chosen only has a 
relatively small effect on the final output speech quality compared to the STP and 
LTP contributions. A typical CELP excitation search procedure is shown in 
Figure 2.19.
L Elements
Figure 2.19 Outline of the Closed-Loop CELP excitation search procedure.
The codebook entries can be trained off line from an initial set of random 
Gaussian populated vectors, using algorithms based on the well documented
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K-means training algorithm. The codebook optimisation process usually consists 
of one of the following two methods:
• Initially taking a large set of vectors and a very large database of speech 
material, and then gradually reducing the number of codebook entries after 
each optimisation iteration until a core set of the most likely chosen vectors 
remains.
• Using two vectors as a starting point, and at each iteration split each of 
these vectors into two new vectors by adding and subtracting a small 
perturbation to each vector and then recalculating the appropriate centroids. 
This is performed before applying a further perturbation and continuing the 
optimisation process until the full vector set is generated or an overall 
quantisation distortion threshold is reached.
The idea of a higher performance closed-loop design process was first proposed 
by Chen for the LD-CELP algorithm [73], and is performed by using the entire 
coding algorithm to generate the new set of optimised vectors. Obviously, the 
greater the diversity of training material that is used the better the overall 
performance of the codebook. However, it is therefore very important that none of 
this material is used during any subjective/objective tests based on this coder, 
because the results will be artificially biased.
The major problems with this excitation coding approach include: the overall 
complexity (50 to 100 MIPS for the original formulation), the storage space 
required for the codebook vectors (e.g. 10 Kwords if /=  10 and L = 40, which are 
not unreasonable values), and the spectral distortion which arises from the 
generally flat spectral shape of the randomly populated vectors. This arises 
because the randomly populated vectors are used to model the excitation 
spectrum, which still possesses elements of the speech spectral envelope 
because of limitations in the performance of the STP and LTP. It is possible to 
construct the codebook as a mixture of pulse-like and random vector entries, 
which will help to improve the subjective performance during clearly voiced or 
unvoiced speech segments. The benefits of this codebook structure can also be 
appreciated during transition regions, where the performance of the LTP is 
reduced, and the excitation is required to help reduce the added distortion. 
Another similar approach that is widely adopted in wideband coders is to split the 
original signal into an upper and lower band, and then code each band separately 
using a pulse-like codebook for the lower band and a random codebook for the
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upper high frequency band. The complexity of the search procedure can be 
reduced by using specially constructed codebooks, which help to reduce the 
number of computations required for each vector match based on the AbS 
analysis stage detailed in Section 2.7.2. These can consist of overlapping vectors, 
which differ in only a few samples, thus enabling the evaluation of the 
cross-correlation term in the matching process to be much simpler. Also, a 
codebook which is sparsely populated, or centre-clipped, will therefore contain 
only a portion of non-zero vector elements (typically 10 ^  25%) or, if a ternary 
codebook is used in which the vector elements are either ±1 or 0, then reductions 
in the required number of calculations can be achieved [74]. Cascaded codebooks 
offer advantages in terms of reduced storage and complexity although, like all of 
the reduced complexity codebook structures, the vector space coverage is not so 
good.
The distortion which results form the poor spectral matching of the codebook 
vectors can be further reduced by the use of an adaptive postfilter, which masks 
the excitation noise lying within the spectra! valleys by modifying the shape of the 
final coded speech spectrum, so that more of the quantisation noise is 
concentrated in the emphasised formant regions. Coders based on CELP can 
produce high communication quality speech at 8 kbps (e.g. the ITU-T G.729 
coder, which is based on the Algebraic-CELP algorithm [75]) and still produce 
reasonable communication quality at rates as low as 4.8 kbps (e.g. the US 
Department of Defence DoD standard [48]). Below this rate the number of bits 
available for representing the excitation (i.e. a smaller, more restricted codebook) 
becomes too low to be effective. However, it is an ideal candidate for use in a 
multi-rate system, where the basic coding algorithm remains unaltered apart from 
the bit allocation for the various quantisers, and the seareh ranges [76].
Self Excited Linear Predictive Coding (SELP) —  This is a variant on the basic 
CELP structure, in which the fixed codebook is replaced by an adaptive codebook 
[77]. This codebook operates on the same principle as the LTP, with the newly 
found optimum synthesised vector replacing the oldest samples in the codebook 
buffer. The initial contents of the buffer can be random noise, and as the coder 
operates the memory builds-up into a more structured codebook. The main 
drawbacks of this approach is the time it takes for the codebook to adjust to fast 
transitions in the input speech, similar to the problems associated with the LTP. 
However, under these circumstances the benefits of having a fixed codebook,
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which will help to reduce the effect of model inaccuracies resulting from a poor 
LTP match, are removed. Also, if an error occurs in the transmitted parameters, 
then the time for which that error propagates will be extended by both the LTP 
and excitation buffers.
Vector Sum Excited Linear Predictive Coding (VSELP) —  This CELP variant 
uses a codebook consisting of a set of fixed basis vectors (typically 10 -> 15), 
which are each synthesised and orthogonalised to the LTP output. The individual 
vectors are then optimised to find the relative weights that must be applied to 
obtain an optimum match for the summed set of vectors. This basic algorithmic 
structure was adopted for the HR-GSM candidate whose design and 
implementation are detailed in Chapters 3 and 4. This excitation structure has 
advantages in terms of robustness to channel errors, because if the incorrect 
weighting is received for a particular basis vector then only a portion of the 
excitation is corrupted. Also, if the vectors are carefully structured the overall 
number of computations required to calculate the optimum match can be greatly 
reduced [78]. Recent full-rate coding standards based on this algorithm include: 
the North American IS-54 system, which uses a 7.95 kbps voice coder combined 
with 5.05 kbps of half-rate convolutional channel coding [79] and the Japanese 
Digital Cellular (JDC) 6.7 kbps coder which employs a 4.5 kbps rate-ff 
convolutional coder [80].
Alqebraic-CELP (ACELP) —  In order to meet the recent requirements for a coder 
suitable for both PSTN and mobile applications the pulse style codebook 
excitation that is found in the ACELP coding algorithm has proven to be highly 
effective [32][75]. This coding scheme is very similar to the traditional CELP-like 
algorithms described previously, with the main difference being the technique 
used for the final excitation analysis stage. The vector codebook entries each 
consist of only a few non-zero elements, therefore the excitation vectors are 
classified as being sparsely populated. The individual pulse amplitudes are fixed 
at either ±1, with the relative positions of the pulses varied to obtain the full 
codebook set. The advantages of this type of codebook structure can be clearly 
seen if we consider that only a few non zero elements exist in each vector, so the 
calculations involved in searching the codebook for the optimum match can be 
greatly reduced. This enables very large codebooks to be constructed that will 
therefore offer a greater vector-space coverage, which should lead to better 
performance. Also, because the individual pulse positions should be fairly closely
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optimum, the extent of the unmatched components should be far less than is 
experienced when using a more standard stochastic codebook structure. Certain 
combinations of pulse positions and amplitudes are found to occur more often 
than others, which means that a subset of a fully populated codebook consisting 
of every possible combination can be effectively used. The traditional convolution 
calculation between each codebook vector and the impulse response of the 
weighted analysis filter that is performed to find the optimum MMSE match (see 
Section 2.7.2) can be reduced using a technique known as backward filtering [81]. 
The convolution operation is only performed once per codebook search between 
the reference vector and the weighted impulse response. This means that only 
one filtering operation is required for all the codebook entries, rather than one for 
each entry.
Low-Delav CELP (LD-CELP) —  In order to meet the very stringent delay 
requirements for a PSTN application, avoiding the need for any additional echo 
control devices, the traditional coding methods based on analysing a block of 
10 to 30 ms of speech are unacceptable. Therefore, the latest ITU-T standard at 
16 kbps (which has also been successfully implemented using fixed point 
arithmetic on a low-cost AT&T DSP16A without any noticeable reduction in 
speech quality [82]), is based on a backward adaptive CELP coder, originally 
developed by Chen at AT&T [73]. The need for an LTP coding stage is removed 
by the use of a very high 50th order LPC prediction filter. The LPC analysis is 
performed on the previous four analysis frames of synthesised speech samples 
every 2.5 ms, so negating the need for the transmission of any extra information 
to represent the spectral envelope. This is achieved by first applying a recursive 
window to the speech signal, originally formulated by Barnwell [83]. This weighting 
places increased emphasis on the more recent samples, therefore improving the 
performance of the coder during fast transition regions, and enables a very 
efficient method for the calculation of the autocorrelation coefficients used in the 
LPC analysis (see Section 3.4.1). The overall scaling factor is predicted using a 
10th order backward LPC analysis on the previous log-gain quantised values. The 
final excitation uses a 10-bit CELP search performed on the 5 sample analysis 
vectors (this contributes to the very low overall total processing and coding delay 
of < 2 ms), where the codebook vectors are actually structured as a combination 
of a 3-bit gain and 7-bit shape. The input vectors are all normalised to unit 
variance and are matched with the entries in the shape codebook, which are also 
unit variance. Whilst this search is being performed the variance of the original
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vector is scalar quantised using the gain codebook entries (this is constructed of 
the sign bit plus 2 magnitude bits). This encoder (shown in Figure 2.20) behaves 
almost like a waveform coder in terms of its low-delay and high performance, with 
both speech and non-voice data signals, due mainly to the very high update rate.
The decoder shown in Figure 2.21 also incorporates an adaptive postfilter to 
improve the final subjective speech quality, by modifying the spectral 
characteristic of the synthetic speech to decrease the effect of the extra noise 
introduced by the quantisation process [19].
Transmitted Input
Figure 2.20 Simplified block diagram of the 16 kbps Low-Delay CELP encoder.
The application of backward LPC analysis has also been reported for coders 
operating at 8 kbps (these were primarily developed for the latest ITU-T G.729 
standard for toll quality PSTN applications, which required low-delay systems). 
However, it has been generally found that in order to achieve acceptable quality 
(but not toll as of yet) a forward LTP analysis stage is required [84]. This is mainly 
due to the lower update rate and increased buffering required to obtain the lower 
rate coder, with the use of a very high rate backward LPC not performing well 
enough on longer vectors. The increased complexity that is involved in the LTP 
analysis has meant that a practical coder is very hard to achieve.
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Figure 2.21 Simplified block diagram of the Low-Delay CELP decoder.
2.7.2 Outline of the Excitation Search Process
In order to search for the optimum excitation sequence in AaS and AbS coding 
schemes the MMSE is found between the input reference signal s(n) and the 
corresponding matching signal s(n). The main difference between the AaS and AbS 
coding schemes lies in the choice of is s(n). For AaS based coding schemes, the 
matching signal is the second residual which remains after the STP and LTP coding 
stages. For AbS coders s(n) is the synthesised version of the second residual (i.e.
after passing through the LPC synthesis filter). A gain term G is included to ensure 
that the matching sequence can be optimally scaled to help minimise the error to the 
normalised s(n). The error signal e(n) which must be minimised, for a sequence of 
length N, is therefore given by:
e(n) = s(n) -  G • s(n) where n = 0 to A/—1 2.1
This expression can be substituted into the standard MSE equation, to give:
e  = 77 X [s (n) - G s(n)]
/V n=0
2.2
From this equation, the optimum gain term Gopt can be found by differentiating with 
respect to G, and setting the derivative to zero:
n=0 2.3
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Therefore, from Equation 2.3 the optimum gain Gopt is given by:
W-1
_  n=0 2.4
n=0
If we now substitute Gopt back into Equation 2.2 we obtain the following expression 
for the MMSE Emin:
From Equation 2.5 it can be seen that in order to find the MMSE the entire 
expression can be evaluated, or alternatively the second term can be maximised. 
This is the method normally adopted because of the reduced computational 
complexity. The optimum gain can then be found easily from Equation 2.4 if we store 
the required values in the search loop, avoiding the need for any further 
re-calculation. The maximised expression itself can be seen to require the 
computation of the ratio between the crosscorrelation between the reference and 
matching signals, and the autocorrelation of the matching signal. This is quite a 
computationally intensive task, as the ratio needs to be computed for each possible 
excitation candidate. An alternative reduced complexity method can be used, 
whereby the upper crosscorrelation term is calculated for all the possible candidates, 
and then a reduced set of the best match sequences are then fully evaluated. This is 
however sub-optimal, so the final bast match excitation sequence may not be ideal.
This matching procedure can be performed during the search for the optimum LTP 
vector, and the best match excitation vector. Each candidate sequence is therefore 
synthesised from either the LTP buffer within the allowed lag limits or the chosen 
model for representing the excitation, and the MMSE is found from a comparison 
with the relevant reference signal.
2.8 Methods for the Final Quantisation of the Speech Coding 
Parameters
2.5
The final aim of any practical speech coding system is to obtain a quantised version 
of the model parameters, within the confines of the designated operating bit rate, 
which can then be transmitted to the decoder and the synthetic speech signal
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reconstructed. This procedure should introduce the minimum amount of perceptual 
distortion in the synthetic speech signal, using the fewest possible number of coding 
bits. This will obviously require a trade-off to be performed between the two 
conflicting criteria. However, in general the main issue that needs to be addressed 
when selecting a suitable quantisation scheme for a particular parameter is whether 
to apply scalar or vector quantisation techniques. The relative merits of these two 
procedures are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
2.8.1 Scalar Quantisation (SQ)
This is the simplest form of quantisation where a parameter is merely mapped 
directly onto a set of pre-calculated possibilities7" and the closest match found for 
minimum extra distortion [85]. The quantiser index is then transmitted. The number 
of bits required to effectively quantise a particular parameter will depend on the 
expected dynamic range, susceptibility to quantisation noise and importance of that 
parameter to the speech model used. This approach, although simple, does have the 
advantage that under channel error conditions only a single parameter will be 
affected by a particular bit error. Also, if the parameters exhibit some inherent 
robustness, such as the monotonicity property of the LSPs, then zero-redundancy 
error correction can be applied to individually corrupted parameters. Extensions to 
the basic quantiser design include the application of adaptive feedback techniques to 
model the signal variations, and differential quantisers which reduce the effective 
signal dynamic range, prior to quantisation [86, pages 115-220].
2.8.2 Vector Quantisation (VQ)
In order to achieve a greater coding efficiency for rates below 8 kbps (i.e. less than 
one bit per sample), we will require the use of some form of VQ. The basic idea is 
that a group of sample values can be represented by a single vector, which forms an 
element in a fixed, closed subspace. This is commonly referred to as a codebook. 
The structure of the codebook is such that a minimum increase in distortion is 
introduced by the quantisation process. The codebook design is usually based on 
the K-means (also known as the Linde-Buzo-Gray LBG) training algorithm [87]. The 
details of this and many other training methods can be found in more detail in [88].
v" The scalar quantiser levels are normally non-uniformly spaced to improve the performance 
as most speech coding parameters follow a Gaussian or Laplacian distribution.
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The basic concept can be summarised as follows:
• Form an initial set of independent codevectors.
• Partition this set of training vectors into a set of clusters, using the nearest 
neighbour rule (I.e. minimum Euclidean distance).
• Form a new codebook vector for the particular cluster by finding the centroid of 
the member training vectors.
• Continue to partition the training vectors until a minimum distortion criterionvl" is 
reached [54]. It is worth noting that particular care must be taken to account for 
outlier values, which may well form a cluster of only one sample, and therefore 
waste some of the benefits of the clustering process. Therefore, these values 
should be absorbed into a closer cluster to avoid a needless waste of the 
allocated bits.
The pioneering work of Claude Shannon on rate distortion theory has previously 
shown that, under ideal transmission conditions, the performance of a vector 
quantiser will always be better than that of a scalar quantiser at the same rate [89]. 
VQ also enables the non-linear dependencies between parameters to be efficiently 
modelled, which are not considered in SQ [90]. However, the problems arise due to 
the increased storage required for the codebooks, and also when channel errors 
occur. These will cause the corruption of more than one single element in the speech 
coding model. This may lead to highly distorted speech, particularly if the gains 
and/or spectral parameters are corrupted. Therefore the use of robust quantisation 
techniques is preferred for certain highly error sensitive parameters (e.g. the overall 
scaling factor and predictor gain terms).
2.9 Brief Overview of the Error Correction Techniques Commonly 
Used in Speech Coding
Any communication system suffers from the effects of noise, which will cause 
distortions in an analogue waveform and bit errors in a digital system, it is therefore 
essential that techniques are used to reduce the effective BER introduced by the 
channel. Such techniques exist for digital systems in the form of error-correcting 
codes. The use of simple Automatic Retransmission Request (ARQ) techniques is 
only valid for a speech coder which is operating over a store-and-forward network, 
because a conversation between customers has to operate in real-time, so the
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unpredictable delay introduced by ARQ schemes will be unacceptable. This problem 
is also of major interest to the latest generation of packet networks, such as 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), which use virtual circuit switching to 
accommodate a high-throughput for data, at a negotiated overall QoS. These 
networks send the data packets by the most efficient route which has been 
dynamically assigned. This leads to problems for speech and video, as they will 
require extra prioritising information to ensure that the shortest possible delay and 
minimum amount of packet loss are allowed [91]. The actual coding algorithms will 
need to be capable of coping with multiple packet losses, using very sophisticated 
resynchronisation and parameter substitution strategies. Also, if the coder is to used 
for feeding a multiplexer, then it must be optimised to cope with certain numbers of 
consecutive lost frames, because the number of concurrent channels supported will 
be lower than the user base [92].
The alternative approach to ARQ schemes is to apply Forward Error Correction 
(FEC) techniques. These operate by appending extra information bits to the original 
data, which then enables the decoder to detect and/or correct up to a maximum 
number of bit errors. These schemes are directly applicable to a typical speech 
coding system, because a one-way transmission path exists, so the current data 
block is decoded and the speech reconstructed on a continuous basis. The first 
important decision to be made, before choosing the type of FEC, are the channel 
conditions that will be experienced by the coded data. A typical PSTN application 
experiences random bit errors with BERs of < 10‘5, and a line of sight microwave link 
will introduce < 10'3. However, a mobile (such as GSM) or satellite channel will suffer 
from more serious degradations such as fading (caused by multi-path signals) and 
shadowing (due to trees, buildings and the general topography). The errors 
introduced under these conditions are categorised as bursty, because they can 
affect a large number of bits separated by less than a chosen guard value, with 
typical BER values of 1% -» 5%. Under these severe conditions the use of some 
form of channel coding becomes essential in order to provide an acceptable QoS 
that will be expected by the customers, who are used to the quality provided by the 
fixed network.
For a detailed description of many different channel coding schemes, with particular 
reference to Hamming, Reed-Solomon, Golay and Convolutional codes that have 
become very popular for speech coding applications, the reader is referred to [93],
Vl" Typically the MSE is again used, although other measures such as: the Weighted MSE,
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[94] and [95]. The recent trend in channel coding has been to design the optimum 
scheme in close conjunction with the speech coder [96]. Typically some form of 
bit-level analysis is performed to ascertain the individual bit error sensitivities, which 
can then be used to optimise the allocation of the available channel coding. This 
method has benefits in terms of parameter optimisation for robustness, and in the 
development of integrated frame substitution strategies when the coding scheme 
breaks down. These will attempt to reconstruct that portion of the speech waveform 
which has been corrupted, using the previous waveform statistics to obtain a good 
estimate for the lost information. Soft-decision data can also be incorporated to 
improve the performance, as this extra bit confidence information is often available 
from the demodulator/equaliser incorporated in modern DMR networks. Chapter 4 of 
this thesis provides a more detailed overview of RS coding techniques. A 
soft-decision enhanced 4.6 kbps channel coder based on these techniques was 
applied to a possible HR-GSM candidate (an Enhanced-VSELP operating at 6.8 
kbps), to reduce the effect of the bursty errors that are experienced over the GSM 
network.
2.10 Concluding Remarks
The increased use of modern digital speech coding techniques for many of todays 
voice carrying networks has placed an increasing demand on the development of 
higher quality systems which are more robust to the sometimes difficult channel 
environments. The overall perceived QoS offered by the operator will be directly 
related to the coded speech quality. Other design issues such as: delay, tandeming 
performance, and non-speech signal handling, will become increasingly important as 
integrated systems capable of transmitting voice and data over the same network will 
become the norm for the successful implementation of future systems based around 
the ISDN. Speech coders are in general based around the source-filter model for the 
speech production process, from which the very powerful technique of Linear 
Prediction can be derived for the efficient representation of the speech spectral 
envelope. The optimum perceptual performance can be achieved from the long term 
and excitation matching processes if some form of weighting filter is applied to the 
closed-loop matching process. However, the matching criterion used for all of the 
analysis stages in the coders is based on the MMSE, which is unfortunately a purely 
objective measure. In order to achieve optimum performance out of the channel 
coding scheme it is important to use a combined optimisation process, to enhance
Itakura-Saito or Perceptually Determined distortion measures have been applied.
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the robustness of the coder by using the properties of the individual parameters to 
help reduce the effects of any residual errors.
Much of the previous work has concentrated on maintaining high quality at bit rates 
of > 4.8 kbps. However, for future generations of coders the 2.4 kbps rate will begin 
to become increasingly important. At this rate the previous hybrid time domain 
coding schemes, such as CELP, VSELP and ACELP will probably not provide high 
enough quality (although, a CELP based coder operating at 3.6 and 2.4 kbps called 
Pitch Synchronous Innovation-CELP (PSI-CELP) has recently been reported by NTT 
in Japan, and has been adopted for the Japanese half-rate Pacific Digital Cellular 
(PDC) system [97]). Therefore the likelihood is that techniques based on the 
sinusoidal and multiband analysis schemes will begin to dominate at these lower 
rates. However, in order to achieve the required quality improvement solutions will 
need to be found for the problems of robustness to both acoustic noise and channel 
errors. This may require some form of input pre-processing to isolate the main 
speaker, prior to the encoding algorithm, as well as the use of improved FEC and 
zero-redundancy error control for the model parameters.
Many of the latest mobile networks have recently standardised on half-rate coders, 
which will improve the number of available channels (e.g. the HR-GSM VSELP 
based coder operating at a gross rate of 11.4 kbps [98]). However, the lack of a 
world standard for DMR applications will lead to increased problems in terms of the 
interoperability of the three main standards that currently exist (namely GSM, JDC 
and IS-54). This will need to be addressed in the not-too distant future if the aim of 
introducing a truly Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), which 
combines all of the current systems for voice and data into a unified architecture that 
offers a truly world-wide standard for digital communications.
For PSTN applications, it is unlikely that an 8 kbps toll quality coder will be developed 
which satisfies all of the current system constraints (particularly the low algorithmic 
and processing delay that is required), so either a compromise will need to be 
reached (with a perceived degradation in overall voice quality for the users), or a 
different approach will need to be investigated. The current FR-GSM standard has 
been found to be noticeably inferior to the previous analogue system under clear- 
channel conditions, so the development of a new EFR-GSM system (based on the 
ACELP algorithm) is paramount to the success of this and future DMR networks. 
This is particularly important as GSM is rapidly becoming a world-wide standard (with 
the same coding standard used in the first generation DCS-1800 networks, and the
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EFR-GSM codec also chosen for the PCS-1900 systems being introduced in North 
America), as it is being adopted by many countries as the preferred DMR system. 
The speech quality offered by these systems will need to be improved to achieve the 
best possible user perception of the overall QoS under all possible operating 
conditions. This is mainly concerned with improving the error robustness of the voice 
coder, as it has been found that the current system suffers from severe performance 
degradations under the most severe channel conditions.
Also, future methods for assessing the subjective quality of parametric speech 
coders will need to be developed that allow objective measures to be used, rather 
than the current situation which relies on time-consuming and expensive subjective 
testing methods. This will also allow a fairer standardised classification of a new 
coders performance in comparison to the other possible candidates and/or current 
standards. This will need to take into account not only the human perception of 
distortions, but also variations in the speaker level and other environmental factors.
3. Overview of Linear Prediction Based Speech Coding 
Methods
3.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of the very powerful analysis technique of linear 
prediction. Its application to general speech coding is discussed and formulated from 
the initial definition of the source-filter model of speech production. This simply states 
that the speech signal can be modelled as a time-varying linear filter, which is either 
excited by random noise for unvoiced speech, or by pulses separated by the pitch 
period for voiced speech. This works quite well as a basic model because it 
represents the spectral modulation introduced by the vocal tract as the response of 
the filter and the vibrating action of the vocal chords' by the pulses. The unvoiced 
sounds, which are primarily evident when whispering and during frication, are 
produced by a constriction in the acoustic system producing turbulence in the airflow. 
The major resonances (known as formants) that exist in the speech spectral 
characteristic are a natural property of the shape of the acoustic tube, and can be 
further modified by the inclusion of the nasal cavity and the position of the tongue. 
However, most humans exhibit only four or five major formants in the frequency 
range from 0 —> 4 kHz. This is an important property that enables an efficient model 
of the vocal tract response to be achieved using only 8 to 12 filter coefficients.
In order to obtain the necessary linear filter parameters certain assumptions are 
made about the speech waveform, the most important being that the signal can be 
considered stationary if you are analysing a short enough segment (< 30 ms is taken 
as a reasonable upper limit). The most efficient, and widely used, method for solving 
the source-filter model is based on the Levinson-Durbin recursion, which is derived 
from the ubiquitous MMSE matching process [99]. The parameters obtained from the 
Linear Prediction (LP) analysis represent the overall speech spectral envelope, which 
will mean that efficient and robust techniques must be found to effectively quantise 
this information. The most powerful method found in recent years, which has benefits
1 This produces so-called glottal pulses which are ideally separated by the pitch period.
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in terms of both the quantisation efficiency and in smoothing the effects of the block 
based analysis by interpolation, is based on the transformation of the original 
coefficients into the equivalent Line Spectral Frequencies (LSFs). An efficient 
method suitable for the real-time implementation of this transformation is described 
in detail, along with the underlying theory behind these parameters.
The LP analysis will quite efficiently model the short term sample-to-sample 
correlations that exist within the speech signal, however longer term correlations 
exist that can be related back to the idea of the pitch pulses in well voiced speech 
segments. Therefore, it is important to find a suitable model for this redundancy, 
which usually takes the form of an adaptive buffer in time domain coders. This 
so-called Long Term Prediction (LTP) analysis stage, which can be performed in 
either an open or closed-loop optimisation procedure depending on the chosen 
reference signal, is also presented.
3.2 Common Analysis Elements of Time Domain Digital Speech Coders
The basic elements of many popular hybrid time domain coding schemes operating 
below 16 kbps are very similar, with the major difference usually being the way in 
which the final residual error (excitation) signal is quantised prior to transmission. 
The optimum excitation is normally obtained from the more computationally 
exhaustive AbS search (detailed previously in Section 2.7), after performing the STP 
and LTP analysis stages. In order to simplify the search procedure to reduce the 
overall computational requirement, the searches are performed sequentially, so the 
effect of the LTP contribution is removed prior to the excitation search. However, 
joint optimisation schemes do exist, but these place a very high computational 
burden on the final implementation. It is also very common for a perceptual weighting 
filter to be incorporated in the AbS matching procedure, to improve the subjective 
quality of the output. This is achieved by applying a weighting to the matching 
criterion (typically the MMSE) that accounts for certain properties of the human 
auditory mechanism (in particular the increased sensitivity to noise in the valley 
regions which lie between the major formants).
After the encoder has obtained all the necessary parameters required by the 
particular model chosen for the speech coder, the quantiser and buffer position 
indices can then be transmitted to the decoder for reconstruction of the new 
synthetic speech signal. A typical time domain LPC based encoder signal flow 
diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Analysis stages in a typical time domain speech encoder.
3.3 Source-Filter Speech Production Model
The most common speech production model, derived from the original Source 
Coding schemes, is shown in Figure 3.2. The source-filter model consists of a linear 
time-varying digital filter that is excited by either a quasi-periodic impulse train, with 
pulses ideally separated by the pitch period for voiced sounds, or random 
white-noise for unvoiced speech. The voiced/unvoiced decision is made on the input 
speech, and the excitation scaled to produce a synthetic output. The filter is 
designed to emulate the action of the vocal tract, which is assumed to act as a 
lossless acoustic tube, consisting of P equal length sections of varying 
cross-sectional area. The individual sections of the tube are modelled by the
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PARCOR" coefficients, which can be considered to represent the relative energy 
transmitted and reflected at the impedance step from one section to the next [100]. 
From this basic model the very powerful method of Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 
can be derived [99].
m i l l - .
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1  ExcitationV u ( n )  G u ( n )  
Voiced/Unvoiced p  n •„ 4 B -------
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Figure 3.2 Diagram showing the simplified source/filter model of speech production.
3.4 Linear Predictive Coding
The time-varying linear filter shown in Figure 3.2 can be defined by the following time 
domain equation.
s(n) = G u (n )  + a 1 s(n-1)+-- +ocP s (n -P ) 3.1
where s(n) is the current output speech signal, u(n) is the excitation signal, G is a 
scaling term, the cx/c terms are the quantised predictor weighting coefficients, and P 
is the order of the filter. This all-pole transfer function (also termed an 
AutoRegressive, AR model), states that the current sample is the sum of the 
previous samples suitably weighted, and can be presented in the z-domain as:
G GH(z) =
A(z)
, - k
k=1
3.2
The scaling term is usually taken as being equal to unity, so the main task required 
to implement this equation is to find a way of determining the values of a k. Several
methods exist for this, although all are based on a minimisation of the MSE matching 
criterion and the important assumption that the speech signal is stationary (which is 
almost true for short analysis segments of < 30 ms) [101]. In most cases the
" These are an alternative representation of the LPC values, detailed later.
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Autocorrelation Method (AM) is used, as this has a very simple recursive solution 
which relies upon the Toeplitz nature of the AM matrix. This efficient procedure is 
based around the Levinson recursion, and was first formulated by Durbin [102].
Owing to the finite number of quantised coefficients chosen to model the vocal tract 
response, the predicted value for the speech sample will differ from the actual 
original sample value. This difference is effectively an error signal e(n), and is termed 
a residual. For a signal s(n), whose predicted version is s(r?), the error is given by:
e(ri) -  s(n) -  s(n) = s(n) -  « k * s(n -  k) 3.3
k= 1
In order to solve this equation to obtain the optimum values for the coefficients, 
we use the MMSE matching criterion, so we must find:
2
3.4£min=E[e(n)] =E[s(n)-s(n )]
P
I
k= 1
s ( n ) ^ a k .s (n ~ k )
where E  represents the expectation value of the expression. The a/c coefficients can 
now be found by setting the partial derivatives of the above with respect to a/f to 
zero, where /(= 1 to P.
I r l2^
d {E [e (n j f )  3
dak
Which leads to the solution:
/f=i
3.5
- / = 0
\
s(n) - 2 a * ‘ s ( n ~ k)  ' s ( n ~ j )
V
p
1
k=1
This can be written in the following compact form:
p
I
k= 1
= 0 w herey=1toP 3.6
' ♦n U k) = <t'n ( lf l)  Where;=  1 to P 3.7
if we make the definition shown in Equation 3.8, and assume we are taking a short 
enough analysis frame (typically ranging from 160 -> 240 samples) that the signal
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can be considered stationary, the expectations can be replaced by summations over 
the finite analysis frame length1":
<j>„(y, k) = X [s(n ~ j ) ' s(n ~ )^] where J ~ 1 t0 ancl k -  0 to P 3.8
n
This equation can be interpreted in two different ways, leading to either a solution 
based on the Autocorrelation Method (AM) or the Covariance Method (CM). We will 
only detail the AM, as this was used exclusively for the speech coding work detailed 
in this thesis. However, a more detailed explanation of the other analysis methods 
can be found in [103].
3.4.1 Brief Outline of the Autocorrelation Method Applied to Enable 
Efficient Techniques for the Solution of the LPC Equations
In the AM, the speech segment is assumed to be zero outside of the analysis 
window, which is defined by the number of buffered samples N. These are multiplied 
by a suitable windowing function, where the best compromise window used in most 
LPC analysis implementations is the Hamming window H^/i) defined by:
H„(n) =
r
_ ( 2 k  ■ o ')0.54- 0.46 • cos -------
< L U - i J J
0
for 0 < n < ( N -  1) 
otherwise
3.9
Other window functions have been proposed for this purpose, such as the Blackman, 
Hanning, Kaiser and Bartlett, but the performance benefits, in terms of the relative 
magnitude of the sidelobes, is offset by the broadening of the main lobe of the log- 
magnitude frequency response, which leads to a reduction in the overall frequency 
resolution [104].
However, the assumption that the speech samples are zero outside the analysis 
window does introduce an error, because the sample values for N < n < (N + P) are 
non-zero. This is because these values do actually exist at the start of the next 
analysis frame. However, this effect can be reduced by using overlapping windows 
for the analysis, with an increase in the overall algorithmic delay if future samples are 
included, and/or the use of inter-frame interpolation of the LPC coefficients.
This expression is correct if we ignore the extra division term that arises from the number of 
different terms summed in the equation.
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If we now use the limits for the prediction error, and substitute back into Equation 
3.8, we obtain:
N+P- 1
<{>„(/,/c)= ^ [ s ( n - j )  s (n -k ) ]  where/=  1 to P, and /c=Oto P 3.10
n=0
This can then be expressed in terms of a short-time causal autocorrelation function, 
given by:
<{>n(y,/c) = Rn(|y — /<|) where/=  1 to Pand /c=0 to P 3.11 
where the following definition is used:
3.12
R n ( l ) =  X [ S(n) S(n + /)]
n=0
If we now take Equation 3.11 and substitute back into Equation 3.7 we obtain the 
very compact form given below:
X ock • R „fly- *0 = where 1 to 3.13
/c=1
The above can therefore be simply expressed in matrix form as follows: 
Rn( 0) Ftn(i) -  Rn( P - 1)
*1,0)  *n (P "2 )
Pn(P -1) Pn(P -2 )  Pn(0)
'a / “*«(1) ’
a 2
= *»(2 )
a P
3.14
The main P x P matrix of autocorrelation values has the two interesting properties 
that it is symmetrical and all the elements along a given diagonal are identical. This 
is termed a Toeplitz matrix, and has the advantage that its special properties can be 
exploited in very efficient recursive methods, which have been formulated specifically 
for solving this type of problem. The most widely used, and employed throughout this 
thesis for the LPC analysis, is based on the Levinson-Durbin recursion. This 
procedure is given in detail in Equation 3.15 [99].
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e „ (o) = r „(o)
• « » (/ - * )
where 1 < k <  P
For j -  1 to P <
k
where 1 < k  < ( j  -  1)
3.15
After the recursive sections of the algorithm have been calculated the final LPC 
coefficients a k are found from:
An alternative to this procedure exists in the form of Lattice Methods (LM), such as 
the Schur algorithm used in FR-GSM [105] and the Burg algorithm [106], which offer 
the advantages of guaranteed stability for the filterlv and operate directly on the input 
samples. This is, however, at the expense of increased computational complexity for 
the actual lattice based filter used, and a tendency to produce too sharp a resonance 
peak in the spectrum, which can lead to peak splitting [107].
It has been found that the use of the Burg solution is unnecessary provided that the 
speech samples are first windowed (typically using a Hamming window, centred on 
the analysis frame) prior to the calculation of the autocorrelation values, which forces 
samples outside of the analysis frame to be zero. The resonances (or formants) 
exhibited in the frequency response of a typical voiced speech waveform can be 
effectively modelled by a P = 10th order filter. This has been shown to be about the 
optimum number in terms of prediction gain compared to the filter order, because a 
typical voiced speech segment contains between three to five major formants each 
of which can be quite effectively modelled by only two poles [108, pages 50-52]. 
Also, it has advantages in terms of the number of bits required to effectively quantise 
this parameter, with about 35 -> 40 bits used for full scalar quantisation, and 
20 30 bits used for more efficient split scalar/vector quantisation schemes [109].
However, because an all-pole filter is used to model the overall spectral 
characteristic, the spectral nulls are not as well matched, which is one of the major
lv This is particularly important for fixed point implementations of the algorithm, where due to 
the finite accuracy of the coefficients a value greater than one could occur, however these can 
be artificially set to less than one ensuring stability.
a k = a k where/c=1 to P 3.16
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limitations of this simplified model. This is because any noise in these typically much 
lower energy regions due to the need for quantisation of the excitation, can be 
subjectively very annoying to the listener.
3.5 Alternative Representations of the LPC Values
The LPC values are calculated on a block analysis approach using the techniques 
described earlier. However, in order to reduce the likelihood of the Infinite Impulse 
Response (HR) synthesis filter from becoming unstable, it must be ensured that all 
the poles of the filter response H(z) given by Equation 3.2 remain within the 
boundary of the unit circle in the z-domain. The main difficulty with this process 
occurs when the LPC values are quantised, because the filter stability cannot then 
be guaranteed. This is due to the non-linear distribution of the allocated bits that is 
required to ensure that values closer to the unit circle are quantised more accurately, 
and will therefore require more bits. However, if the coefficients are first transformed 
into the equivalent PARCOR representation, then the stability of the filter can be 
checked by ensuring that |/c,|<1. These parameters are, however, not suitable for
direct scalar quantisation as they still possess some non-linear spectral sensitivity, 
particularly for values close to ±1 (mostly encountered for l<0 and /cQ. This can be 
seen in Graph 3.1, which shows the effective distribution of the individual PARCOR 
values for a very large speech segment consisting of male and female English 
speakers.
However, they can also be used in non-linear functions, and converted to the popular 
Log-Area Ratios (LARs) using:
v 1 n i /
3.17
Or the Inverse Sine (IS) representation can be used, where:
ISj = sin \ k j ) 3.18
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Graph 3.1 Plots showing the distribution of the individual PARCOR values.
Both of these transformations have the advantage of being less spectrally sensitive 
to errors, which are inevitably introduced by a finite number of available quantisation 
levels [110], and computationally simple. They do suffer from several limitations, 
which lead to a larger number of bits being required to effectively scalar quantise 
each coefficient. This usually requires around 4 bits per value, leading to a total of 
40 bits per frame for a coder based on 10th order LPC analysisv. Also, the inter-frame 
correlation that still exists for the LPC parameters is not considered, so leading to a 
lower coding efficiency.
v The FR-GSM system uses a 36-bit scalar quantiser for the 8th order LPC PARCOR filter 
parameters, which are first converted to LARs.
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However, the most promising alternative form for the LPC parameters that has 
appeared in recent years is based on the Line Spectral Pair (LSP), and the 
analogous LSF representation. It has been found that compared to the equivalent 
LAR based coding system that the LSP representation offers an approximately 30% 
reduction in the required bits for quantisation [111]. The conversion from LSPs to the 
corresponding LSFs is given by:
LSF,=
cos-\LSP,)
2 n - T
where /=1 to P 3.19
where Tis the sampling period.
Due to this analysis being performed in the frequency domain, it therefore provides 
advantages in terms of the reduced spectral distortion introduced by vector 
quantisation and inter/intra-frame interpolation. This is important to achieve smooth 
spectral transitions from one analysis segment to the next. They also exhibit an 
inherent ordering property, (i.e. they increase monotonically from -1 to +1) and the 
LSFs are closely related to the major speech formants This has proven highly 
advantageous for improved zero-redundancy error control [112] and effective frame 
substitution strategies (such as those reported in more detail in Chapter 4).
Graph 3.2 shows the plot of a typical set of LSF trajectories obtained from the LPC 
values calculated for a 10th order analysis filter, operating over a 20 ms speech 
frame. They show that no individual trajectories actually cross-over at any point, 
which can be used to both detect and correct for errors in individual LSF values 
received at the decoder.
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Analysis Frame Number
Graph 3.2 A plot of the individual 10th order unquantised LSF trajectories for a typical
voiced/unvoiced speech segment.
Also, the closer the trajectories are to one another the higher the resonance peak 
that will exist in the original speech spectrum, so a stronger more defined formant 
structure will be exhibited at these points (as can be seen in Graph 3.3).
LSF Number 0 1 2 3  4 5 6  7 8 9
Frequency (H z)
Graph 3.3 Plot showing the relationship between the LSF values and the 10th order LPC 
analysis spectral shape of a typical voiced speech segment.
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Graph 3.4 shows the corresponding probability density plots for the LSF values 
obtained from a large speech test file (please note the different frequency scales). 
The difference in the distribution of the LSFs can be clearly seen for LSF0 and LSFi 
when compared to the corresponding PARCOR values shown in Graph 3.1. This will 
enable more efficient split VQ techniques to be applied, mainly because the 
distributions of the LSF groups that can be vector quantised demonstrate a greater 
degree of similarity.
0.0
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Graph 3.4 Plots showing the distribution of the individual unquantised LSF
values in Hz.
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3.5.1 Overview of the Line Spectral Pair Representation of the LPC 
Parameters
The all-pole speech synthesis filter H(z) is defined as:
1 1H(z) =
Ap(z) .—k 3.20
However, this can also be written in an alternate form, using the reflection 
coefficients (k), given by [113, pages 993-132 and Appendix 21]:
APA z )  = AP{z) + kp Bp_,(z)
b p { z )  = z ~' ’[Bp-\(z ) ~ kp ■ Am(2)] 
= z ~ ^ - A P(z~')
3.21
3.22
with the initial conditions A0(z) = 1 and Bb(z) = z \  which correspond to the PARCOR 
lattice synthesis filter structure shown in Figure 3.3. A corresponding form for the 
inverse filter can also be formulated [100, pages 350-354].
If we now assume that the PARCOR filter is stable and of even order, we can 
decompose the synthesis polynomial into two separate functions, one with even 
symmetry and one with odd. This is achieved by defining two polynomials PP+i(z) and 
QP+i(z) which represent the sum and difference of Ap(z) and its complex conjugate, 
such that:
'M z ) = ^ [pp+i(z ) +Qp*i(2)] 3.23
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according to the condition that kP+1 = -1, which corresponds to a perfect closure of 
the glottis:
QPt,(z) = AP(z) + BP(z) 3.24
and, according to the condition that /cP+1 = 1, which corresponds to an opening to free 
space:
ppA z ) = M z ) ~ b p(z ) 3.25 
Therefore, substituting Equation 3.22 into Equation 3.25 we obtain:
Pp .i(z )  = M z )  -  * ‘ (p+,) • M z ~ j
= 1 -f-(o c -a P)-z “1 + (a2 - a P_1) -z “2+---+(aP - a i) -z~p - z ~ (p+1) 3.26
p+1
=  z - ^ - U ( z  +  ak)
where ak is a generally complex root of PP+i(z). A similar analysis gives the following 
expression for the sum polynomial, again with generally complex roots bk:
p+i
Qp+iM  = 'Z'(P+') - r i ( ir + i,'<) 3.27
l(-0
The orders of these two polynomials can be reduced by one term as we already 
know that real roots exist at /cP+1 = ±1, so:
0 '(z )  = = B0 ■ zp + B, ■ +• • -+BP 3.28
and, similarly:
P'(z) = = A0 z p + A, ■ z (p_1) +• • •+AP 3.29
where the following definitions are used for values of k varying from 1 to P:
A, = 1 
e0 = 1
Ak = ( a k - a P^ _k) + A k_,
B k ~  (a k
The roots of Q'(z) and P(z) all lie on the unit circle, and occur in complex conjugate 
pairs, which means that only half the values (i.e. -f- separate roots) need to be
calculated for values of co ranging from 0 to n  radians. The LSFs are the angles co of
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the roots (ey®), and the LSPs are the cosines of the pairs of angles where
/' = 0 to (-f-1 ), and are therefore confined to the limits -1 < LSPj < +1 (which from
Equation 3.19 means that the LSFs are constrained to be from 0 Hz < LSFi < 4 kHz 
for an 8 kHz sampling rate). Also, the individual roots are interlaced around the unit 
circle, thus: 0<cao ^coP <co0 <—<(0o <o)p < n  . This is a sufficientQ0 Po Q1 Q(£_,) £_,)
condition to ensure the stability of AP(z) and BP{z).
3.5.2 Real-Root Method for Solving the LSP Polynomials
In order to solve the two LSP polynomials, Q(z) and P(z), we need to use a method 
that is computationally efficient and ideally deterministic, as the ultimate aim is to 
obtain an algorithm that can be implemented in real-time. Due to the fact that the two 
polynomials are symmetrical (i.e. Ap_n = An), they can each be reduced to;
Q'(z) = B0 ■ z p + e, • z<p-1> +• • ■ 6, ■ z1 + e0
£
= z 2 B0 ■ I Z 2 +  Z  2 l +  B) ■ I Z 2^ 1) +  Z  2^ 1) I + - ” + S p
P'(z) = Z 1 A0 • ^z2 + z 2 j  + A: • ^ 2 + z (2 — h/Af
3.31
3.32
If we now make the standard substitution that z = eh, and use the identity that 
z 1 + z _1 = 2cos(co), we can rewrite Equations 3.31 and 3.32 as:
Q'{e j(a) = 2ej^  •
P '(e lc* )  = 2eJ^
B0 • cos(j ©) + 61 ■ cosp^co j+ - 
A0 • cos(-f co)+ A) • c o s ^^© )+ *
ef
■+'
A
•+-
3.33
3.34
These equations can then be expanded using the standard trigonometric identities, 
which leads to the following expression for G'(z) if we use P = 10, and make the 
definition x -  cos(co):
16B0 • x5 + 8B1 • x4 + (4R> - 20S0) ■ x3 + (2B3 -8 ^ )-  x2 + (5B0 - 3B2 + B4) • x
+(e,-e3+^)=o
3.35
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A very similar form is obtained for F(z).
These polynomials can then be solved using the Newton-Raphson iterative search 
procedure [114]. This is based on taking an initial estimate for the root xn of the 
continuous function f(x) and then deriving a better estimate xw1 by using the 
following algorithm, where f '(x )  is the first continuous derivative:
^n+1
fM
f ' M
3.36
The iterative search continues until either: the root is successfully found when the 
pre-defined tolerance between the previous and current estimate is achieved; or is 
deemed unsuccessful when the maximum number of allowed iterations is reached.
The conversion of the quantised LSPs back into the corresponding LPCs can be 
achieved by one of two different methods:
• By direct substitution of the complex roots back into Equations 3.26 and 3.27 
and performing the multiplication of the product terms.
• Alternatively, the LPC synthesis filter can be modified in terms of the LSFs, and 
the impulse response of this filter will be the correct LPC values 
[113, pages 128-130].
3.6 Long Term Predictor (LTP) Formulation
After the speech signal has passed through the LP based analysis stage and the 
inverse filter is applied to the signal using the quantised LPC values, the output 
signal still contains a degree of correlation, which is closely related to the pitch 
structure imposed by the resonances induced by the vocal chords. These longer 
term correlations, which correspond to the fine spectral structure of the speech, can 
be effectively modelled by a First In First Out (FIFO) adaptive buffer. This is because 
the shape of the first residual waveform is fairly similar at the pitch intervals. 
Obviously this model is less ideal during unvoiced and transition regions of speech, 
because it will take time for the LTP buffer to fill with a better match to the input 
signal. However, during these times the final excitation signal should produce a 
greater contribution to the final output, therefore helping to reduce the inaccuracies 
introduced by the LTP search.
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The general form for an M order LTP P(z) is given by:
M
P(z)=  3.37
k--M
where (3/c is a gain term, and L is the position within the LTP buffer or lag (which will 
be closely related to the pitch value for voiced speech). The analysis to obtain the 
optimum values for P/f and L is very similar to that detailed earlier for the AbS 
matching algorithm. The MMSE is found between either: the synthesised predictor 
signal and the original speech signal in a closed loop analysis scheme; or the first 
residual obtained after the STP in an open loop scheme. The closed-loop method 
produces a more optimum result, but at the expense of an increase in the required 
number of computations that must be performed. The use of a multiple tap predictor 
(i.e. k > 0 )  will improve the performance of the analysis, because the likelihood of the 
actual pitch signal falling precisely on one of the sampling points, fixed by the need 
to digitise the signal, is quite low. Therefore, the use of a multi-tap predictor can 
compensate for this to some extent, as does the use of upsampling 
[57, pages 13-192] to interpolate between the integer samples and thus enable 
fractional pitch values to be determined. However, the solutions to this problem 
require the use of Cholesky decomposition to obtain the inverse of the matrix of 
values [115, pages 96-98], which proves to be more computationally intensive, so 
only a single tap predictor is used throughout the work reported in this thesis. The 
solution for a single tap LTP is as follows.
3.6.1 Single Tap LTP Solution
If we wish to find the error E between the reference signal r(n) and the predicted 
output (which depends on r(n) itself), over a frame consisting of N  samples, then this 
can be given by:
E = r(n ~*-)f 3.38
n=0
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This expression can therefore be minimised by finding the first derivative with respect 
to (3 and setting it to zero, giving:
OE _ \rt=0
ap
X[r(n)-p hi 3.39
a p
=  0
Which can then be solved to give the optimum value of the gain term (30Pf as:
f j r ( n ) r ( n - L )
S =n=°P opt 3.40A M
n=0
This is very similar to the general AbS formulation given previously. Therefore, as 
before, if we now substitute Equation 3.40 back into Equation 3.38 we obtain the 
minimum error function Emin as:
A M
-min = ! » )
n=0
A M
X r (n ) - r (n -L )
n=0
2 'N
A/-1
' Z ' - J n - L )
n= o
3.41
This expression can then be evaluated for every possible value of L from the lower 
and upper fixed limits (i.e. Lmax > L >  Lmin) to find the optimum lag value Lopt. This 
parameter is typically chosen to be linearly quantised using 6 to 8 bits71, ranging from 
20 samples upwards (which corresponds to the higher pitched voices normally 
exhibited by young children and female speakers). The most efficient means for 
calculating the expression is to maximise the second term in Equation 3.41, and 
merely substitute the required values stored during the search procedure to obtain 
the corresponding popr. A typical single tap closed-loop LTP is shown in Figure 3.4.
The problems typically associated with the use of an LTP mainly stem from the time 
it takes for the buffer to fill with the latest sample values during transition regions. 
Also, for lag values less than the analysis length (i.e. N > L >  Lmin) the problem of 
recursion occurs. This means that a non-linear solution to Equation 3.38 arises,
Vl This can be reduced if we use a scheme of differential lag searches, which means that each 
alternate analysis subframe is searched over a restricted range defined by the optimum lag 
value of the previous subframe. However, this places a restriction on the subframe lag 
variation which will reduce the overall quality, and also reduces the robustness of the lag 
parameter.
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because the values of p that occur in the MSE equation will be raised to higher 
powers. One way of avoiding this problem is to adopt an adaptive codebook 
formulation for the LTP when dealing with these lag values, which means that to 
obtain a full analysis vector the shorter length of the buffer is successively repeated 
until a full vector is formed. This will however introduce the problem of an automatic 
pitch doubling, but this does reduce the MSE to only have terms in p. The effect of 
the CL-LTP on a typical segment of voiced speech can be seen in Graph 4.2.
Input
Original
Speech
Figure 3.4 Schematic of a generalised Closed-Loop LTP.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
Speech coders are, in general, based around the source-filter model for the speech 
production process, from which the very powerful technique of Linear Prediction can 
be derived for the efficient representation of the speech spectral envelope. The main 
assumption used for this model is that the speech signal is considered as stationary 
whilst the block based analysis is performed. This is not true for many cases, and 
leads to inaccuracies in the calculation of the vocal tract response, which ultimately 
leads to undesirable spectral distortions. However, this is necessary in order to 
obtain a realisable algorithm that can be computed in real-time using modern DSPs.
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In order to achieve better perceptual quality it is important to try to smooth the 
spectral distortions that are introduced by the block based analysis approach. The 
LSF parameters are very useful because they are closely related to the speech 
spectral characteristics, in particular the formants. Therefore, if they are used for 
inter and intra-frame interpolation they can produce a better response than using the 
original LP coefficients. They also offer advantages in terms of their inherent 
robustness to channel errors, and increased efficiency for quantisation. The former is 
due to the monotonicity they demonstrate, whereby the roots lie within the limits of 
±1, and are ordered from 0 -> 4 kHz. The greater quantisation efficiency can be 
achieved by using split scalar/vector quantisation schemes, which can exploit the 
extra inter-frame correlations that exist within these parameters [109].
The optimum perceptual performance can be achieved from both the long term and 
excitation matching processes if some form of weighting filter is applied to the 
closed-loop matching process. However, the matching criterion used for all of the 
analysis stages in the coders is based on the popular MMSE, which is unfortunately 
a purely objective measure. This criterion is used because the analysis results in 
linear solutions to the matching problem, which can often be simplified, enabling the 
algorithms to be implemented in real-time.
8 *«
____________
Chapter 4
4. Design and Development of a Half-Rate GSM Candidate 
Speech and Channel Codec
4.1 Introduction
The original FR-GSM system was specified with a 13 kbps RPE-LTP based voice 
codec [116]. However, as the system capacity originally allocated for digital mobile 
systems has become increasingly congested, it was decided to develop a system 
which operates at half the gross bit rate allocated to each FR-GSM channel for a 
combined source and channel codec (i.e. 11.4 kbps). The main aims were to 
produce a coder which was as robust as the original system, and still maintain 
comparable speech quality, whilst only using half the available bits. However, the 
new candidate must also be able to coexist with the current standard, so certain 
restrictions in terms of analysis frame lengths and interleaving are imposed. The 
major advantage of this new system would be an increase in the total number of 
available channels. These lower rate channels could then have a different reduced 
cost billing scheme applied as less system bandwidth is employed per connection, so 
encouraging more users. This backward compatibility would also allow 
manufacturers to design dual-rate handsets, which would only differ in the DSP code 
downloaded from the local EPROM that performs both the speech and channel 
coding functions.
This chapter details the choices involved in selecting a suitable speech codec and 
the trade-offs that were required to decide on the overall allocation of the available 
bits to the voice and channel codecs. The speech algorithm (an Enhanced-VSELP 
[117][78j) simulated for this application is then analysed in detail, and the various 
modifications required to improve robustness and quality, and also to reduce the 
complexity to enable a successful real-time implementation are summarised.
The novel Reed-Solomon channel coding [118] scheme employed to improve the 
performance of the voice codec under the simulated channel error conditions is 
detailed, along with a discussion of the overall system performance. The standard 
spectral domain decoding scheme was modified to make use of the soft-decision
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information available from the demodulator/equaliser, which gives a measure of the 
confidence of the individual bit decisions. This improved the decoding performance 
by utilising this extra information to calculate various metrics, that were then used to 
decide on which symbols were the most likely to be in error, and then declaring them 
as erasures. This only required a single additional erasure decode to be performed, 
which therefore reduced the end-to-end delay and computational requirements to lie 
within the original system constraints.
The overall quality was found to be almost as good as the current FR-GSM system, 
under clean channel conditions, and gave acceptable speech quality under both 
random and burst error situations. However, many of the compromises required to 
enable the system to operate in real-time did impinge on the speech quality. Also 
detailed is the integrated frame substitution and muting strategy that was developed 
to reconstruct the spectral and/or excitation information if the channel coding scheme 
failed to correct the errors. This proved to be an essential addition to the system 
because of the long error bursts that were encountered in the simulated error files, 
which are typical of the deep fades that are experienced over mobile networks.
4.2 System Constraints for the HR-GSM System
Before any combined voice and channel coding system can be developed for a 
particular application it is essential that the basic system requirements are clearly 
defined. For HR-GSM the following design parameters were specified by the 
investigating committee [119]:
• Gross operating bit rate of 11.4 kbps.
• The frame length should be a multiple of 10 ms (so each frame contains a 
multiple of 114 bits).
• Analogue sampling rate of 8 kHz.
• Interleaving depth of < 8 subframes (with 57 bits/subframe).
• The total delay should be < 90 ms, which includes the processing, transmission 
and interleaving.
• The speech quality under clear channel situations should be at least as good 
as the current FR-GSM coder [120],
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• The average speech quality should be within the following limit:
|Q hr “  ® fr \ -1-5 dB
where Q Hr  is the average quality of the half-rate candidate and Q Fr  the quality 
of the current full-rate standard.
• The performance under any of the following operating conditions: bit errors, 
differing input levels and tandeming, should all be within:
®HR -  ®FR ~ 3 dB
• The non-voice signalling tones defined in ITU-T Recommendations Q.23 and 
Q.35 should be passed without distortion.
• The complexity should be no more than x4 that of FR-GSM.
Obviously the most important initial design constraints are concerned with the overall 
speech quality and the allocated bit rate.
As the coder must perform as well as the full-rate system over the same channel 
conditions, it is reasonable to allocate a similar portion of the gross bit rate for the 
speech coder. This equates to = 7 kbps being made available for the voice codec, 
which would imply that the algorithm would be based around a time domain AbS 
coding procedure. This would therefore probably be based on a derivative of the 
CELP algorithm, as voice coders using this model for the excitation have shown the 
most promise over the last few years at rates ranging from 4.8 16 kbps [121]. This
is clearly quite a severe constraint, as the quality of the FR system should be 
achieved with only about half the available bits, and still provide an equal level of 
robustness.
The analysis frame length of the algorithm must also fit within the current Time 
Domain Multiple Access (TDMA) structure used in the FR network [122]. Each 
FR-GSM user is allocated half of one timeslot in eight consecutive TDMA frames. 
The timeslots carry 114 bits (5 ms) of speech encoded data, which is interleaved 
from two different users. But for HR-GSM each user will only transmit 57 coded bits 
in every other TDMA frame, so to enable synchronous access to the transmission 
channel the speech analysis frames will therefore need to be multiples of 10 ms. 
However, if 10 ms frame intervals are used, then the relatively short LPC update 
period would result in too high a source coding bit rate, with a longer frame length 
creating problems of increased delay and a reduction in the accuracy of the vocal 
tract modelling. This therefore leads to an ideal buffered analysis frame length of
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20 ms, with the added advantage that it allows up to 70 ms for the speech and 
channel encoders to operate in real-time, and for the application of interleaving. This 
should improve the performance of any associated error control scheme, as 
interleaving will help to reduce the effect of longer error bursts, as the encoded data 
is spread over more TDMA timeslots.
The need for an algorithm which passes non-voice data signals, such as DTMF 
tones and the analogue G3-Fax information, requires either: a front-end detection 
system which will switch off the speech coder when these signals are received; or a 
speech coding algorithm which passes this information without too much additional 
distortion. This is a difficult requirement for a parametric speech codec, as the 
design of the quantisers is typically performed using a large training database of 
voice data, which consists of various speakers of both sexes and covering different 
age groups, and even more than one nationality. The LPC and perceptual based 
models used are also optimised for speech-like signals, which can lead to a situation 
where non-voice signals by are not successfully passed. This restriction is 
investigated in more detail in Chapter 7, which describes a solution to the problem of 
measuring the power level for an FR-GSM -+ PSTN connection.
The various derivatives of the LPC based AbS coding approach were examined 
[123], and the general consensus was that a Vector Sum Excited LPC codec [77] 
appeared to offer the most promise of fulfilling most, if not all, of the above design 
criteria.
The choice of a complimentary channel codec was based on the constraint of having 
to perform at least as well as FR-GSM over the same channel conditions with a 
reduced number of bits available to provide the necessary level of protection against 
errors. This necessitated the development of a novel Reed-Solomon based channel 
coder, which makes use of the soft-decision information available from the 
demodulator/equaliser to improve the erasure decoding performance. Various 
metrics are calculated from the statistical properties of the received information to 
enable the most likely erroneous symbols to be identified. These can then be used to 
reduce the instances when the decoding operation is unsuccessful. This scheme 
coupled with a suitable frame substitution strategy produced a coder that operated 
quite successfully in real-time. The main design processes involved in developing the 
real-time prototype are highlighted in Chapter 5.
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4.3 Overview of the Enhanced Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction 
(E-VSELP) Voice Codec
The E-VSELP speech coder selected for this application uses many of the basic 
building blocks detailed in the previous chapter. However, some of the elements are 
modified to enable the other system constraints to be met. In particular the excitation 
analysis used for this codec was specifically designed to be very robust to channel 
errors, with only a moderate computational complexity compared to traditional CELP 
coding schemes. This analysis scheme also provided an averaged speech quality 
under all the main operating conditions which was not too dissimilar to that offered by 
FR-GSM.
The basic speech coder elements can be broken down into the four main functional 
stages detailed below.
4.3.1 Short Term Predictor
The speech samples are processed on a 160 samples per frame basis (20 ms). The 
first stage of the analysis is to remove any DC components in the input data using a 
simple single coefficient recursive filter. The input frame mean squared value (msv) 
is obtained, and quantised using the scheme detailed in Section 4.3.4. This is then 
interpolated using:
m qinte rp  — J im ,q  • ITIqprev 4 .1
which uses the current { m q ) and the previous frames quantised ( m qPre v) msvs to 
smooth the energy transitions from frame-to-frame.
Then P h order (=10 for this system) LPC analysis is applied to the autocorrelation 
values obtained from the Hamming windowed speech, using the efficient 
Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm detailed previously in Section 3.4.1. These 
values are then slightly modified by multiplying each LPC value a , by:
e~(l3ooo)| for /=  1 to P 4.2
This applies 15 Hz of bandwidth expansion to the formants, which helps to improve 
stability of the filters, because any coefficients very close to the edge of the unit 
circle in the z-domain are brought slightly closer to the origin. The coefficients are 
then checked for stability by converting the LPC values to the corresponding Partial 
Correlation coefficients (PARCORs, kj) and then ensuring that they all lie within the
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limit |/f/|<1. The conversion of the LPC values to PARCORs is based on the 
following algorithm [99], where P is the order of the LPC analysis:
af = a,
For /' = P to 1
m (aj +b'i
M 2)
k —* i - 1 _  d i- 1
where 1 < y < P
where 1 <y < ( / -  1)
4.3
If the stability condition is not satisfied then a further 50 Hz of bandwidth expansion is 
applied, which ensures stability in all the cases found throughout the simulation test 
material.
The LPCs are then converted to the respective LSPs (5,), using the Newton-Raphson 
based iterative gradient search procedure already described in Section 3.5.2, and 
quantised using a 35-bit scalar quantiser (q5,) shown in Table 4.1, for a bit allocation 
of (3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3) for each quantised LSP respectively.
LSP
Quantiser Quantised LSP Values ( q i a )
Index (/,) 1 = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 = 9
i=  0 0.993 0.983 0.951 0.885 0.717 0.499 0.133 -0.270 -0.543 -0.781
1 0.990 0.972 0.932 0.839 0.660 0.421 0.032 -0.369 -0.638 -0.830
2 0.986 0.959 0.917 0.800 0.605 0.354 -0.044 -0.442 -0.698 -0.863
3 0.981 0.941 0.901 0.768 0.553 0.290 -0.106 -0.506 -0.743 -0.889
4 0.975 0.915 0.883 0.737 0.503 0.235 -0.155 -0.567 -0.781 -0.911
5 0.967 0.879 0.864 0.706 0.452 0.185 -0.198 -0.634 -0.820 -0.931
6 0.954 0.830 0.843 0.673 0.402 0.134 -0.236 -0.710 -0.859 -0.951
7 0.931 0.749 0.819 0.637 0.354 0.086 -0.271 -0.810 -0.904 -0.974
8 0.793 0.597 0.302 0.036 -0.307
9 0.759 0.549 0.249 -0.015 -0.345
10 0.718 0.494 0.193 -0.069 -0.383
11 0.670 0.436 0.136 -0.126 -0.426
12 0.621 0.372 0.072 -0.186 -0.476
13 0.561 0.299 0.001 -0.255 -0.533
14 0.484 0.216 -0.084 -0.324 -0.603
/=  15 0.370 0.090 -0.185 -0.402 -0.688
Table 4.1 The individual values of the 35-bit LSP scalar quantiser.
This was designed using a K-means optimisation algorithm [124], which was 
calculated over a large speech training database, and introduced a total spectral 
distortion of 0.67 dB2. A vector quantiser, which can either be based on a full VQ 
procedure or a split scalar-VQ algorithm [125][126], would have reduced the number 
of bits required, but at the expense of an increase in the computational requirement 
and a reduction in robustness of the LSPs to channel errors. The LSPs are then
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interpolated using a zero-delay scheme for each of the four 40 sample subframes, 
according to the following rules:
g/8 ,■ = (0.625 ■ pg5, ) + (0.375 • g8 , ) for subframe 1 4.4
g/81 = (0.125 • pgS,) + (0.875 • g8 ,•) for subframe 2 4.5
g/8 j  -  gS1 for subframes 3 and 4 4.6
where g/8,- are the quantised and interpolated LSPs for the current subframe and pgS/
are the previous frames uninterpolated quantised LSPs.
One major drawback of this scheme is that it is a non-linear interpolation in the LSP 
domain, which should ideally be performed in the Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) 
domain. However, this requires extra computational overheads for converting the 
data from the LSP to LSF domains, which would have made the ultimate aim of a 
system capable of operating in real-time impossible to achieve. The overall quality 
degradation introduced into the output speech quality was not too noticeable over the 
test data, and this did improve the subjective performance over not applying any 
interpolation. This is because the block-edge effects that arise from the use of frame 
based spectral analysis are smoothed out in the transition from frame-to-frame. The 
g/5/ for the relevant subframe are then converted back to LPCs (g/a/) and these are 
then used for the rest of the subframe based analysis stages in the algorithm. The 
whole STP analysis procedure is shown in schematic form in Figure 4.1.
4.3.2 Long Term Predictor
The original speech data s(n) is partitioned into L (= 40) sample subframes. The 
memory response of the LPC synthesis filter e(n) is calculated by passing a buffer 
full of zeroes into the filter, with the input memory carried over from the previous 
subframe. The memory response obtained is then subtracted from the original data 
to give sm(n) = s(n) -  e(n), prior to the application of the perceptual weighting filter.
The weighting filter has a transfer function W(z) given by Equation 4.7. This is 
achieved by cascading the LPC inverse and synthesis filters, each of order P, with 
the coefficients used in the synthesis filter {Wiaj) found by multiplying each 
a/by y' [54 j.
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W(z) = /=1
1 -  ^  Wia i 'Z  1
V /=1
where 0 < y < 1 and P -  10 4.7
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the STP analysis procedure.
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The weighting filter is applied to modify the spectral characteristic of the speech 
waveform prior to the LTP analysis stage, which then attempts to find the MMSE as 
the matching criterion. The major problem with this criterion is that it is a purely 
objective measure, so the weighting filter is used to try to improve the performance 
of the simplified model, and produce a match based more on the properties of 
human auditory perception.
The major formant frequencies are not altered, but the bandwidth is increased, which 
has the effect of de-emphasising these regions of the spectrum. Therefore, the 
reduction in energy of the formant regions and a consequent increase in the energy 
of the inter-formant segments of the spectrum, causes an improvement in the 
matching performance in the more subjectively important lower energy regions, 
reducing the perceived noise at the output. A value of y = 0.8 is considered a good 
compromise in terms of the amount of de-emphasis and the overall subjective 
speech quality for coders using an 8 kHz sampling rate [127]. The effect of different 
weighting coefficients can be clearly seen on Graph 4.1.
0.0 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0
Frequency (Hz)
Graph 4.1 Plot showing the effect of different weighting filter coefficients (y) on
the LPC spectrum.
The synthesised output Syfn), using the relevant Wia, values, is then analysed by a 
standard CL-LTP search procedure (as detailed in Section 3.6.1), with lags ranging 
from 25 88 (6 bits). This is a single tap predictor, which includes recursion for
those lags below the subframe length, and has a final gain G LTp calculated after the
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search for an optimum lag D LTp has been completed. The unsynthesised LTP output 
\j/(n) is therefore calculated from the LTP adaptive memory ^(n ) using:
\\r (n) = Gltp T1 (n -  Dl tp ) where n = 0 to ( / . -1 )  4.8
The search process is based on the weighted impulse response technique to reduce 
the required computational complexity. The 3-bit non-uniform scalar quantiser used 
to encode the LTP gain term is given in Table 4.2, from which the final quantiser 
index GiLTp is obtained, before being included in the output coded bitstream. It can be 
seen that only positive gains are included, which were chosen to try to improve the 
robustness of the coder. Pseudo-Gray coding [128] could be applied to the gain 
indices, to limit the effect of single bit errors in the received index, however this 
mapping proved unnecessary because an integrated channel coder was an essential 
part of the total system to help combat the severe error conditions experienced from 
the mobile environment.
Index ( GiLTP) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
LTP Gain
Quantisation
Values
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
Table 4.2 LTP gain scalar quantiser values.
4.3.3 Enhanced-Vector Sum Excitation (E-VSE) Analysis
The final optimum excitation s(n) \s found by generating a linear combination of a set 
of m suitably scaled synthesised basis vectors p,(n), where /' = 1 to m and 
n = 0 to (L -  1). This can be formulated as:
m
s(n) = X K< P'(n) 4.9
(=1
In order to obtain the required reduction in allocated coding bits per vector m < L, 
and the scaling factors k , can be vector quantised. The optimum synthesised 
excitation signal is determined by minimising the MSE (E) between the original 
weighted speech signal s jn )  and the synthesised basis vectors:
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The minimum error (Emin) can then be found by taking the partial derivatives of 
Equation 4.10 with respect to k/, wherej =  1 to m, and setting these to zero.
3E
3 k  j  3 k j
1 /-~1 
^ n=0 /=1
2\
J
= 0 4.11
This can be simplified if we make the following substitutions:
L-1 L-1
P/(n) 'P /(n) and <]>y =
/=0 n=0
To obtain a general solution of Equation 4.11 given by:
ta— I . 1
fl(A/) = X P '' ; t ;  l s w(n )-py(n) 4.12
III
<t>y = I k , " R ( / , / ) 4.13
/=1
This can be solved if we define a set of orthogonal linearly independent basis vectors 
py(n), which have the following properties:
v '1-  < \  -  t \ f  = 0 fo r 'W  
Z p / (n)-p/(n) {  . .
n=0 L *  0 for I = I 4.14
= 0 for / *  j
j
Therefore, substituting Equation 4.14 into Equation 4.13 the optimum scaling terms 
Kj can be found from:
K =
1 R(M-) 4.15
where / = 1 to m, which gives the optimum match for the synthesised basis vectors
as:
i n  ___
Sopl(n) = Z K‘ fP/(n) 
/= 1
4.16
Thus, in order to obtain the solution to the above set of equations it is necessary to 
orthogonalise each of m synthesised basis vectors of length n = 0 to (L -  1) to the 
synthesised LTP output vjf,(n). This is achieved by applying the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalisation algorithm (detailed later), and differs from the original Motorola 
VSELP specification because this process is repeated for each synthesised vector to 
every other vector. The main advantages of this approach are: an improvement in 
the multi-dimensional vector space coverage, which better approximates a full CELP 
codebook search; and each vector is made linearly independent, so allowing a more 
efficient SQ scheme to be used for the final quantisation. However, this is at the
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expense of a more complex normalisation procedure, which is required at both the 
encoder and decoder.
The original set of fixed basis vectors can be derived by applying one of two different 
approaches [129]:
1. Use a large codebook constructed of a full set of random Gaussian 
codevectors each of length L. These can then be reduced on each iterative 
pass by only retaining a percentage of those vectors showing a high level of 
correlation with the speech available in the training database, until only m 
codevectors remain.
2. Use an initial set of m random Gaussian basis vectors and then re-optimise 
each vector after every iterative pass, by minimising the total normalised 
weighted error, to obtain the new optimum vector. This procedure continues 
until the objective improvement from the previous iteration, measured in terms 
of the average segmental SNR, becomes negligible.
The second approach gives better performance in terms of the objective average 
segmental SNR criterion and the subjective quality, and was therefore chosen for the 
off line design and optimisation of a set of suitable basis vectors. This is because the 
optimisation process includes the effect of the entire coding process in the selection 
of the new set of optimum vectors. These are obtained after each successive pass 
attempts to obtain the minimum weighted error from the previous set of basis 
vectors.
The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure which is used in this algorithm to 
give the optimum set of orthogonalised basis vectors p;(r?) is formulated as follows 
[130].
Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation Procedure
The aim is to construct a set of (m + 1) orthogonal vectors p,.(n) which satisfy the 
following criterion:
where / and j  = 0 to m. If we now define p0(n) = p0(n) and specify p^n) as the
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following linear combination:
P i(n) =  P o (n ) - [* o i  -Po(")] 4.18
Then, according to Equation 4.17, for p f n )  to be orthogonal to p0(/i)the following 
must be true:
L- 1
X p ,(« )-p . ( " ) = 0
n=0
Which, if Equation 4.19 is substituted back into Equation 4.18 gives:
L- 1
2 > o , P > ),n= 0X p < ( n) - P o ( n) -n=0
Which therefore means that:
r L-i _
X p > ( n) 'P o  (" )
=  0
0^1 “
,n=0
L- 1
X p « »n=0
These expressions can now be extended to the general case as follows: 
P i ( n ) = P i ( n ) ~ X V P y ( n)
.7=0
for /=1 to m
where:
=
_
X  Pi(n)' P ;(n)
n=0
4-1__ 2
X p, (")
^ fo r;=  0 to (/'-1 )
n=0
4.19
4.20
4.21
4.22
4.23
The last two expressions (i.e. Equations 4.22 and 4.23) form the entire 
orthogonalisation procedure for the synthesised basis vectors p,(n) to the LTP output 
These orthogonalised basis vectors were then analysed to find the degree of 
correlation which exists between each basis vector and the weighted reference 
speech signal s jr i) .  Two different methods were tested to encode this parameter.
The initial approach used a 10-bit CELP-type codebook search to find an optimum 
m-bit normalised weighting vector. This produced quite good quality speech, which
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came close to the original FR-GSM performance using m =  15. However, this coding 
method was discarded because it suffered from three major drawbacks:
1. The extra complexity involved in a full vector search was prohibitive, and it 
would have proven impossible to achieve a system which could operate in 
real-time.
2. The required RAM storage space for 210 15-element vectors each consisting of 
4-byte floats (60 Kbytes), at both the encoder and decoder, would have proven 
impractical.
3. The final transmitted codebook vector index was highly sensitive to errors, as 
even a single bit error would usually result in a vector which differed 
dramatically from the optimum, giving rise to a distorted output. This error 
sensitivity could have been reduced by allocating more channel coding bits to 
this parameter, at the expense of either increasing the gross bit rate, or 
reducing the protection offered to other equally or more error sensitive 
parameters.
This technique was therefore modified to assign a single bit (m = 10) per basis 
vector, which indicates whether the particular basis vector exhibited a positive or 
negative correlation with the weighted reference signal, and a gain of either +1 or -1 
was then associated with that vector. This therefore formed an m-bit weighting vector 
(03/) calculated as follows:
mf = sgn
L-1_
5 >  , ( " )• « , ( " )
n=0
where /=  1 tom  4.24
A single overall optimum gain is computed, which uses the frame energy parameter 
calculated by the method detailed in Section 4.3.4. The final optimum excitation s(n)
is computed as a summation of the synthesised orthogonalised basis vectors, 
appropriately weighted:
m
s(n) = ]T a • P i(n) where n = 0 to (L -  1) 4.25
/=1
which is then inverse filtered. The whole excitation analysis process is shown in 
schematic form in Figure 4.2.
One problem with this method is the need for the decoder to perform the full 
orthogonalisation procedure on the synthesised basis vectors. This is because the
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excitation matching process occurs on the synthesised vectors, so the encoder 
analysis scheme must be duplicated at the decoder. However, this is not too much of 
a problem, as the computational load experienced at the decoder is normally 
considerably lower than that required by the encoder.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of the E-VSE excitation analysis algorithm.
4.3.4 Overall Frame Energy Normalisation
In any speech codec system the original analogue signal needs to be converted into 
digital information prior to coding. However, the dynamic range of the input signal will 
depend on the resolution of the particular ADC/DAC used. The only coded 
parameters which are affected by this variation are the excitation gains. This is 
because the calculation of the LPC values only depend on the spectral shape of the 
signal, and the LTP gains are already adaptive and therefore independent of the 
input signal level. This means that the final energy of the synthetic speech is mainly 
defined by the excitation gains. Therefore, either a large number of bits are needed
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to effectively code this parameter covering the full range of the input signal, or some 
form of frame-based energy normalisation is required to enable a fixed scalar 
quantiser to cover as wide a dynamic range as possible.
In the E-VSELP system the quantised energy is calculated by first finding the mean 
squared value {m )  of the original speech signal, s(n) from:
m = i X s> ) 4.26
This is then normalised to the largest possible sample energy that can be supplied 
by the particular ADC used:
mdB = 10-log10 m
filmax
4.27
where mmax = s2ax, and smax is the maximum possible sample value (i.e. 215 for a
16-bit resolution linear ADC). The final quantisation process uses a 5-bit quantiser, 
consisting of uniformly spaced 2 dB steps. The optimum index is found by minimising 
the error (Emin) between the quantiser index values (Q(/), where / = 1 to 31) and
mdB using the following relationship:
"^min —n (}\  _
r mdB + 66^ 1
u \l) I 2 J 4.28
The addition of the constant bias of 66 ensures that the quantised value is positive, 
so no sign information needs to be transmitted, and / = 0 is a reserved index that is 
used to indicate a silence frame to the decoder, which will then know to reset all the 
necessary memories. Once the optimum quantiser index (A,) has been found, then
the current frames quantised value of m can be calculated from:
m q  — m  max 10
 ^(2^-66) j'
4.29
If the value of mq is now used to normalise the energy of the input speech (G/), this 
enables the fixed excitation gain quantiser values (Ge(/) given in Table 4.3) to cover 
the input signal range by calculating:
Gu = G, • [^rrUf 4.30
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The optimum quantised excitation gain is then found from minimising the error (EG) 
between the normalised energy to the excitation gain quantiser by finding:
Ea =m in [(G „-G e(/))2] 4.31
The final quantised scaling factor is given by:
Gq = G T ( i ) J ^  4.32
where G°ept(i) is the optimum normalised excitation gain obtained from
Equation 4.31. The main advantages of applying the energy normalisation factor are
that it can be used to reduce the effect of discontinuities that can occur at frame 
boundaries by using interpolation, and ensures that the synthesised frame energy is 
the same as the original speech information, giving a more stable output.
The problem with this approach is the need to protect this parameter quite heavily 
against corruption, as this can produce perceptually undesirable popping and clicking 
sounds in the output speech, because the excitation gain is incorrectly scaled giving 
rise to instabilities in the output. This artefact will also continue to have an effect for 
more than just the corrupted frame due primarily to the corruption of the LTP 
recursive memory. However, this problem was directly addressed in the frame 
substitution strategy detailed in Section 4.10.
Index (/)
Normalised 
Excitation 
Gains Ge(i)
Index (/)
Normalised 
Excitation 
Gains Gji)
/'= 1 0.0033 17 0.2833
2 0.0117 18 0.3050
3 0.0200 19 0.3267
4 0.0283 20 0.3483
5 0.0367 21 0.3700
6 0.0450 22 0.3917
7 0.0667 23 0.4133
8 0.0883 24 0.4350
9 0.1100 25 0.4567
10 0.1317 26 0.4783
11 0.1533 27 0.5000
12 0.1750 28 0.5433
13 0.1967 29 0.6267
14 0.2183 30 0.7167
15 0.2400 31 0.8167
16 0.2617 i -  32 0.9500
Table 4.3 The normalised 5-bit excitation gain quantiser used in the E-VSELP codec.
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4.3.5 The Final Synthesised Speech
The latest subframe of synthesised speech ssynth(n) is calculated by finding the sum 
of the correctly weighted optimum excitation uop[n) and the scaled LTP output ^(n). 
This is then synthesised, and the output used to update the memory responses, 
which ensures the encoder and decoder will have the same memory values if perfect 
transmission and reception of the coded parameters is assumed. Graph 4.2 shows a 
comparison between the original and synthetic time domain waveforms obtained 
from a typical speech segment using the E-VSELP algorithm. It also shows the 
contributions left after the application of the STP and LTP sections of the algorithm 
after quantisation (the different amplitude scales should be noted).
200.0
0.0
<D■O3
'i. -200.0
E<
1000.0
0.0 
-1000.0
34240 34560 34880 35200 35520
Sample Number
Graph 4.2 Plot showing the various time domain waveforms which contribute to the
final E-VSELP synthesised output.
E-VSELP Final Synthesised Output
I uuu.u
0.0
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4.4 Coded Parameters
Table 4.4 shows the bit allocation for the various parameters calculated by the 
encoder, which are used to characterise the input speech signal in the E-VSELP 
system. These equate to a speech source coding rate of 6.8 kbps. The parameters 
are used by the decoder algorithm to synthesise the new frame of coded speech by 
applying the exact same procedure as the encoder, without the need to perform 
much of the analysis. The quantiser indices can be used to obtain the correct 
parameters for the new frame, and the only real analysis required is the 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure to obtain the optimum reconstructed 
excitation signal. The final synthesis is again used to update all the relevant 
memories and the LTP adaptive codebook memory.
Coded Speech Parameter
................................  .................
Number of Bits 
per Update
Update
Period
(Samples)
Total
ofBite
Energy Normalisation Factor Index 
X 5 160 5
10 LSP Coefficient Quantiser Indices
Ii
35 160 35
LTP Delay 
Dltp 6 40 24
LTP Optimum Gain Index
G iLTP
3 40 12
E-VSE Correlation Vector 
03,
10 40 40
E-VSE Optimum Gain Index
G H O
5 40 20
T° ,aBtepereFrame°ded 136
Table 4.4 The bit allocation for the various encoded speech parameters.
4.5 Factors Affecting the Choice of a Suitable Optimised Channel 
Coding Scheme for the HR-GSM System
As discussed previously, the actual HR-GSM coder will need to operate in 
particularly hostile conditions, in terms of the deep fades and multipath effects due to 
the local terrain, that are normally experienced in the mobile environment. It was 
found that the basic coder designed could operate at random BERs of < 10'3 without 
the need for any additional channel coding, showing no noticeable degradation in 
quality. However, this error rate is not realistic when the coder is expected to work 
successfully over the same mobile environment as the FR-GSM algorithm, which 
itself already includes 9.8 kbps of convolutional coding.
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For this application the test data used to simulate the actual channel was provided by 
AEG Telefunken in West Germany, and consisted of six thousand frames of 7-bit 
Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) information that would be available in the actual 
operating network from the adaptive demodulator/equaliser already used in FR- 
GSM. This extra information could be interpreted as soft-decision data and used by 
the channel coding algorithm to obtain certain erasure metrics that were combined in 
a novel way to noticeably improve the performance. The simulated channel 
conditions corresponded to the parameters shown in Table 4.5.
Data File Effective Cell Coverage C/I
Average
BER
EP1 50% 10 dB 4.5%
EP2 90% 7dB 8.3%
EP3 100% 4 dB 13.4%
Table 4.5 The simulated channel conditions used for the HR-GSM trials.
All the channels assume Rayleigh fading and moving transmitters with a stationary 
receiver (i.e. they simulate a connection from a mobile user to a fixed basestation), 
with the Carrier-to-lnterference power (C/I) ratios given above. Owing to the relatively 
low end-to-end delay constraint of 90 ms it was essential that the decoding algorithm 
should be as computationally simple as possible. This necessitated the use of a 
reduced complexity soft-decision enhanced erasure decoding scheme that only 
required a single additional pass. However, this constraint will cause a reduction in 
the maximum attainable performance, because not every possible erasure pattern 
could be tried exhaustively to find the optimum.
In order to ascertain which bits within the HR candidate quantised bitstream are the 
most sensitive to channel errors, it was decided to use the EP2 data file taken as a 
worst case for normal operations. The bitstream could then be corrupted on a per-bit 
basis and the distortion introduced in the output decoded speech measured by 
finding the segmental SNR. Three different classes of error sensitivity were used, 
with Class A being the most sensitive, Class B slightly less sensitive, and Class C 
showing the least effective degradation in terms of segmental SNR. This was not 
ideal as it is only an objective quality measure, but did give a good indication of the 
expected degradations introduced by random bit errors. From this analysis the 
following parameter bit classifications were made, as shown in Table 4.6. The coded 
parameters are shown for each frame, with the relevant subframe indices if 
applicable, which when combined creates a speech source rate of 136 bits per 
analysis frame.
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It can be clearly seen that the excitation correlation vectors and LSBs of most of the 
parameters were not found to be particularly sensitive to bit errors, so it was decided 
that it was unnecessary to allocate any of the available bits for channel coding to this 
class. This is because single bit errors in the LSBs will not produce a very noticeable 
distortion in the decoded output. The correlation vectors were designed to be 
independent of one another in the analysis stage, which improves their robustness,
as a single bit error in one of the correlation vectors only contributes to LjyY*1 of the
total excitation being corrupted.
Coded
Parameter
Bit
Classification
(MSB...LSB)
Coded
Parameter
Bit
Classification
(MSB..LSB)
Coded
Parameter
Bit
Classification
(MSB...LSB)
LSPO B B B LTP Lag 0 A A A A A C Overall Frame Energy A A AC C
LSP1 B B B LTP Lag 1 A A A A A C Correlation Vector 0
C C C C C
C C C C C
LSP2 B B B B LTP Lag 2 A A A A A C Correlation Vector 1
C C C C C
C C C C C
LSP3 B B B B LTP Lag 3 A A A A A C Correlation Vector 2
C C C C C
C C C C C
LSP4 B B B B LTP Gain 0 A A C Correlation Vector 3
C C C C C
C C C C C
LSP5 B B B B LTP Gain 1 A A C E-VSE Gain 0 A A A C C
LSP6 B B B B LTP Gain 2 A A C E-VSE Gain 1 A A A C C
LSP7 BBB LTP Gain 3 A A C E-VSE Gain 2 A A A C C
LSP8 BBB E-VSE Gain 3 A A AC C
LSP9 BBB
Table 4.6 Parameter bit classifications for the E-VSELP codec.
The LSPs were found to be less sensitive to errors than the gain parameters mainly 
because the effect on errors can be mitigated by the application of parameter 
smoothing techniques, such as inter-frame interpolation. From this analysis and 
classification the actual channel coding adopted to protect the different bit classes 
was based on Reed-Solomon block codes. These were chosen over the other main 
choice of a convolutional coding scheme, as already used in FR-GSM [122], for 
various reasons:
• The errors will mostly occur in bursts, of varying lengths, due to interference 
from the different users of the system, as frequency reuse is used as a 
fundamental method for increasing the number of available channels within a 
cell cluster. Also, because of the deep fades that can occur as a result of 
shadowing and multipath signals created by reflections from buildings, trees 
etc.
• The application of large interleaving depths to spread the bursty errors to 
create a more randomised error pattern (which is particularly useful if
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convolutional coding techniques are applied) is prohibited by the total 
maximum system delay constraint.
• They offer an indication of an uncorrectable error pattern under most 
circumstances, which can be used by the decoder to improve the performance 
of the associated frame reconstruction strategy developed specifically for this 
application.
However, owing to the restricted number of bits available for channel coding a 
truncated RS code was required at the encoder, which therefore meant that a time 
domain encoding algorithm was implemented. Unfortunately, this resulted in a more 
complicated spectral domain decoder.
4.6 Basic Overview of Reed-Soiomon Channel Coding
The main choice involved in performing any form of block (and therefore RS) coding 
scheme [131] is the Galois Field (GF) size, which is defined by the integer symbol 
length (m > 2). The possible valid values of m can only take certain values, either m 
is prime or any integer value of a prime, which ensure that the various properties of a 
Galois (or finite) Field are maintained. The main property of a finite field which is 
exploited in block coding techniques, is that if the allowed mathematical operations of 
addition or multiplication are performed on valid elements of the field then the result 
is always another valid element within the field [93, pages 70-109]. An RS code over 
GF{2m) will have codewords c(X) of length (2m -  1) symbols, where each symbol is 
comprised of m bits. This codeword can be represented in polynomial form as:
c{X) = cn_A • X n~1 + cn_2 • X n~z +• • H-c., -X  + c0 4.33
where the power of X  gives the position in the polynomial, and q  are the symbol 
values, which go from /=  0 to (n -  1) and n is the codeword length in symbols.
The original uncoded /cdata symbols have an additional 2f redundant symbols added 
to give an n symbol output, with the constraint for RS codes that (k + 2t) = n < 
(2m-  1). This gives rise to the nomenclature of a block code being defined in terms 
of (n, k). The value of the minimum distance (dmin) of the particular chosen code 
constrains the error correction capabilities of the code, and is defined as the 
minimum weight of the non-zero codewords. This therefore means that each valid 
codeword differs from any other codeword in at least dmin places. Consequently up to 
(dmin -  1) symbol errors can be detected and corrected within a received codeword.
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For RS codes the error correction capability is given by dmin = (21+ 1). This therefore 
results in a total of t = ( ^ )  symbol errors that can be corrected per codeword, and a
code rate of R = (£) which defines the total number of information symbols sent per 
codeword.
The other very important property exhibited by block codes is their ability to identify 
many of the uncorrectable error patterns, which gives an advantage over 
convolutional coders as this extra information can be used to augment the coding 
performance by initiating the frame substitution strategy detailed in Section 4.10. For 
a linear block code the total number of detectable error patterns of length n is 
(2n -  2k), and the total number of undetectable error patterns is (2k-  1).
For this system the optimum symbol length m was found to be 5 bits [132]. This was 
applied to two RS codes, which were used to protect the Class A and B bits 
separately. This meant that all the arithmetic occurs over GF(25), which therefore 
requires a finite field processor to be simulated [94, pages 15-183], where all the 
required mathematical operations occur over this field size. A (21, 9) RS code (RS^ 
was applied to the 43 Class A bits, after having a 2-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check 
(CRC) added. This was included to help detect a code breakdown condition, which 
could again be used to initiate a parameter substitution and/or output muting 
strategy. The 35 Class B bits were protected by a less powerful (13, 7) code (RS2), 
leaving the 58 Class C bits unprotected. The codes should be able to correct up to 
6 symbol errors (30-bit burst) for RSi and 3 symbol errors (15-bit burst) for
RS2. Therefore, the total coding rate after the application of the channel coding is 
((21 x 5) + (13 x 5) + 58) x 50 frames per second = 11.4 kbps, which was exactly the 
allocated total combined source and channel coding rate for HR-GSM.
The RS codewords can be considered in either the time c(X) or spectral domains 
C(z), with the following relationships used to transform between them. Equation 4.34 
is the forward Galois Field transform, which takes the time domain polynomial to the 
spectral domain, and Equation 4.35 represents the inverse G F transform:
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2m-2
Ci = ^ o r a lj fo r/  = 0 to (2m-  2) 4.34
/=o
2m—2
ci = X  C7' a ~y/ for /■ = o to (2m -  2) 4.35
7=o
where a is a primitive element1 of GF(2m), and q, Cj E GF(2m).
4.7 Reed-Solomon Time Domain Encoding Scheme
The main reason for choosing to perform the RS encoding process in the time
domain is that for the chosen codes n < (2m -  1), which means that it would be a
waste of the available bits if we chose to use spectral domain encoding which 
requires the transmission of all (2m-  1) symbols.
The two bit CRC added to RS-\ in order to obtain a more reliable code-breakdown 
indication, was calculated by using x 6 + x + 1 = 0  as the generator polynomial. This 
is only applied to the bits protected by RS1s because if RS2 has failed and this is not 
detected, the decoded LSPs can be checked at the speech decoder to see if any 
cross-over (i.e. disturbance of the natural LSP ordering) has occurred, and the 
previous frame of non-corrupted LSPs substituted.
The actual encoding process involves the original data partitioned into a /(-symbol 
codeword u(X), which then has 2t zeroes placed in known positions within the time 
domain codeword c(X), which corresponds to 2t spectral null in the spectral domain". 
If we take the 21 designated contiguous positions p0 to p2M within the codeword and 
set them to zero, this means that c(ap')  = 0 in the codeword polynomial. The actual
encoding process is given by Equation 4.36, where g(X) is the generator polynomial, 
and the multiplication with the original data codeword u(X) only involves the 21 low 
order terms of the polynomial u(X) ■ g(X).
1 A primitive element of a finite field has the property that the powers of that element constitute 
all the nonzero elements of the field.
" In the algebra for block codes the following relationships exist between the time domain 
codeword c(X) with components cit and the corresponding spectral domain representation 
C(z) with components Cj.
• For all Cj = 0, c(a') = 0.
• For all q ~ 0, C{a )  = 0.
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c(X) = u(X) • X 2' + [u(X) • g (X ) ] f ‘-,) 4.36
where g(X) = U ( X  + a * )  4.37
/=o
For efficient implementation the RS actual encoding process uses the generalised 
feedback register shown in Figure 4.3, where the b, boxes represent the 21 newly 
computed parity symbols, the g triangles represent the multiplication by the 
generator polynomial over GF(2m), and the + circles the addition of two elements 
over GF(2m). It shows the input uncoded data symbols u(X), which are then shifted in 
reverse order into the shift register (i.e. uk.-\ to u0). The 2f parity symbols left in the 
shift register after all the elements of u(X) have been shifted in are then attached to 
give the final coded data c(X).
Input Original 
Data Symbols
Figure 4.3 The generalised shift register circuits used to encode any non-binary cyclic
code in the time domain.
4.8 Reed-Solomon Spectral Domain Decoding Scheme
Owing to the nature of the mobile transmission environment the likelihood of errors 
being introduced into the transmitted data c(X) is very high, so we can assume that 
the received data r(X) will differ from the original by the addition of an error sequence 
e(X), i.e. r(X) = c(X) + e(X). This therefore means that the channel decoder will 
attempt to recover the original codeword by finding an estimate q(X), which will 
hopefully prove to be equal to c(X). If this does not occur then a decode failure has 
occurred and the recovered codeword will usually be more corrupted than the
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original received sequence. The basic procedures behind any channel decoding 
algorithm are identical, in that we first check the received codeword for errors, and if 
these are detected then an attempt is made to correct the data, assuming that < t 
symbol errors have occurred.
4.8.1 Error Detection Algorithm for RS Codes
The method used to detect errors in the received codeword involves the calculation 
of a syndrome s(X), which should ideally be all 0, as this is the initial state of the 
parity bits in the shift register used for the encoding process. The syndrome is found 
from:
s(X) = r(X)modg(X) where sf = r(aP/), for /=  0 to (2 f-  1) 4.38
Therefore, if r(X) is a valid codeword the roots of the polynomial will be a p' , so:
If we now compare Equation 4.39 with Equation 4.34 and set pt = /, which is the case 
for systematic codes, we can see that this represents the forward G F transform. This 
generates the first 21 elements of the received sequences spectrum R(z), which 
should all be 0 if the codeword has been received correctly. So, in order to test the 
received sequence for errors all we have to do is calculate the forward GF transform 
and test the first 21 values of the spectrum. If they are all zero then the correctly 
decoded data is merely rh where /=  21 to (n -  1). However, if any of the spectral 
values are non-zero an attempt is then made to correct the errors.
4.8.2 Error Correction Algorithm for RS Codes
If we take a corrupted received sequence and transform the definition into the 
spectral domain we find R(z) = Q(z) + E (z ), so the task at hand involves the
determination of the error spectrum E(z). This can be accomplished by first locating
the errors by specifying an error locator polynomial X(X) which is orthogonal to e(X)
n-1
where /=  0 to (2 f-  1) 4.39
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i.e. it is zero at the points where e(X) is non-zero, so X(X) • e(X) = 0, or in the spectral 
domain:
assuming we have < t errors and that A0 = 1. The t equations in (t + 1) unknowns 
(known as the key equations) can now be solved using either the Berlekamp-Massey 
algorithm [95, pages 201-209] or Euclid’s remainder theorem [93, pages 96-99] 
[96, Appendix A]. We will not present these solutions here as they are detailed in the 
references. However, it is worth noting that for this application in order to implement 
a more deterministic algorithm that aided the successful real-time implementation, 
we chose to use the Euclidean solution. Once these equations have been solved to 
find the error locator spectrum we can use Equation 4.41 to obtain the remainder of 
the error spectral components.
and I is the degree'" of A(z). If it is found that E(z) does not exhibit foldinglv then more 
than t errors have occurred, and a code breakdown indication is given to the speech 
decoder using a single bit flag (Fj or F2) referring to the particular code (i.e. RSi or 
RS2) which has failed. The Fi flag can also be set if the 2-bit CRC fails for RS1s and 
F2 can be set at the speech decoder, if the LSPs protected by RS2 do not follow the 
natural ordering property that allows for zero-redundancy error control techniques to 
be applied.
4.8.3 Erasure Decoding
The above analysis can be extended to include erasure decoding 
[93, pages 104-107], which is only performed after a conventional frequency domain 
hard decode has failed, by calculating a joint erasure and error location polynomial in 
Equation 4.41 in place of Ay. This can extend the error correcting capabilities of the 
code by x> symbols if:
2 ]  Ay • Ek_j = 0 where k -  t to (21-  1) 4.40
Ek - ^ A j - E k_j where k -  t to (n -  1) 
y=i
4.41
2 f > (2t> + p) 4.42
"' The degree of a polynomial is defined as the number of non-zero elements. 
,v This is evident by the error spectrum being non-cyclic.
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So, if we maximise the number of symbols marked for erasure (p) by setting '0 = 1, 
we can correct up to (2 f-  1) symbol errors per codeword. This equates to 11 symbol 
errors for RSi and 5 for RS2. However, in order to achieve this performance we need 
to find some means for erasing the (21 -  2) most likely symbols in error, hopefully 
leaving only one remaining corrupted symbol. Obviously this will not be perfect, but 
the instances when a wrong decision is made will hopefully be less frequent than the 
overall improvement in performance that can be achieved using this scheme. This 
therefore leads to the use of the received soft-decision data to mark the most likely 
symbols in error to improve the performance of the erasure decoding algorithm.
The traditional methods for achieving this are based around trial-and-error schemes. 
For instance the original scheme developed by Forney [133] progressively erased 
the most likely symbols to be in error, and then performed an erasure decode. If the 
distance between the decoded and the received codewords differ by more than a set 
threshold then the number of erased symbols is increased by two and the decoding 
process is attempted again. This process continues until, either the threshold test is 
passed, or the maximum number of erasures has been attempted. For a linear block 
code this is equal to (dmin -  1). If this occurs then a decoder failure is indicated. Other 
methods such as the Chase algorithm [93, pages 154 and 155] are again iterative. 
This particular algorithm uses a set of the most likely patterns of erasures, 
attempting a full error and erasure decode for each one, with the codeword that 
differs by the minimum Euclidean distance from the received codeword being chosen 
as the optimum.
All of these methods are unfortunately of little use in this particular application. The 
problem is that the decoder must be as simple as possible in terms of its 
computational requirements, in order to enable a successful scheme to be 
implemented in real-time. Also, in order to satisfy the original development criterion 
that it should be no greater than x4 the complexity of FR-GSM and offer an end-to- 
end delay of < 90 ms, they are inappropriate. Therefore, the increased computational 
overhead incurred when attempting the repeated erasure decoding operations that 
are required by these earlier algorithms is prohibitive. This meant that a new method 
for marking the most likely symbols that are in error was needed, and this should be 
optimised so that a suitable level of performance could be achieved with only a 
single additional pass of the soft-decision based erasure decoder. The method 
adopted is based on various statistical metrics obtained from the soft-decision LLR 
data available from the demodulator/equaliser. These symbols can then be erased
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and a single extra erasure decode performed. Clearly this will not be the optimum 
solution to the problem, in terms of the decoding performance, but this compromise 
was essential to enable the whole system to be realised within the original design 
constraints.
As stated previously the statistics of the soft-decisions (which equate to the certainty 
of the decision which the demodulator/equaliser associates with each decoded bit) in 
each symbol are used to generate the metrics. This rating is based on the penalties 
given in Figure 4.4, where the individual metrics are obtained by weighting the 
position (L) of the symbol in the list of possible erasable symbols, and then summing 
them all to obtain the total metric for each of the individual received symbols. The 
arrows indicate the direction in which the relative position weightings are applied 
after the symbols are sorted in either ascending or descending order depending on 
the metric being calculated.
The thresholds that are applied to each metric and the relative position weightings 
were obtained by an extensive analysis of the statistics of the soft-decision 
information, which found that any symbol with all bits /' = 0 to (m -  1) that exhibit an 
|Z_Z_R,| > 40 were always uncorrupted, so any symbols meeting this criterion are 
excluded from the analysis. The individual bits which constitute a suspected symbol 
are then analysed by finding the mean (p.), variance (o) and sum (X) of the received 
LLRs.
Increasing Penally of 0.4 x L 
 ► +1 =  0127
CT =  0
Increasing Penalty of 0.6 x L
>  ct = Infinity
2 = 350
Increasing Penally of 0.4 x L 2 = 0
Increasing Penally of 0.8 x L
Figure 4.4 Indication of the penalties attached to each symbol position (L) which are
used to give the final erasure metric.
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It was found that the higher the mean and sum values obtained for a particular 
symbol the less chance of that symbol being in error. This is not unreasonable as the 
LLR information ranges from 0 for a highly uncertain decision, to +127 for the 
maximum possible confidence in a correct bit decision having been made. However, 
the larger the variance the greater the chance of a symbol error as the bit 
confidences are more unevenly distributed. The final measure used is the probability 
of error per symbol (ps), which can be calculated for each bit {pi) in a symbol from the 
associated LLRs (rj) using the fact that:
These can then be combined to give the total error probability for each symbol ps as:
Obviously as this metric increases towards +1 the symbols are more likely to be in 
error. In order for this approximation to be valid it is assumed that each bit within a 
symbol has an independent probability of being in error. This is not entirely true 
under all operating conditions, but the demodulator/equaliser normally makes the 
assignment of the bit certainty information on a per bit basis, so adding increased 
validity to this assumption. The p = (2 f-  2) symbols with the largest metrics obtained
from the accumulated position weightings are the most likely to be in error, and are 
therefore marked for erasure, prior to a second decoding pass. This increases the 
effective error correction capabilities of the codes.
4.8.4 The Application of Interleaving to RS Codes
Interleaving of codewords should help to spread the bursty errors over more than 
one codeword, and also randomise their positions. However, for RS codes the ideal 
error distribution is to have all the codewords suffer from < t symbol errors packed 
into bursts that are < (f • m) bits long. This will concentrate the errors in the symbols, 
so wholly random errors are not the best type of error distribution for block codes
Three symbols from RSj are intra-code interleaved with two symbols from RS2 and 
the unprotected Class C bits, prior to applying an inter-frame interleaver. This was to
4.43
v y
m -1
4.44
/=o
[134].
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help separate bursts across the two codes, improving the chances of each code 
having < (2t -  1) erroneous symbols. A diagonal interleaver was also applied (see 
Figure 4.5) to the coded data after being split into 57-bit packets, in order to spread 
any long error bursts over as many codewords as possible, without introducing too 
much extra delay.
F r a m e  
B o u n d a r y
S p e e c h  F r a m e  ( n - 1 ) S p e e c h  F r a m e  (n )
T D M A  F r a m e  ( m )  T D M A  F r a m e  ( m + 2 )
I n t e r l e a v e d  
D a t a
Figure 4.5 Inter-frame interleaver used to try and spread longer error 
bursts over more codewords.
5 7 - B i t  
P a c k e t  2
5 7 - B i t  
P a c k e t  3
5 7 - B i t  
P a c k e t  3
5 7 - B i t  
P a c k e t  1
4.9 Performance of the RS Channel Codec
The performance of the two separate codes was evaluated using 3000 frames of test 
data supplied by the FIR-GSM standardisation committee. This data was the same 
as that originally used for the FR-GSM trials, so it would offer a fair indication of the 
new coders comparative robustness. However, we only used every other frame of 
the original data set because the bit-level confidence information was provided for 
every TDMA timeslot, rather than every other timeslot which is the method already 
defined for the transmission of the HR bits.
The simulation results are shown in Table 4.7, which indicates that in general a more 
substantial improvement in performance is offered by soft-decision based erasure 
decoding for the longer code RSi than for RS2. The figures in brackets show the 
effective residual lost frame rates that must be coped with by the lost frame recovery 
and parameter substitution strategy developed for this system. It was found that 
under EP2 Fj and F2 were only both set for < 15% of the test frames, so the decision
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to use a split frame and parameter recovery for the two classes of protected data 
would seem to be justified.
It can be seen that EP3 generates such high frame loss rates for both the excitation 
and LTP parameters protected by RSi, and the LSP values protected by RS2, that 
any frame reconstruction strategy will fail to offer the required quality. In actual tests 
the output was found to be practically unintelligible. However, for EP1 and EP2 it 
may be possible to produce a more acceptable output speech quality using a suitably 
optimised frame reconstruction strategy [135][136].
Error 
Test File Code
Percentage of Frames 
Correctly Hard Decoded
Percentage of Frames Correctly 
Received after Soft-decision Decoding
EP 1 RS, 8 7 .0 %  (13 .0 % ) 96.6% (3.4%)
RS2 7 8 .9 %  ( 2 1 .1 % ) 89.6% (10.4%)
EP2 RS! 69 .8 %  (30.2%) 9 1 .3 %  (8.7%)
r s 2 59.3% (40.7%) 7 3 .4 %  (26.6%)
EP3 RS, 43.0% (57.0%) 7 0 .2 %  (29.8%)
r s 2 32.9% (6 7 .1% ) 5 0 .8 %  (49.2%)
Table 4.7 The actual hard and soft-decision decoding performance of RSi and RS2.
4.10 Frame Substitution Strategy for the HR-GSM Candidate
The decoder residual error rates shown in Table 4.7 indicate just how difficult the 
expected channel conditions are for any voice codecs designed to operate in the 
GSM radio environment [137]. The main problems that will need to be overcome are 
the spectral distortion introduced when RS2 fails, and the instabilities that arise when 
the overall energy gain factor is corrupted if RSi fails. These channel coding failures 
are indicated to the speech decoder using two flags for the excitation, and F2 for 
a loss of the LSP information). F2 can also be set at the speech decoder if the 
received LSPs do not obey the inherent natural ordering property. The whole frame 
substitution strategy employed in the HR-GSM candidate is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Schematic of the frame substitution strategy employed in the 
E-VSELP HR-GSM candidate.
4.10.1 Recovery of the Speech Excitation
Even though we suffer a much lower code failure rate for RS!, which primarily 
protects the frame energy gain, LTP and E-VSE gains, and LTP lag, the effect on the 
output speech quality is much more dramatic if a frame loss occurs. The output can 
go unstable producing very disturbing ‘pops’ and ‘bangs’, which will have an effect 
lasting for the next few frames, because of the corruption of the STP and LTP 
memories. Therefore, in order to make a reasonable estimate of the LTP lag for the 
current lost frame we will need to use the LTP memory, which has been built-up from 
the previous frames synthesised output. We have to assume that the lost frame is 
voiced, and then try and extract a suitable lag value from the LTP memory. This is 
not unreasonable, because if the signal is unvoiced the memory is quite likely to be 
filled with unvoiced signals already, so the chosen lag will hopefully possess a fairly 
flat spectral response for the excitation. Obviously this will not be true for transition 
regions, but it would prove to be very difficult to predict these types of speech signal.
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In order to obtain an estimate for the LTP lag (ranging from 2 0  -> 100) we use an 
autocorrelation based backward predictor from [138]. The predictor operates on the 
previous frames LTP memory, uprefn ), which is lowpass filtered using a single 
coefficient of 0.3 to enhance any pulse-like structure that may already exist from 
previous decoded frames. The peak autocorrelation value is found and the 
associated lag (Lr) taken as the current frames optimum lag. This lag is then used to 
create an estimated excitation signal by repeating the segments of length Lr from the 
LTP memory, until a full buffer equal to the frame length ( N) is obtained.
It was found that when this signal is synthesised, the output could still become 
unstable, so the scaling factor (Gr) was introduced into the algorithm. This is 
calculated from:
where EP1 is the energy of the first segment of length Lr from the LTP memory, and 
E/=2 is the energy of the second segment. The gain is constrained to lie between the 
given limits to ensure that even when the signal is being recursed for lags of 
< (N -  1) that the output remains stable.
4.10.2 Frame Energy Control
Even after the calculation of the new excitation the output could still be unstable 
owing to a corrupted frame energy parameter. This can be avoided by ensuring that 
the energy of the reconstructed frame is less than that of the previous frame, after 
using the previous frames energy scaling factor for the current frame. Also, if we 
receive consecutive lost frames, then the energy is reduced from that of the previous 
substituted frame by one quantisation step ( 2  dB), until total muting has been 
achieved (a maximum of 32 consecutive frames). Also, to avoid too rapid an 
increase in energy when the next good frame is received, which will use the 
reconstructed LTP memory rather than the correct memory available at the speech 
encoder, the maximum change in energy is limited to be ten quantiser steps.
For 0.2% of the frames it was found that ail the checks failed to detect an error the 
decoding of RS-i, even though the frame was heavily corrupted. So, in order to 
combat the instabilities that can occur in the excitation for these frames, a third flag
r^econip') ^ r  ' ^previP A )  for H — 0 tO (A/ — 1) 4.45
where 0 . 6  <G r < 1 . 2 4.46
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F3 was calculated from the erasure metrics at the channel decoder. The new metric 
was a measure of how close the erased symbols accumulated metrics were to those 
of the unerased symbols. If the difference was quite small then it was probable that 
some of the unerased symbols were also in error, so the F3 flag would be set. The 
certainty factor <I> is calculated from the values of the individual symbol erasure
metrics A and the mean symbol metric value A using the following expression:
20
where F.
3> = X r f 4 -4 7
(=0
= 0 if the /th symbol was erased or if A < -|
4.48
A -  t  otherwise
The larger values of O are obtained when an increased number of the unerased 
symbols possess metrics that are very close to the erased symbol values, and this 
would then indicate a more likely undetected decoder error for RS!. It was found that 
the particular threshold values for <f> needed to be carefully set. This was because if
the threshold was set higher then some decoder errors will remain undetected. 
However, if it is set too low then a larger number of correctly decoded frames will be 
indicated as being in error. From experimentation the optimum threshold for O was 
found to be > 250 for the setting of Fi, indicating that RS! has failed but this had not 
been detected by any previous methods, and if 100 < <X> < 250 then F3 was set.
If the speech decoder receives the F3 flag set then it limits the maximum change in 
the overall energy quantiser from the previous to the current frame to 16 dB ( 8  
quantiser steps). This ensures that large deviations in energy are avoided, so 
reducing the chances of ‘pops’ and ‘bangs’ in the output speech. It was also 
necessary to limit the next good frame to a maximum variation of twelve quantiser 
steps in order to reduce the effect of any corrupted memories. Obviously this will 
lead to some effects as a new good frame will take time for the energy to build back 
to the correct level, however this hangover is going to be only three frames at worst.
4.10.3 Recovery of the Speech Spectral Parameters
In order to recover a reasonable estimate of the current frames spectral shape at the 
decoder, we can only make use of either the previous frames LPC values or the 
synthesised speech. The second solution relies on the quality of the speech coder
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being sufficiently high that this can be accomplished using a backward LPC 
calculation scheme, similar to those employed in recent low-delay codecs, such as 
the new ITU-T 16 kbps standard for trunk telephony [27]. However, because we have 
a relatively slow LPC update rate because of the long frame length (20 ms rather 
than 2.5 ms for LD-CELP), and the complete system performance can only be 
classified as close to toll quality, this will not be effective enough.
Therefore, the most robust method was to use the previous frames stable LPCs 
a iprev However, direct substitution will not produce a particularly good estimate of the 
current lost frames spectrum, because speech spectra change quite markedly over a 
frame interval. So, in order to reduce this effect if quite a large amount of bandwidth 
expansion (135 Hz was found to be sufficient in almost all cases i.e. LPCs are 
modified by a,pre„ • 0.899') is applied to the LPC spectrum, resulting in a broadening
of the formants, then the substituted frame was found to be a reasonable 
approximation of the lost frame. The effect of this can be seen in Graph 4.3, which 
shows the substituted LPC spectrum in comparison with the previous frames 
spectrum. This is used to generate the estimate for the current frames actual LPC 
spectrum. This will also help if the coder suffers from consecutive frame losses, as 
each substituted frame will have a progressively flatter spectral characteristic 
reducing the chance for instability to occur in the synthesis filter, which could 
produce large distortions at the output.
0.0 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0
Frequency (Hz)
Graph 4.3 Plot showing the comparison between the substituted frames LPC spectrum, 
and the current and previous frames correct spectra.
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4.11 The Role of Real-Time Implementation Issues in the Design and 
Optimisation Process
The design and optimisation processes involved in the development of the combined 
source and channel coding algorithms required for this application were also highly 
dependent on the target DSP chosen for the final real-time implementation. In this 
case the AT&T DSP32C was selected as the most suitable platform, primarily for the 
reasons detailed in Section 5.3. In order to enable the various computational stages 
of the algorithms to be successfully implemented it was necessary for modifications 
to be made to the original formulations. This therefore required the feedback of 
information from the aspect of the real-time software development issues to be 
included in the design and optimisation process of each functional element in the 
overall system. The effects of the necessary compromises and changes needed to 
be evaluated, mainly in terms of their impact on final synthetic speech quality, 
robustness and memory storage requirements.
For this particular implementation the main simplifications and compromises that 
were required for the successful operation of both the speech and channel coding 
algorithms are detailed in Sections 5.4 and 5.6. However, these do not reflect the 
entire development process, as various other methods were usually simulated and 
then implemented in an attempt to reduce the overall computational requirements of 
the particular portion of the algorithm requiring optimisation. This process was 
continued until the optimum solution was found.
4.12 Discussion of the Performance of the Combined Source and 
Channel Coding Scheme
The final coders performance under clear channel conditions was found to be slightly 
worse than that obtained from the FR-GSM voice codec, from an informal listening 
trial, and could be classified as near-toll quality. It satisfies many of the original 
design constraints in that it does pass DTMF signalling tones, operates at 11.4 kbps, 
the frame length is a multiple of 1 0  ms and the end-to-end coding delay is well within 
the system specification. However, the main quality constraints have not yet been 
achieved, and a fuller more rigorous listening trial is required to ascertain how far the 
actual speech quality differs from the current FR-GSM standard under various 
operating conditions.
The channel coding scheme operates quite well at up to 8 % random errors, with 
almost transparent performance at 3% random errors. However, under the most
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severe burst error channel conditions the coder was found to give reasonably 
intelligible speech, but with noticeable levels of distortion. This was due to the receipt 
of consecutive lost frames, which cause problems owing to the corruption of the LTP 
and STP memories, which can continue to give a distorted output for more than one 
subsequent good frame. The compromises that were required to enable the channel 
coding algorithm to meet the delay and complexity constraints are mainly concerned 
with the method used for the soft-decision enhanced erasure decoding stage. The 
need for only a single extra pass of the decoder, rather than the traditional iterative 
techniques such as those described by Forney [133] and Chase [93], have led to a 
decoding performance that is inferior to the theoretical improvement that can be 
expected from employing this approach. However, in terms of the improved coding 
efficiency and robustness to bursty channel errors, this is a highly promising 
approach that needs to be investigated further.
The lost frame recovery and substitution strategy was found to operate very 
successfully for the residual frame loss rates experienced from EP1, but under the 
more severe conditions of EP2 and EP3 it was not so effective, giving noticeable 
levels of distortion under both conditions. It also required some further modifications 
to improve the performance under conditions when the coding scheme fails and this 
is not detected, using zero-redundancy error detection techniques [139].
Possible future enhancements include an improvement in the method used for 
calculating the RS decoder erasure metrics, which do not yet offer the theoretical 
performance increase expected by using soft-decision based decoding over the 
more conventional hard decision decoding methods. The speech coder may require 
modifications to sustain or improve the quality, for a reduced bit rate, which will allow 
more bits to be assigned to the channel coder. It may be possible to use only 8  bits 
for each of the E-VSE vector gains, and apply VQ or split scalar-VQ quantisation 
techniques to the LSPs using 24 -> 27 bits per frame. However, this method for 
encoding the spectral information may have a detrimental effect on the coders 
performance when channel errors are introduced. The use of an adaptive postfilter to 
sharpen the spectral envelope and mask some of the excitation noise did not seem 
to improve the real-time coders output speech quality. This would also limit the 
performance under tandeming conditions with other codecs for the reasons detailed 
in Chapter 6 .
The quality of the output speech under error conditions may also be improved by 
modifying the original multiplexing scheme used in FR-GSM to use a method that is
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optimised for the HR standard [140]. This proposal covers the possibility of using a 
multiplexing system which is optimised for 10, 20 and 30 ms speech frames, with an 
interleaving depthv of six, and introduces a delay of 68.27 ms for a 20 ms speech 
frame.
4.13 Concluding Remarks
The entire coding system developed for the HR-GSM trials was found to perform well 
under clear channel conditions, although it fell short of the original requirement that it 
should be at least as good as the current FR-GSM coder. This was primarily due to 
the much lower allocation of 6 . 8  kbps for the speech coding algorithm, as opposed to 
the 13 kbps used in FR-GSM. It was also found to be inferior to FR-GSM under the 
more severe channel conditions, mainly due to the length of the error bursts, which 
caused the novel RS based channel scheme to fail too often. This lead to a high 
level of parameter substitution, and therefore a reduction in the perceived speech 
quality at the decoder. Under purely random bit errors the channel coding performed 
more successfully, suffering no discernible degradation at 3% errors, and still 
maintaining intelligibility and stability when experiencing 8 % errors. The total system 
was more successful when other important design issues are considered, in 
particular it was found to be within the very tight delay budget, and also passed 
DTMF signalling tones without experiencing any instability problems.
Possible improvements to both the speech and channel coders have been 
highlighted, with particular attention given to the changes in the method used for 
calculating the soft-decision metrics that are fundamental to improving the 
performance of the RS based channel coding scheme. The effects of including the 
various changes will need to be assessed, and the optimum compromise found.
The whole development process highlighted the need for a combined approach to 
the design and implementation of the source and channel codecs. Using this 
approach enables the channel codec to use the extra information that can be 
obtained about the individual bit sensitivities to target the protection to the most 
important parameters. The speech codec can be optimised to offer as much inherent 
robustness as possible (e.g. the use of the E-VSE excitation, and the LSP 
parameters for transmission of the spectral envelope). Also, the important issue of 
the entire system complexity should not be overlooked, as the ultimate aim is to 
provide a system that can operate in real-time offering an acceptable quality of
v This is defined as the number of TDMA timeslots over which the individual bits of a speech
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service to the users. Recently, the results from the full trials to find a suitable HR- 
GSM candidate have appeared, and the final codec chosen for the standard is based 
on the VSELP algorithm, developed by Motorola, which uses a split VSE codebook 
for the excitation modelling for one operating mode, and a single codebook for the 
other three possible voicing modes [34]. A variant of this coder has also been 
standardised for both the North American TDMA digital cellular network, operating at 
a source rate of 7.95 kbps [79], and the Japanese second generation digital cellular 
system [80].
The following chapter gives a detailed description of the processes involved, and 
trade-offs required, in developing a successful real-time implementation of the whole 
speech and channel coding system. This required various modifications to be applied 
to both the original speech and channel coding algorithms, owing to the 
computational restrictions that were imposed by the floating point DSP used for the 
implementation (an AT&T DSP32C running at 50 MHz).
frame are spread.
5. Real-Time Implementation of the Half-Rate GSM Candidate
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the speech and channel codecs that were developed 
as a prospective HR-GSM candidate. This chapter gives a more detailed description 
of the processes involved in the real-time implementation of the whole coding system 
on a multi-DSP based hardware platform. It also discusses the simplifications and 
complexity reduction techniques that were applied to the original algorithms in order 
to produce a working system, within the major HR-GSM system design constraints 
detailed in Chapter 4.
In order to implement any algorithm in real-time certain constraints will need to be 
met. The first and most important criterion in speech coding based applications is 
that the whole algorithm should be completed within a frame period (these typically 
range from 10 -» 30 ms, although the recently introduced ITU-T 16 kbps LD-CELP 
algorithm operates on a very short 2.5 ms frame length consisting of only five speech 
samples), which therefore means that this is classified as a hard system. A soft 
system is defined as one in which particular functions must be performed in real­
time, though they do not necessarily have to be completed in a certain time frame. 
As a result of this major constraint the maximum complexity of any algorithm will be 
limited by the maximum computational throughput of the chosen processor available 
within the framing interval.
5.2 Overview of Digital Signal Processors (DSPs)
In recent years the chosen platform for implementation of almost all speech coding 
standards has been the DSP, as well as many other applications in modern digital 
telecommunication systems [141]. The main feature of a DSP which makes it ideal 
for all forms of signal processing applications is the provision of a very fast multiplier, 
which typically only takes a single instruction cycle to calculate the result. Various 
other on-chip enhancements can be provided that include: ADC and DAC, serial and 
parallel ports, maskable ROM, RAM and Boot PROM.
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They have the major advantage for a manufacturer that the task performed by the 
DSP is usually only defined by the downloaded software, which is usually stored in 
an on-board EPROM. This means that once a piece of equipment has been 
designed incorporating a DSP the unit can perform different tasks, such as: digital 
modulation/demodulation, speech processing (either compression or recognition), 
echo control, adaptive noise-cancellation and channel coding functions, only 
depending on the software loaded. Multiple coding standards can exist in the same 
hardware (e.g. FR, EFR and HR-GSM) making for a more economically attractive 
solution to the manufacturer.
The choice of a particular target DSP for an application is also affected by other 
issues such as: cost, power consumption, precision, physical size, external hardware 
requirements etc. Probably the most important early decision when developing any 
DSP based system is whether to choose a fixed or floating point based architecture. 
The major differences between the two are summarised in the following sections 
[142].
5.2.1 Floating Point DSPs
These are based on the idea of having a split mantissa and exponent which allows 
very large numbers to be represented with high levels of accuracy. Typically 24 bits 
are allocated to the mantissa and 8  bits to the exponent, which gives a total dynamic 
range of over 1500 dB. This means that the implementation time of a speech coding 
algorithm can be reduced, as the difference between the DSP accuracy and the high 
level language simulation results (typically performed on a machine with at least 
32-bit accuracy) are minimal. This therefore allows for fast prototyping, at the cost of 
requiring a much more expensive device, with higher power consumption. This is a 
major issue when the application area is a mobile communications handset which 
requires as much talk-time as possible for a given battery capacity. So for most 
mobile applications the final stage of the development process involves the porting of 
the algorithm to the chosen fixed point device, with any changes that are required 
due to the lower available dynamic range.
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The use of pipe-lining within the processor can also increase the throughput when 
many multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operations are to be performed, as the 
operations propagate through a multi-stage pipe-line allowing mathematical functions 
to be executed at the clock rate rather than the instruction cycle time. The most 
common advantage of this architecture can be found in calculating Fast Fourier 
Transforms (FFTs) and cross or autocorrelation terms. The major disadvantages are 
the increase in complexity of the real-time code because results from one instruction 
are not immediately available, and the use of conditional tests which may require the 
result from the pipe-line which adds increased delay. However, with careful 
programming using nested conditions and code, many of these problems can be 
overcome. The most popular floating point DSPs are detailed in Table 5.1.
Device
Clock
Speed
(MHz)
Precision
Data/MAC
(bits)
Max. Power 
Dissipation 
(mW)
Comments
Analog Devices 
ADSP-21020 33 32/80 2500 IEEE-754, 3-stage pipeline
Analog Devices
SHARC
(ADSP-2106X)
33/40 32/40 3600
IEEE-754, 512 Kbytes 
SRAM, multiprocessor 
clusters
AT&T DSP32C 40/50' 32/40 800/1100 IEEE-754 conversion, 3-stage pipeline
AT&T DSP3210 55/66 32/40 1100/1425
IEEE-754 conversion, 
3-stage pipeline, VCOS" 
operating system, direct 
interface to 80x86 and 
680x0
Motorola
DSP96002 33.3/40 32/96 1500 IEEE-754, 3-stage pipeline
Texas
Instruments (TI) 
TMS320C30
27/33/
40 32/40
2500/3000/
3650
Spox real-time OS, 
TMS320C31 low power 
version
TI TMS320C40
40/50/
60/80
32/40
3400/4250/
5100/6800
4-stage pipeline, 
multiprocessor, Spox, 
Parallel C, Virtuoso and 
Helios operating systems, 
JTAG"' test support
TI TMS320C80iv 40/50
32/40 DSP 
32/64 RISC ?/7500
4 multiprocessor DSPs and 
RISC CPU combined
Table 5.1 An overview of the most popular currently available floating point DSPs.
' Recently introduced 80 and 100 MHz versions are now becoming available.
" AT&T Visible Cache Operating System allows the DSP3210 to use cheaper motherboard 
memory for instruction and data caching.
'" IEEE Joint Test Action Group access port for standardised hardware verification.
IV Texas Instruments Multimedia Video Processor integrating 4 DSPs and a 32-bit RISC CPU 
with a 64-bit FPU (IEEE-754 compliant).
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5.2.2 Fixed Point DSPs
These typically offer 16- or 24-bit accuracy, which results in a considerable reduction 
in the maximum dynamic range of 96 or 144 dB when compared to the floating point 
based processors. This also leads to an increase in the complexity of the code, 
because dynamic scaling techniques may be required to retain the necessary 
dynamic range, at the expense of a loss of precision. As a direct result of this the 
chosen algorithm will need to be carefully analysed to find the maximum dynamic 
range that is required, and the appropriate scaling applied, to represent all of the 
parameters used with the required accuracy. However, the use of fixed point DSP 
based systems is prevalent in many applications due to their low unit cost and power 
consumption, which has particular relevance to many mobile applications [143]. 
Another major advantage is that when a standard has been issued as a bit-exact 
specification the fixed point implementation is easier to verify with the chosen test 
vectors. A brief summary of many of the currently available fixed point devices is 
given in Table 5.2.
Many more variants of the basic fixed point DSPs exist with on-chip ADC and DAC 
hardware, extended ROM/RAM and low operating voltages. These variants have 
come about because of the need for DSPs to offer increased functionality particularly 
in the mobile communications environment, which is a major consumer of modern 
fixed point DSPs.
5.3 Real-Time Implementation of the Speech Coder
The chosen hardware platform for the implementation of both the source and 
channel coding was the floating point AT&T DSP32C [144]. The factors which led to 
the final choice of this particular signal processor are:
• Wide dynamic range by virtue of its floating point architecture.
• High peak throughput (25 MFLOPS) from a 3-stage pipeline, which increases 
to a 4-stage pipeline if a memory write is required as well, and 50 MHz clock, 
based around the Data Arithmetic Unit (dau ). 80 ns instruction cycle.
• It has a large linear memory address space of up to 16 Mbytes of external 
RAM and can have either: 4 Kwords of Maskable-ROM and 1 Kwords of 
on-chip zero-wait state RAM organised as two different blocks; or 1536 words 
of RAM in three blocks. The three memory block version was used throughout
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the test computer as it allows for more buffers to be used without any extra 
wait states inserted by the DSP. These occur when concurrently accessing 
data held in the same block of RAM.
• Low cost, the cheapest available FP DSP.
Device
Clock
Speed
°5 F = £ = Comments■ ■ ■ ■ "■ ■ ■
Analog Devices 
ADSP-2100 Family
10/13.8/20/
33
16/40 65/350/350/
?
2103,2161/2 and 2163/4 
can operate at 3.3V 
2171 has 3 power down 
modes
AT&T DSP16xx 
Family 33/40/50 16/36 500/650/375
JTAG test support 
DSP1617/18/16x30 
operates at 5/3/2.7V
DSP Group Oak 80 16/36 53 ASIC library standard cells, 3V operation
DSP Group Pine 33/50 16/36 46/150
ASIC library standard 
cells, 33 MHz has 
3V operation
Motorola 561 x6v 
Family
40/60 16/40 7/500
56156 designed for 
European cellular 
standards, 56166 for 
American and Japanese 
systems
Motorola 5600x 
Family
27/33/
40/66 24/56
925/925/
475/475
56L002 3.3V low power 
version
NEC +IPD77C25 8/10 16/16 250
8-bit parallel port to 
connect to 8080, 8085 and 
8086
NEC fiPD77220 8/10 24/47 1000/1000 3-stage pipeline
SGS-Thomson 
ST18 Family 40 16/40 400
JTAG test support, 
3.3V operation
Star
Semiconductor
SPROC-1xOO
Family
35/50 24/56 1700/2400 4 DSP cores
Tl TMS320C1X 
Family
14.4/20/
25.6/35 16/32
165/1500/
250/500
TMS320C15, C16 and 
C17 3.3V variants
Tl TMS320C2X 
Family
40/50 16/32 925/1100
TMS320C26 
multiprocessor, C28 has 
power-down mode, C25A 
application specific 
processor
Tl TMS320C5X 
Family 40/57/80 16/32 500/?/?
Power-down mode, JTAG 
support, 3.3V variants
ZILOG Z89C00 
Family 10 16/24 300
2-stage pipeline, Z89321 
has on-chip codec
ZORAN ZR38000 25 20/46 1500
3-stage pipeline, 
developed jointly with 
Dolby™ Laboratories
Table 5.2 An overview of the major currently available fixed point DSPs.
v Integrated TA voice band codec.
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• Ease of programming, ‘C’-like syntax with 2 2  general purpose registers and 
four 40-bit accumulators.
• Large software base, including an optimising ‘C’-compiler, software 
development system and real-time emulator. This also includes many speech 
and channel coding software modules already developed and tested within the 
research group.
• 16- and 24-bit extended integer operation, via the Control Arithmetic Unit 
(CAU).
• Data type conversion to/from IEEE-754 FP standard, 8 -bit (i- and A-Law coded 
formats.
• Parallel (both 8 - and 16-bit wide) and serial communications (16 Mbps) under 
program, interrupt (four internal and two external) or DMA control.
5.3.1 Hardware Platform for Real-Time Implementation of the HR-GSM 
Candidate System
The actual hardware development system consisted of a host PC with an extended 
AT-bus that could communicate directly with any of the five DSP cards that were 
housed in one integrated unit [145]. A separate ADC-DAC board ensured complete 
isolation of the analogue interface circuitry from any digital noise generated by either 
the PC or DSPs. Four of the DSP cards had 128 Kbytes of zero wait state SRAM, 
and one card also had any extra 512 Kbytes of slower DRAM (2 wait states). All the 
cards were driven from a single clock source and could be linked to exchange digital 
data from card to card. This meant that an entire baseband communication system 
could be simulated using the configuration shown in Figure 5.7. The individual 
processors could be accessed in real-time and parameters changed whilst the 
system was actually running, which allowed certain thresholds and coefficients to be 
modified with the resultant change in speech quality immediately ascertained. This 
was found to be extremely useful when honing the performance of the final system to 
offer the maximum average link quality over all the main operating conditions, with 
particular reference to the adaptive postfilter, channel coding thresholds and the 
frame-substitution scheme devised for this application.
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Output
1 2 -bit 
Samples 
at 8  kHz
1 2 -bit 
Samples 
at 8  kHz
11.4 kbps 
Bitstream
91.2 kbps 
I Soft Decision 
Modulated Data
Figure 5.7 Hardware platform for the HR-GSM implementation.
5.3.2 Design and Implementation Procedure
The steps involved in implementing any coding algorithm tend to be quite time- 
consuming. This is because the use of a high level language cross-compiler is 
impractical except for the simplest tasks, or for providing the overall control logic 
linking together a group of hand-optimised subroutines. The DSP32C has both ‘C’ 
and Pascal optimising cross-compilers available which tend to produce fairly 
inefficient code, owing to the limitations they impose on the possible use of registers, 
accumulators and the more efficient programming structures. It is also very difficult 
to modify or optimise the cross-compiled code as it is often much harder to follow the 
program flow. The preferred method for implementing an algorithm therefore begins 
with the initial simulation work, normally carried out in a higher level language. This is 
then converted to DSP32C assembler (which has a syntax similar to that of ‘C’). The 
code is then tested for complete agreement with the original program under various 
operating conditions, to try to simulate all possible coding paths. Once agreement is 
obtained, any further optimisation for speed and/or storage requirements can be 
performed. When a full specification has been agreed upon for a particular speech
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codec a set of test vectors can be generated which test al! possible code paths and 
use all possible quantiser levels. These can then be used by any third party software 
developer to verify their particular implementation for complete agreement with the 
specification.
At present the major drawback with this design methodology is the relative 
crudeness of the development environment, a situation that is currently being 
actively researched. Although, as the size of the library of useful software 
subroutines increases, the development times for future coders should be much 
reduced. However, this does require the initial subroutines to be written in as general 
a way as possible, and some form of agreed structure for parameter and data 
passing. One method that can be used to reduce the required development time 
from the high level version to the final DSP based code is based on an intermediate 
high level coding stage [146]. This is designed in such a way as to operate as closely 
as possible to the final target DSP, using the same number of restricted register 
sets, accumulators and control structures. The high level code is easier to debug, 
although it may not be particularly efficient as the main structure of the DSP data 
types must be simulated. This is more relevant to fixed point simulations, where 
various data lengths can be available (typically 16- and/or 24-bit for the registers and 
36, 40 or 56 bits for the accumulators), as many of the more recent FP DSP and 
workstation processors are fully compliant with the IEEE-754 standard for 
representing FP numbers.
5.3.3 Speech Codec Implementation
The actual Enhanced-VSELP based speech codec developed for this application has 
been more fully described earlier, so we will only cover the factors that directly apply 
to the real-time implementation problems associated with this particular codec. 
However, many of the issues raised, and the solutions found to enable particularly 
computationally intensive tasks to be accomplished, can be applied more generally 
to other speech codecs to enable their successful implementation. Table 5.3 and 
Table 5.5 show typical timings of the major components of the fully operational 
speech coding system. Table 5.4 and Table 5.6 indicate the percentage of the 
available computational time ( 2 0  ms), as well as the total storage space required in 
bytes. These give an indication of the hardware requirements for an actual operating 
system, although this will obviously depend on the choice of the final target DSP.
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Most of the routines used in the speech encoder/decoder have been described more 
fully in the previous chapter. However, the general overheads involved in 
implementing a real-time system cannot be ignored. These include the need for 
input/output contror and, at the encoder, conversion of the final quantised parameter 
indices to form an output packed bitstream, with the decoder requiring the opposite 
action to regenerate the correct parameters.
Speech Encoder Subroutine
Number of 
Instructions 
(Per Frarn?)
Number of Clock 
Cycles 
(per Frame)
Calculation of the Overall Frame Energy 
and Quantisation 704 3071
Autocorrelation Values 1805 10672
Durbin Algorithm 1007 4689
LPC PARCOR Conversion 632 2948
LPC Stability Check 117 498
LPC —» LSP Transformation 4075 18071
LSP Quantisation 2226 696
LSP —» LPC Transformation 3596 16980
Initialise the Memory Response of the 
Synthesis Filter 2888 15624
Application of the Weighting Filter 5784 31284
Closed Loop LTP Analysis 81906 420060
LTP Gain Quantisation 447 1919
Synthesis of the Basis Vectors 21673 117168
Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation 30560 192060
E-VSE Correlation Vector Calculation and 
Gain Quantisation 13167 68172
Final Speech Synthesis 2888 15624
Parameter-to-Bit Conversion 1776 7132
Miscellaneous General Housekeeping 2240 11089
Table 5.3 Optimised speech encoder subroutine timings.
Total Number of Clock Percentage of Available Time j Total Storage 
Cycles (per Frame) (per Frame) (bytes)
________ 946757________ j____________ 94.7%____________ i 30684
Table 5.4 Speech encoder total timing and storage allocation.
Also, in the case of the chosen DSP certain other techniques can be employed that 
reduce the total processing time for a particular computational task to be performed 
[147]. These can be summarised into the following rules for efficient codec 
implementation using the AT&T FP range of DSPs.
• If successive memory accesses occur in the same memory area then a single 
wait state (20 ns) is automatically generated. Therefore the three on-chip RAM
Vl Usually some form of dual input/output buffering scheme is required, whereby one buffer is 
filled (either under DMA or interrupt control) whilst the other is being processed. When the
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segments are used to store data that needs to be used in the most 
computationally intensive segments of the algorithm (in particular the 
calculation of the cross and autocorrelations that are used for both the LTP 
and codebook searches). This also means that critical data buffers should be 
stored externally from the program area, or they can be copied to scratchpads 
before they are used.
• Inline coding can sometimes improve performance, whereby, instead of writing 
loops, these are expanded explicitly and/or through the use of embedded code 
rather than subroutine calls (these both obviously give rise to a larger program, 
but the trade-off can be worth it in certain circumstances e.g. the finite-field 
arithmetic required in the RS decoder detailed later).
• Pre-compute as much data as possible in order to minimise unnecessary 
computations. Look-up tables were used extensively in the RS decoder, at the 
expense again of requiring increased storage.
• Nested test loops can overcome most of the overhead due to the pipelining 
used in this processor to enable a high throughput.
Speech Decoder Subroutine Instructions
Number of Clock 
Cycles 
(per Frame)
Bit-to-Parameter Conversion 1923 7787
Frame Energy Calculation 79 372
Reconstruct the LSP Values 111 483
LSP LPC Transformation 3596 16980
LTP Reconstruction 276 1484
Synthesis of the Basis Vectors 21653 117074
Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation 30560 192060
E-VSE Correlation Vector and Quantised 
Gain Decoding 7112 39540
Final Speech Synthesis 2888 15624
Adaptive Postfilter (Optional) 32684 140760
Miscellaneous General Housekeeping 9832 46583
Table 5.5 Optimised speech decoder subroutine timings.
Total No. Of Clock Cycles 
(per Frame)
Percentage of Available Time 
(per Frame)
Total Storage 
(bytes)
437987 43.8% 32636
Table 5.6 Speech decoder total timing and storage allocation.
• The use of the zero overhead ‘do’ loop is to be encouraged, although this is 
non-interruptible, therefore any loop must be short enough so that any
frame boundary interval is reached the buffer pointers are swapped and the program
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interrupts occurring whilst the coder is running will be serviced. This is of 
particular concern if the coded i/o is performed under interrupt control, so 
splitting the loops used in these functions may be required with the resultant 
performance penalty.
• Memory loading of integers can be performed efficiently using the 
aN = {z = Y) * x instruction. Where aN is one of the four available 
accumulators; z ,x  and y can be 32-, 24- or 16-bit memory pointers. So the 
two integer pointers z and y are used to indicate the required data segments 
for data to be loaded to (z) and from (y).
No individual details are given for the complexity of the frame-substitution strategy 
that was employed at the speech decoder if either or both of the decode failure flags 
were set, because these measures were much simpler than actually reconstructing a 
correctly decoded frame, so they would not have been an issue in terms of the total 
computational complexity. Also, any of the routines required to reconstruct the new 
frame of data are merely subsets of the full decoder functions.
5.4 Techniques for Reduction of the Speech Codecs Computational 
Complexity
In order for any speech codec to be successfully implemented on the chosen DSP 
platform, it is normally an essential part of the development procedure that methods 
are found for reducing the total computational load of the more mathematically 
intensive tasks (for our particular speech codec these were the LPC LSP 
transformation, LTP filter and excitation search subroutines). For the chosen 
algorithm that was being implemented various simplifications proved to be essential 
at both the encoder and decoder to reduce the required complexity, and enable the 
entire system to be effectively realised in real-time. The most important tasks in 
terms of the total algorithmic complexity are analysed more closely in the following 
sections.
5.4.1 LPC -> LSP Transformation
This particular stage in the speech encoding algorithm caused difficulties which only 
became apparent when the code was implemented in real-time. The major problems 
occur because of the non-deterministic nature of the number of computations 
required to calculate the roots of the polynomials that are represented by the LSPs.
continues operating on the new frame of data.
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This is a consequence of the use of the Newton-Raphson iterative search procedure 
for finding the final roots. An alternative method which has the advantage of being 
deterministic is based on using the Ratio Filter method [148], but this requires the 
pre-storage of 3 Kwords (12 Kbytes) of the required cosine coefficients for 
performing the 1024 point Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT, needed to provide the 
required frequency resolution) used to calculate the real valued spectrum. This 
spectrum can then be used to obtain the corresponding LSFs derived directly from 
the LPC coefficients.
The original LPC -+ LSP transformation required an increased number of iterations 
before convergence occurred. This was due to the initial root estimates being set to 
+ 1 . 0 1  (i.e. slightly larger than the first possible Q(0 ) value, as all the valid roots of the 
polynomials are bounded between ± 1 .0 ). Therefore, using the following initialisation 
rules for the root estimates, the current root search times will be reduced, as the 
previous calculated values are used to generate a starting point, where 
x=  1 to [ ( f ) -1 ],  and P is the LPC order.
• The initial value of the estimate is set to +1.01.
• For F(x) set the estimate = Qprey(x), where Qprev(x) is the previous frames Q(x) 
roots.
For Q(0) set the initial estimate = 0.993 '0.993 -Pp«v(0)'' 
2  ,
. The value of 0.993
comes from the first value in the quantisation table for the LSPs.
 ^Pprev(x) — Pprev^ X — I)''
• For Q(x) set the estimate = Pprev(x) -
2  ,
® Finally set the initial estimate to be Q(0) for the next frame.
Another problem encountered with the root search method involved the passing of 
single or DTMF tones. These are required for voice-band data transmission systems 
such as the analogue G3-Fax standard, modems etc. The spectral characteristic of a 
single frequency is not ideally modelled by the LPC analysis, so some form of LPC 
stabilisation was introduced. This involves a conversion of the LPC parameters to the 
corresponding PARCOR coefficients, because for guaranteed stability every 
PARCOR (kj) must satisfy the following limit, \kf | < 1.
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If an unstable condition is detected then an extra 50 Hz bandwidth expansion is 
applied, in addition to the 15 Hz expansion that is applied on each frame to smooth 
the spectral response. The other difficulty with this approach is the instability of the 
root search method if the number of iterations is allowed to continue unconstrained, 
because under certain conditions (particularly evident with tones and highly resonant 
speech) a full set of roots may require a large number of iterations to converge. As a 
result of this problem the maximum allowable number of iterations is fixed at fifteen, 
which seems to be the best compromise between speed of convergence and 
accuracy of the final results. If any one root requires more than this then the previous 
frames interpolated LSP values are used. The spectral distortion introduced was not 
found to be perceptually disturbing, provided this unstable condition did not continue 
for a large number of consecutive frames. In this case some form of gradual muting 
of the output speech could be performed and a reset condition initiated for both the 
encoder and decoder. This would entail the use of some predetermined stable 
parameters and a unique word transmitted to the decoder to ensure all the memories 
were synchronised.
5.4.2 Long Term Prediction (LTP) Filter
The LTP filter involves an intensive AbS search, which means that each LTP vector 
needs to be synthesised before the MSE is minimised with respect to the original 
data, after the Short Term Prediction (STP) filter response has been subtracted. The 
full synthesis of each vector can be avoided for those lags which are > L {= 40 in this 
coder) if an overlap-and-add structure is adopted [149]. This efficient analysis 
method is shown schematically in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 Overlap-and-add method used to enable a faster LTP search.
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The basic steps performed during this algorithm are summarised as follows:
• Calculate the impulse response of the LTP register with zero input memory.
® Synthesise the LTP memory vector with zero input memory.
• Minimise the MSE between the two synthesised vectors. Update the current 
best LTP lag and gain parameters only if the ratio of the cross and 
autocorrelations is greater than the previous best.
• Update the synthesised LTP memory by adding the impulse response of the 
LTP filter, scaled by the current LTP memory value and shifted by one sample.
• Calculate the optimum gain obtained from the closed-loop analysis and 
quantise.
This is significantly faster than a full vector synthesis approach, although the 
quantisation of the final gain results in the closed-loop analysis being non-ideal, as 
this occurs after the MSE matching procedure has been performed. However, the 
excitation should reduce this effect as it minimises the MSE on the LTP output error, 
so will help to take account of any error introduced by the non-ideal LTP search. The 
method detailed in Section 3.6.1 is used to find the optimum match for the LTP, in 
terms of the MMSE. For those lags < L (from 25 -> 39 in this case) a full vector 
synthesis and CL-LTP analysis are performed, which improves the coders 
performance for female and child speakers, who typically posses higher pitched 
voices than males. The same approach can also be adopted for the excitation search 
in a CELP based coder if an overlapped codebook structure is used [150]. This type 
of codebook also has an advantage in terms of the inherent increase in robustness 
introduced in the codebook index. This is because if a bit error occurs in the decoded 
index, then the chosen vector only differs from the optimum chosen vector by the 
number of non-overlapped values. However, a codebook structured in this way does 
suffer from a reduced vector-space coverage, as the individual codebook vectors are 
not entirely distinct from one another, and exhibit quite a high level of correlation.
From Equation 3.41 the optimum vector match is found by maximising the second 
term. The problem with this formulation is the need for a floating point divide of the 
cross and autocorrelation values. The DSP32C does not have the necessary circuitry 
for an on-chip divider, so a software solution needs to be provided. This requires a 
much greater number of instructions (25 for a full FP divide or 18 for a faster less 
accurate result) and should therefore be avoided as much as possible. However, in
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this case the need for a divide operation can be avoided by using a simple 
comparison of two floating point multiplications.
If you have a current best ratio of and a new ratio for the current sequence to 
compare of , then if:
\ ^ current }
(Ccurrent' ^besf) >  (a current ‘ Cbest) 5 .  1
the new sequence is the better match.
A method for reducing the search load still further was attempted, using a 
centre-clipped LTP memory. This is achieved by only taking the four largest 
magnitude LTP values, and setting the others to zero. This simplifies the synthesised 
LTP response, because any zero value samples will not contribute to the 
autocorrelation involved in the MSE. Therefore, only a simple subtraction of the last 
sample squared is required to calculate the new autocorrelation value, rather than 
the full vector size of MACs that would normally be required. The four best matching 
candidate vectors are chosen, and are each fully synthesised to find the optimum 
LTP delay. The problem with this method is the centre clipping of each LTP vector. 
For acceptable speech quality the population could not be reduced much below 1 0 % 
of the original, otherwise the optimum vector chosen may not be a very good match. 
This operation requires floating point comparisons in order to obtain the largest 
magnitude values in the LTP vector. These are not very efficient on the DSP32C, 
because of the pipelining used to enable the very high peak throughput. The result of 
the comparison must clear the four stage pipeline before it can be tested. Nested 
comparisons can be used to improve the efficiency, but you are still limited by the 
number of available registers and particularly accumulators. Further problems occur 
from the need to obtain the positions of the largest samples, as well as the 
magnitudes, with the resultant increase in overheads.
The weighted impulse response method does suffer from an increase in complexity 
during the recursion stages, which are essential for female and child speakers 
whose pitch pulses during voiced speech can be as low as 16 samples apart. This is 
because the recursed vectors are less correlated with the previous vector, so the 
simple single offset used in the main search needs to be modified.
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5.4.3 Enhanced-Vector Sum Excitation Search
The determination of the optimum E-VSE excitation requires a large number of 
computations, as the full orthogonalisation and gain computation are required for 
each subframe, because the LPC values are interpolated across the subframes 
resulting in different synthesis filter responses. This segment of code needed to be 
highly optimised for the added reason that the full orthogonalisation procedure was 
required at the decoder as well as the encoder. This meant that the decoder 
algorithm was considerably more complicated than most other speech coding 
algorithms, where the decoder merely uses the coded quantiser parameters and a 
final synthesis to obtain the recovered speech signal.
The synthesis of the basis vectors is only required for those subframes which use 
linearly interpolated LPC values. For our system the first two subframes are 
interpolated, and the last two use the original LPC values. This means that the full 
basis vector synthesis obtained from the third subframe can be stored and these 
values used by the final subframe for the rest of the E-VSE search procedure. The 
only drawback of this technique is the extra storage that needs to be allocated for the 
synthesised basis vectors.
In the original formulation of the E-VSE algorithm the basis vector gains were vector 
quantised. This was implemented as a 10-bit codebook search, with the MSE 
matching criterion used. The computational complexity of the E-VSE vector 
summation segment became prohibitively large, as the 2 10 separate ten element 
codebook entries are searched. The increase in computation timing of x9.8 from that 
shown in Table 5.3 for the entire excitation search meant that the whole system was 
impossible to realise in the 20 ms of total processing time available per frame. This 
resulted in the adoption of the much simpler scalar basis vector gain quantiser based 
on the sign of the correlation between the reference signal and the synthesised 
orthogonal basis vectors detailed in Section 4.3.3. Another advantage of choosing 
this simpler gain quantiser was the increased robustness to errors that may occur in 
any communication link, but which is a particularly pertinent issue in the mobile 
environment. Any single bit error in the received gain vector will only affect the 
contribution from one out of the ten basis vectors that constitute the total excitation 
vector.
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5.5 Channel Codec Implementation
The details of the actual channel coding scheme, based on RS codes, developed for 
the HR-GSM candidate have been described earlier and we shall only be considering 
the factors that were directly related to the realisation of the working system in 
real-time. Owing to the limitations of the chosen development hardware for the entire 
HR-GSM baseband communication system the channel codec had to be 
implemented using the FP DSP32C. This was not the ideal choice of processor for 
this task, because, although it does allow integer arithmetic to be performed (on both 
16- and 24-bit extended integers), each instruction requires a full instruction cycle 
(80 ns), which is not as good as more specialised fixed point processors such as the 
DSP16A (25 ns) [151], or even processors that have been developed specifically to 
perform certain types of commonly used channel coding functions [152][153]. 
However, the advantage of using this processor is its floating point capabilities, 
which proved to be very useful when calculating the various metrics, obtained from 
the simulated channel demodulator/equalisers soft-decision output. This extra 
information was incorporated with the data bits from the RS encoder by the channel 
simulator, which then passed the combined information to the RS decoder. A further 
modification enabled the encoder/decoder system to be tested under random error 
conditions. The random error rate could then be modified in real-time, using a simple 
threshold, to test the working system performance with random bit errors, as well as 
the bursty test data that was provided for this purpose.
5.5.1 Timings and Storage Requirements
Table 5.7 and Table 5.9 show typical timings of the major computational subroutines 
of the RS encoding/decoding system. These include the sections involved in 
converting the packed input bitstream to 16-bit integers that were then used 
throughout the channel encoder after classification, and mapping into the correct RS 
symbols. Also included are the interleaver (simply a mapping table from input 
symbols to packed bitstream) and the code performed by the channel simulation 
card.
This separate DSP card took the input bits and modulated the 7-bit soft-decision 
data onto the bitstream. The actual soft-decision data is based on quantised 
log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), which give the certainty of the hard decision made by the 
channel demodulator/equaliser. The data ranges from +127 for the highest level of
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certainty, down to 0 for no conclusive decision. The corrupted data bits were 
indicated by a negative sign-bit being attached to the respective LLR information. 
This was accomplished by using the encoded input bits and corrupting the data 
depending on the sign of the LLR data, and then filling the rest of the transmitted 
bytestream with the predetermined demodulator soft-decision output data. These 
files were originally generated by AEG Telefunken (West Germany), and used by all 
the prospective HR-GSM candidates to test there systems. They had previously 
been used in the FR-GSM trials.
Table 5.8 and Table 5.10 indicate the percentage of the available time (20 ms), for 
both a full hard and soft-decision based erasure encode/decode, as well as the total 
storage space required. Once again we require extra overheads to deal with the 
digital i/o.
Code Channel Encoder Subroutine
Number of 
Instructions 
(per Frame)
Number of Clock 
Cycles 
(per Frame)
Both Bit - » Integer Conversion 810 4365
Bit Classification 844 4796
RSj
CRC Calculation 1662 9382
Bit - » Symbol Mapping 367 1924
Encoding 8832 47989
r s 2 Bit -> Symbol Mapping 289 1520
Encoding 3779 20516
Both
Interleaving 2023 11411
Soft-Decision Modulation 1944 11119
Bit-Packing (optional) 1683 8697
Table 5.7 Channel encoder optimised subroutine timings for RSi and RS2.
Total Number of Clock 
Cycles (per Frame)
Percentage of Available Time 
(per Frame)
Total Storage 
(bytes)
113077 11.3% 9268
Table 5.8 Channel encoder total timing and storage allocation.
5.5.2 Channel Simulator Implementation
The channel simulator was implemented as efficiently as possible because each 
data access to the stored soft-decision information involved the insertion of two extra 
processor wait states. This was because the data file containing 500 Kbytes was 
stored in slower (and cheaper) DRAM. This was also the case when a random 
number generator was used to modulate the data with random bit errors, whose rate 
could be changed in real-time by using a simple threshold, to examine how effective 
the channel coding scheme performed with these types of error. This enhancement 
was required because the test files contained bursty errors, which are more likely for
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mobile channel conditions, but are not the only form of degradation that can be 
expected. It also proved useful when optimising the whole system performance, as 
the same coding techniques can be applied to different applications which suffer 
from other types of channel degradations.
Code Channel Decoder Subroutine
(perFrame)
Number of 
Clock Cycles 
(per Frame)
Both Soft-Decision Demodulation 1861 7290
De-Interleaving 2335 10043
Bit Symbol Mapping 412 1689
Forward GF Transform 6455 26941
Error Check 15 80
Euclid Solution 18646 77891
Recursive Extension 9929 41238
RSi Hard Erasure Metric Calculation 25848 104018
Calculation of the Erasure 
Polynomial 3821 15814
Syndrome Modification 7289 30034
Soft Euclid Solution 3789 15887
Recursive Extension 16815 69556
Inverse GF Transform 28818 118521
Symbol -» Bit Mapping 305 1285
CRC Check 1665 6945
Bit -» Symbol Mapping 260 1073
1 Forward GF Transform 1853 7787
Error Check 15 80
Euclid Solution 5420 22633
Recursive Extension 5244 21844
RS2 1 Hard Erasure Metric Calculation 12705 51208
Calculation of the Erasure 
Polynomial 761 3185
Syndrome Modification 1559 6454
Soft Euclid Solution 2144 8977
Recursive Extension 7563 31416
Inverse GFTransform 16782 69109
1 H U x Symbol Bit Mapping 237 1003
Bit-Declassification 573 2468
Both Bit-Packing 1029 4145
Miscellaneous General Housekeeping 2351 10902
Table 5.9 Channel decoder optimised subroutine timings for RS! and RS2.
Type of Channel 
Decode
Total Number of Clock 
Cycles (per Frame)
Percentage of Available Time 
(per Frame)
Hard 428884 42.9%
Soft 769516 77.0%
3EEED3!I33j ■ 26200
Table 5.10 Channel decoder total timing and storage allocation.
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5.6 Complexity Reduction Techniques Applied to the Channel Codec
The RS encoder is computationally fairly simple, as the time domain encoding 
process only involves the use of a shift register, with the mathematical operations 
defined by the finite field size. The CRC generation again uses a shift register, but 
with the two CRC bits generated by an Ex-OR of the shifted data bits.
However, the RS decoder requires a larger amount of processing because of the 
need to perform all mathematics over the finite field, and the forward/reverse 
transformation of the coded symbols into/from the frequency domain. This was the 
initial problem, because in order to perform the reverse transformation the full set of 
symbols up to the fieldsize must be transformed. This resulted in an initial timing of 
~ 1 2  ms for RS!, which was clearly far too long for practical implementation to be 
possible. One solution to this problem would have been to use an FFT rather than a 
DFT, but the chosen fieldsize GF(25) does not have an FFT defined as it is prime. 
This meant that the symbol length could be increased to GF(2 6) which does have an 
FFT, but when the required finite field multiply-and-adds are calculated, they actually 
exceed that required by the DFT. Consequently some means had to be devised for 
increasing the speed of the finite field mathematical operations, and many of the 
basic operations used by the RS decoder. These are summarised by the following 
statements:
• It was found that by using look-up tables for the division and addition 
operations a considerable reduction on the required computations could be 
achieved as only a table pointer needed to be calculated to obtain the 
necessary result. Multiplication proved to be faster using a straight 
implementation of the finite field definition.
• The forward DFT transform defined in Equation 4.34 has terms of the form a iJ 
which can be pre-calculated for the two codes (as they do depend on Np and 
tp), and the appropriate table used. The need for performing the forward DFT is 
removed from the erasure decoding section, because the transformed data is 
stored from the initial Forward GF Transform calculation required for the hard 
decode.
• As truncated codes of the form (A/p, Np -  2 tp) have been used, with 
Np < (2 5 -  1) and p -  1 or 2  referring to either RSi or RS2. The forward
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transform to find the syndrome S(z) will involve (Np -  2 tp) MACs, because only 
2 tp coefficients are required to check for correct decoding.
• The inverse transform that generates the error polynomial e(X) will need 
((25 -  1) • Np) MACs, as a result of only Np coefficients being required.
• The various metric calculations involve many conditional tests, which suffer 
from latency effects when dealing with floating point values. Therefore, the 
tests are nested so that the next one is being initialised while the result of the 
current test is still in the pipeline. Also, these nested tests are made mutually 
exclusive, so once one condition is met no further testing is performed.
• The Euclidean solution of the key equations require both polynomial division 
and multiplication routines [154], which were initially written to be general. 
However, because of the need to perform the Euclid algorithm for both the 
hard and soft-decision based decodes, these routines were extensively 
modified to reduce the computational requirements, at the expense of a loss in 
generality. This was possible because of the nature of the polynomials that 
were being multiplied and divided. They consisted of a single coefficient 
polynomial of a high degree operating on a full polynomial. This means that 
much of the shift-register initialisation involved in a full polynomial division or 
multiplication can be avoided. This approach was also applicable to the 
erasure polynomial calculation routine, as the coefficients of one multiplier 
polynomial were of the form: 1 + (an • X 1), so the result is obtained by a simple 
single coefficient multiply followed by an addition.
• The inverse GF transformation can also be simplified for both codes, as the a "'7 
terms are common to both codes, so only a single loop-up table needed to be 
generated and stored.
The common problems associated with the above simplifications are an increase in 
the required amount of storage, due to the extensive use of look-up tables for 
pre-calculated data, and a loss in generality, as the tables are only applicable to the 
chosen fieldsize. However, the tables can be easily generated for other fieldsizes 
and merged with the original software should they be required for a different 
application.
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5.6.1 Real-Time Performance of the RS Channel Coding Scheme
Table 5.11 shows the real-time performance of the two RS codes for a channel 
which represents a pessimistic view of the expected operating conditions (EP2) 
[155]. These show that the shorter code RS2 suffers an approximate maximum 
frame-loss rate of > 19% compared to < 9% for RS). It can also clearly be seen that 
the performance improvement obtained from erasure decoding is much more 
substantial for the longer code (RSQ, when compared to the change in RS2 (the 
shorter code). These figures are quite close to the theoretical limit for these codes 
using a soft-decision error file and erasure decoding. The formulation of the various 
erasure metrics are the major remaining area for improvement, as they are based on 
the statistics of the received symbols and their associated soft-decisions. Further 
improvements can be obtained by using inter-frame interleaving, but at the expense 
of an increased total end-to-end delay. Under random error conditions the system 
was found to be almost transparent at a BER of < 3%, and still remained intelligible 
at 8 %. This performance was only achieved with an integrated frame-substitution 
strategy (which was detailed earlier in Chapter 4). The results obtained were slightly 
better than those obtained under simulation, primarily because the real-time tests 
only used a subset of the original channel data.
Type of 
Decoding
Reed-Solomon
Code
Percentage of Frames 
Correctly Decoded
Hard 61.8%
71.5%
Soft RSi 91.6%
80.5%
Table 5.11 Actual real-time performance of the enhanced RS channel codec.
With the addition of no inter-frame interleaving Table 5.12 shows the results that 
were obtained from approximately 20000 frames (400 seconds) of varied speech 
material for the real-time version of the entire system developed for the HR-GSM 
trials. This demonstrates the percentage of the decoded frames for which each of 
the three possible decoder error flags are set. It can be seen that F2 is set by far the 
most often, which is to be expected as this is indicative of the shorter less powerful 
RS code failing, and this will therefore mean that the speech decoder will attempt to 
substitute for the lost spectral parameters.
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Error 
Test File Error Flag
Percentage of Frames 
Each Flag is Set
EP1
Fi 3.1% (96.9%)
f 2 10.2% (89.8%)
f 3 0.2% (99.8%)
EP2
Fi 8.4% (91.6%)
f 2 19.5% (80.5%)
f 3 1.1% (98.9%)
Table 5.12 The real-time performance of the channel coder breakdown indication flags.
However, after the inclusion of the half-frame interleaver the performance was found 
to improve, with the results shown in Table 5.13. It is clear that the interleaver has 
managed to spread the error bursts over a larger number of codewords, which has 
resulted in an improved performance under both EP1 and EP2. The performance 
under EP3 was not assessed as the residual error rates were found to be too high 
under this particular channel condition for the channel coding to operate effectively. 
The actual results obtained were again slightly better than those originally obtained 
from the high-level simulation work because the channel simulator was only 
equipped with 512 Kbytes of memory for storing the LLR data. This meant that only 
about 2 0 0 0  frames of channel data was being used, as opposed to the full data set 
of 6000 frames. Therefore, a lower repeat length of only 40 seconds for the data was 
available, and this subset does not cover the full set of error situations that are 
experienced by the high-level simulated version of the coding system.
Error 
Test File Error Flag
Percentage of Frames 
Each Flag is Set
EP1
F, 2.4% (97.6%)
f 2 8.2% (91.8%)
f 3 0.1% (99.9%)
F, 7.5% (92.5%)
f 2 17.1% (82.9%)
f 3 0.9% (99.1%)
Table 5.13 The real-time performance of the channel coder breakdown indication flags
using the half-frame interleaver.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
The whole speech and channel coding system has been successfully implemented 
on a DSP-Computer, using four of the five available DSP32C hardware cards (the 
fifth card being used as a channel simulator for the injection of both random bit 
errors and soft-decision LLR based errors). The speech quality is similar to FR-GSM, 
although, as expected from the original simulation work, perhaps not quite as good 
during the more stringent (i.e. lower C/I) burst-error situations. The coder
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successfully passes DTMF signalling tones, and the end-to-end coding delay is well 
within the original system specification. The overall delay through the system is 
shown in Figure 5.9, which indicates how the total end-to-end delay for an input 
speech frame from first receipt to final output, after passing through both the speech 
and channel codecs, is approximately 85 ms in the worst case. This estimate does 
not consider any extra delay due to the propagation time from the mobile handset to 
the local fixed basestation and vice versa.
The channel coding scheme operates quite well at up to 8 % random bit errors, with 
almost transparent performance when experiencing 3% random errors. However, 
under the most severe burst error channel conditions it was found to give reasonably 
intelligible speech, but with noticeable levels of distortion. This was mainly due to the 
limitations in computational time available for the additional soft-decision based 
erasure decoding stage. For this application, in order to remain within the very tight 
delay budget and maximum complexity system constraints, only a single additional 
pass could be made, which limits the overall performance that can be achieved by 
the decoding algorithm. Some further modifications were also required to improve 
the operation of the system under conditions when the channel coding scheme fails 
and this is not detected.
The real-time operation of both the main functional elements of this system were 
found to be generally in very close agreement with that expected from the original 
simulation work, detailed previously in Section 4.12. This was because the 
implemented version of the algorithms was tested to offer as close a match as 
possible to the high-level code. However, owing to the immediate feedback that can 
be obtained from altering certain thresholds and parameter values in real-time it was 
possible to fine tune some of these values, for optimum system performance. It was 
found that the channel coding appears to offer slightly lower residual error rates than 
expected from the high-level simulations, which can be attributed to the use of a 
reduced subset of the original LLR channel data. This was forced by the reduced 
amount of DRAM available on the channel simulator DSP card that was used to 
store the data.
A major component of the work has been in finding new methods for reducing the 
number of computations required by the various segments, whilst still maintaining 
agreement with the original algorithmic results. This demonstrated the importance of 
including the trade-offs, in terms of storage and computational complexity, which 
must be taken in the initial design stages of both the speech and channel coding
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sub-systems development, enabling the combined system to be successfully realised 
in real-time.
Channel 
Encoding 
1.9
Buffering
2 0  ms
Speech Encoding 
18.9 ms
Start of 
Frame 2 Buffering 
2 0  ms
Channel 
Encoding 
1.9 ms
4-
0  ms Total Delay for Encoding = 60.8 ms
-►
60.8 ms
60.8 ms 84.7 ms
Total Delay for Decoding = 23.9 ms
Figure 5.9 Detailed breakdown of the total delay through the HR-GSM system.
Possible future enhancements include an improvement in the method for calculating 
the RS decoder erasure metrics, as well as the use of half-frame interleaving. This 
will help to spread the bursts, and still be within the system delay budget. This 
method is already used in the FR-GSM system [156]. Better erasure metrics will 
allow the channel decoder to successfully operate even under the more severe error 
situations without the need for the current high level of parameter substitution to be 
applied. The speech coder may require modifications to sustain or improve the 
quality, for a reduced bit rate. It may be possible to use only 8  bits for each of the 
E-VSELP vector gains, and apply VQ techniques to the LSPs [157]. The use of an 
adaptive postfilter to sharpen the spectral envelope and mask some of the excitation 
noise did not seem to improve the real-time coders output speech quality by a 
significant amount. This will also cause further distortion if tandeming with the current
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speech coding standards is required, as discussed in more detail in the following 
chapter.
The generation of a database of generalised real-time subroutines for performing 
standard speech coding tasks, such as: input/output control, LPC analysis, 
quantisation, LTP and codebook searches, should greatly reduce the development 
time for new algorithms. These routines can be applied to future generations of the 
target processor that they were originally developed on. In particular the latest 
versions of the DSP32C, which operate at 80 and 100 MHz clock speeds, should 
allow the original speech codec to be greatly enhanced. This is because many of the 
compromises that were essential to enable real-time implementation on the 50 MHz 
version of the DSP (particularly the restricted LTP search range, and the use of the 
non-linear LSPs for the interpolation rather than the linear LSFs) will no longer be 
required.
A typical speech coding algorithm involves various linear coding stages, which 
means that the result from a previous coding stage is required for the next analysis 
segment. This will therefore preclude the use of parallel processing techniques, 
which allow the algorithm to be split across several DSPs. However, certain portions 
of the analysis stages can be split across DSPs. The nominal limit of two parallel 
processors can be chosen, which results in the minimum increase in overheads 
required to control the passing of data between processors using a common memory 
space, and offers the lowest extra cost and power consumption. The obvious 
analysis stages that can take advantage of this configuration are:
® The calculation of the autocorrelation values used in the LPC analysis.
• The LTP and excitation search procedures. These only require the same initial 
reference signals, and identical internal buffer memories.
Clearly certain problems will still exist, particular for the LTP buffer searches which 
require recursion, and formal methods must be applied to avoid the problems of 
dead-lock that may arise because the master processor will need to wait for the 
completion of the slave processors computations before it can proceed (and vice 
versa), but these can be overcome by careful coding.
As the use of DSPs becomes more widespread in many consumer products the 
development of better Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) tools will continue apace.
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At present various software tools exist™ which can generate the relevant DSP 
assembly code from a signal flow block diagram, or text and schematics, for various 
host processors, or the Very High Level Description Language (VHDL) code 
necessary for an ASIC to be implemented [158]. These tools are still relatively crude 
and expensive, with the code generated suffering from the usual drawbacks in terms 
of: increased storage and execution time, difficulty of debugging etc. However, for 
providing a fast means for developing a proof of concept, or initial verification they 
can be very useful. The recent introduction by Microsoft of a common DSP interface 
for Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOSs) to the popular Windows™ operating 
environment [159] will help to encourage the inclusion of a DSP in every desktop PC. 
The processor will be able to perform various system functions, such as: fax/modem, 
digital answering machine, voice recognition, audio and video compression, graphics 
acceleration and digital effects, data acquisition and analysis, control, a fast maths 
co-processor etc.
v" The following is a list of many of the current CAE tools available: MATLAB from The 
Mathworks Inc., MATHCAD from MathSoft Inc., COSSAP from Cadis GMBH Software Ltd., 
DSP Framework extension for SPW from Comdisco Systems Inc., DSPlay from Burr-Brown, 
Block Diagram from Hyperception Inc. and DSP Station from Mentor Graphics Corp.
6. Subjective Performance Evaluation of Tandemed 
FR-GSM/ADPCM Voice Codecs
6.1 Introduction
It has been previously discussed that one of the main design criterion for any new 
digital voice codec concerns the effect of tandeming the system with existing coding 
standards. With the recent rapid increase in the use of digital voice codecs in both 
the PSTN [160] and the mobile environment, this has become an increasingly 
important issue to ensure the successful interoperability of these different network 
architectures. As a result, an operating issue that has only recently been highlighted 
is the effect of tandeming a system based around the FR-GSM RPE-LTP coding 
algorithm (such as the DCS-1800 networks operated by Mercury One 2  One® and 
Orange™ in the UK, and the numerous GSM based systems installed world-wide), 
and the ADPCM waveform coder that is now being increasingly used by many 
carriers for trunk telephony. This can be considered as an important issue that is 
encompassed in the overall QoS that a network operator provides to its customers. 
Clearly this is going to be an increasingly pertinent issue as systems incorporating 
digital voice coding techniques become more common. These may well be used to 
completely replace all the remaining analogue technology currently still being 
employed in most networks, once the ultimate goal of installing the ISDN becomes a 
reality.
Therefore, the main requirement for these subjective tests was to examine the 
effects of tandeming 13 kbps FR-GSM with 32 kbps ADPCM and 64 kbps A-Law 
PCM coders. These coders will then be used to obtain a total rating for different 
combinations of the three, to simulate the most commonly experienced real-life link 
conditions for a call originating from a mobile handset which is then routed to a fixed 
location located somewhere on the globe (up-link). Before the introduction of 
parametric speech coders [123], the total distortion through a tandemed 
asynchronous link could be quite successfully estimated using the additive property 
of the relevant coding schemes quantisation distortion units (qdus). Where 1 qdu is
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defined as the quantisation noise introduced by a single G.711 A-Law PCM coding 
stage. However, it has been shown that this additive law no longer applies for low bit 
rate coders, so the only truly meaningful assessment of overall voice quality yet 
devised comes primarily from subjective testing. In the original tests of the FR-GSM 
codec [161] an attempt was made to specify a qdu score based on the Q ratings 
obtained from the subjective tests performed by the various testing laboratories. The 
CCITT has specified the following formula [13] that can be used to convert from Q 
values' to the corresponding qdu score:
However, it was found that the qdu for FR-GSM was highly dependent on the input 
speech level, and could vary by as much as 3.5 qdu over the full input range, which 
is equivalent to the accepted qdu value for a single ADPCM coding stage.
Owing to the lack of a reliable objective measure for assessing the speech quality 
offered by a particular parametric speech coder [162], it was decided to use the well 
established subjective testing method based on the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 
rating scheme. In order to test the overall perceived quality of a voice codec a group 
of untrained listeners, of mixed sex and age, are asked to listen to a set of 
processed material, and then express their considered opinion of the quality. The 
results can then be analysed to find the average and variance of the MOS values to 
give an overall rating for a particular simulated link condition. The effects of random 
bit errors introduced into the ADPCM portion of one particular link simulation based 
around a satellite routed call were also examined.
The final results demonstrated that the addition of a single ADPCM link into the 
up-link does cause a perceived degradation in the speech quality. This appears to be 
mainly due to limitations in the predictor used in ADPCM which assumes a PCM 
coded input signal. Also, the expected degradation will be at least as bad for any 
system based around the HR-GSM voice codec, as the chosen algorithm includes 
some perceptually based quality enhancement techniques. These operate by 
modifying the signal for improved perceptual quality, but at the expense of possibly 
reducing the average SNR value and creating an even less ideal input signal for the 
ADPCM predictor.
' The Q value is defined as the ratio of the input speech level to the associated MNRU value, 
expressed in dB.
6.2
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6.2 Overview of the Application of Digital Voice Codecs in the PSTN
The adoption of digital coding techniques to carry trunk telephony began in 1972 
when the CCITT standardised on 64 kbps PCM in Europe (the USA and Japan use 
56 kbps g-Law companded PCM by quantising the telephone bandwidth speech 
using 7 bits per sample) [163]. Owing to the high bit rate involved this technology has 
mainly been applied to the trunk PSTN circuits. However, as technology has 
improved the CCITT was able to introduce a 32 kbps ADPCM standard in 1985, this 
algorithm has also been used in the UK second generation cordless telephone 
system (CT2), and the Digital European Cordless Technology (DECT) standard 
[26][22]. Most recently a 16 kbps LD-CELP codec has been standardised, and was 
due to enter service in 1993 [27]. All these coders are currently limited in use within 
the PSTN, and are only installed for carrying trunk telephony over the T1 
(1.544 Mbps, American CCITT Recommendation G.733 standard) and E1 
(2.048 Mbps, European CCITT Recommendation G.732 standard) Time Domain 
Multiplexed (TDM) channels [164]. This is mainly due to the relatively high bit rates 
required, with the corresponding need for a high bandwidth, and therefore expensive 
transmission technology such as fibre optic cables and microwave links.
The overall transmission performance over an entire end-to-end connection has 
been defined by the CCITT in terms of the maximum allowed accumulated qdus 
(14 at present) [165]. This level of distortion means that the maximum number of 
transcoded asynchronous ADPCM links is fixed at four, which limits certain network 
connections, particularly those involving double satellite hops and private 
PCME/DCME based networks.
The ADPCM algorithm has been specified at more than one rate, because it has 
found particular application in national and international Digital (and Packet) Circuit 
Multiplication Equipment (DCME/PCME). The speech quality offered by the 
embedded ADPCM codec used in PCME is identical to that used in DCME [166]. 
The other rates specified by the CCITT are 16 and 24 kbps for overload voice 
channels, which may be required when the system demand is very high, and a 
40 kbps coder for carrying analogue data modem signals at > 4.8 kbps in DCME 
[167]. The various coding rates are achieved by using different bit allocations for the 
adaptive quantiser.
A common feature of all these codecs is the very low algorithmic delay that is 
introduced. The PCM and ADPCM waveform coding algorithms work on a per
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sample basis (125 jlls), and the LD-CELP parametric coder analyses very short 
speech vectors (5 samples or 0.625 ms). This is an important consideration for any 
future standards, as a major design criterion will be the extra delay introduced into 
PSTN connections via digital mobile voice codecs, which can have much longer 
algorithmic delays of > 2 0  ms.
6.3 Description of the Software Simulations
In order to simulate the various link conditions it was necessary to develop a set of 
high ievel language simulations of the various voice codecs, and the error generation 
algorithm. These were based on the full CCITT recommendations for each speech 
coder, and designed to allow easy linking between the various modules to enable all 
possible link combinations to be simulated. The separate software modules are 
described in more detail in the following sections.
6.3.1 CCITT Recommendation G.711 - 64 kbps A-Law PCM Codec
Recommendation G.711 gives the direct quantiser mapping for the input speech to 
the 8 -bit A-Law output value. This is based on a non-linear logarithmic characteristic, 
that allocates more quantisation levels to the lower level signals. The A-Law 
quantised value Aquant(h) is defined by the following two expressions:
/A™a«(n) = sgn(n). A -H
1 + log10(4)
for 0  < Ini < J- 6.3
' '  A
f
A qUant(n) = sgn{n)^
1 +  lo g io (A ‘ ln|) fo r J_ <  |n | <  -j 0  4
1 + log1 0 (A) J
where A is the compression parameter, and takes the value of 87.56 for 8 -bit PCM in 
Europe.
The input speech to the coder was bandlimited from 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz, and 
normalised to 13 bits (i.e. maximum value of 4096 plus one sign bit). The 
recommendation states that the 4096 maximum value is a virtual decision level, so 
the actual maximum decoded value is 4032. The decoder takes an average of the 
current received index and the previous index in the quantisation table.
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6.3.2 CCITT Recommendation G.721 - 32 kbps ADPCM Codec
Recommendation G.726 (dated 1990) was actually used, which gives the details of 
all 4 ADPCM rates (i.e. 40, 32, 24 and 16 kbps) agreed by the CCITT. The 32 kbps 
coder (exactly the same as that specified in Recommendation G.721) receives an 
input 8 -bit PCM signal and converts it into a 4-bit output quantiser index that is 
passed to the decoder. The implementation that was finally coded includes all of the 
functional blocks contained in G.726, including those concerned with non-speech 
data signals. This ensures complete compatibility with the ADPCM specification. The 
encoder and decoder functional block diagrams are shown in Figure 6.1 and 
Figure 6 . 2  respectively.
From Figure 6.1 it can be seen that the basic operation of the ADPCM encoder is to 
use the past coded samples to update an adaptive predictor, and then quantise the 
difference signal obtained when the predictor output is subtracted from the new input 
sample. This signal should have a much lower dynamic range than the original PCM 
input, which allows it to be effectively quantised using 5-, 4-, 3- or 2-bits per sample.
Figure 6.1 Schematic of the ADPCM encoder algorithm.
The ADPCM decoder schematic shown in Figure 6.2 simply regenerates the new 
sample from the input quantiser index, and the local adaptive predictor output. The 
predictor coefficients are then updated. However, in order to prevent cumulative 
distortion from occurring in tandemed links the synchronous coding adjustment stage 
is included. This algorithm operates by estimating the quantisation value from the 
encoder, and then forcing the reconstructed ADPCM sequence to be the same as 
that received, thus guaranteeing non-accumulation of distortion.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of the ADPCM decoder algorithm.
6.3.3 FR-GSM -13 kbps RPE-LTP Voice Codec
The details of this voice codec and its associated error control scheme have already 
been given in Chapter 2. However, it is worth noting again that the implementation of 
this coder has been proven correct during a previous project to produce the first UK 
test bed for FR-GSM coders. The speech coding bit rate of this system is 13 kbps, 
with an extra 9.8 kbps used for channel coding and signalling, bringing the total 
operational rate up to 22.8 kbps. The algorithm is a modified Regular-Pulse 
Excitation coder, with an additional Long Term Predictor stage.
6.3.4 Gaussian Random Error Injector
This software module was used to corrupt the ADPCM bitstream using random 
errors at BERs of 10'5, 10' 4 and 10'3. The Gaussian distributed error injector was 
based on the algorithm given in [115, pages 278-290], which has the advantages of 
being machine independent and having a long repetition period of > 108. These 
errors were inserted into the ADPCM bitstream to see there effect on the tandemed 
link with FR-GSM. The main reason that only the ADPCM portion of the link was 
corrupted in this way is because at these relatively low BERs the effect on the 
FR-GSM coder output quality would be minimal, if at all noticeable. This is due to the 
9.8 kbps channel codec that the FR-GSM system employs. It is based around a 
half-rate convolutional code [156], to mitigate the effect of the simulated random 
errors on the most sensitive bits of the various parameters.
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6.4 Test Sequence Generation
The actual speech used in the tests consisted of four separate sentences each 
spoken by a different individual. Two of the speakers were male and two female. 
This was Important to ensure that no biasing occurs in the tests due to only using a 
single sex speaker, as modern speech coding algorithms like FR-GSM tend to 
perform slightly differently for male and female spoken input. This is particularly 
evident in the LTP search, because for female speakers the optimum lag value can 
be a lot lower than that obtained for a male speaker, as females typically have a 
higher pitched voice. This can lead to a reduction in perceived quality as recursion is 
applied more often in the LTP filter memory. The speech was originally linearly 
sampled using 16-bit resolution and bandlimited from 300 Hz 3.4 kHz. Each 
sample was then normalised to 13-bit accuracy.
Each of the test sentences was processed through all of the seven possible link 
conditions shown in Figure 6.3, and also the PCM and ADPCM coders individually to 
act as references and help validate the implementations. These were included in the 
tests because the expected MOS for these reference coders is well documented, so 
any major difference from these would help to highlight a possible problem with the 
way the tests were being performed.
Initially three separate pairs of test sequences were generated, each consisting of a 
random ordering of the nine possible simulated conditions. However, this was 
increased to a total of eighteen sentences per sequence by including a male and 
female spoken sentence for each link condition, also chosen randomly from the two 
alternatives. The second test sequence in a pair contained all the sentences not 
included in the first, so helping to decrease the biasing effect that can occur when 
the same test data is presented to the listener too frequently. A gap of five seconds 
is inserted between each sentence to allow the subject time to express their personal 
opinion of the quality of the speech material based solely on what they had just 
heard. This was found to be a reasonable compromise between using totally isolated 
sentences and the volume of test material that was required to be evaluated as part 
of these tests.
Figure 6.3 shows a list of the simulated link conditions, along with a classification 
letter to make future referencing easier. These seven simulated links plus the PCM 
and ADPCM reference coders make up the nine possible end-to-end digital speech 
connections used for these tests. All the links originate from the FR-GSM based
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mobile, and are routed through the PSTN to the end-user by various digital circuits. 
These may involve national, international, satellite and private switched circuits.
• Link A represents a standard cellular-to-national circuit, which can be taken as 
a reference condition, as this will probably be the most common type of 
connection experienced by a mobile user, as the call is switched through a 
national switching centre to its final destination.
• Link B simulates the quality provided by a cellular-to-international circuit, using 
PCME/DCME. The extra 64 kbps link simulations are required because all the 
interfaces to the CCITT digital voice coding algorithms assume that the 
samples are quantised using 8 -bit A-Law PCM. Also, nearly all the switches 
used in modern telecommunication networks are based on digital (DSO 
hierarchy and higher) techniques, rather than the older analogue technology 
which only exists in a few local exchanges.
• Link C represents a cellular-to-private connection using only a single satellite 
hop. This type of connection will become increasingly popular as more 
business users install private networks, which will probably be based on 
utilising PCME/DCME technology at 32 and 16 kbps to reduce the running 
costs and/or provide more active voice circuits for the same operational 
bandwidth.
• Link D simulates a connection similar to C but his time involving two satellite 
hops into a privately operated network. This is the maximum number allowed 
by the CCITT owing to the extra delay introduced by each hop of 270 ms if a 
geostationary satellite is used. Newer mobile networks based on Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO) constellations of satellites, such as the system based on sixty-six 
separate satellites in orbit 780 km above the earth arranged in six polar orbits, 
proposed by IRIDIUM® [168], will have dramatically reduced delays of < 20 ms.
• Links E, F and G simulate a cellular-to-satellite connection via the PSTN, which 
introduces various numbers of random bit errors in the ADPCM bitstream.
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Figure 6.3 A list of the various simulated link conditions.
Table 6.1 shows an example of one of the six sequences of processed speech 
material used in these tests. The complementary sequence to this contains all the 
remaining material not used in this sequence, but presented in a different suitably 
randomised order.
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Sentence
Number
1
2
Simulated
Link
Condition
ADPCM 
Link B = S =
3 Link D Female 2
4 Link F Male 2
5 Link A Female 1
6 Link C Female 2
7 Link G ■
8 LinkE Male 1
9 PCM Female 2
10 Link F Female 1
11 Link C Male 1
12 Link E Female 1
13 Link A I Male 2 I
14 ADPCM _ | F e m a l e 2 j
15 Link D
16 Link B Female 1
17 PCM Male 1
18 Link G Female 2
Table 6.1 Detailed breakdown of a typical subjective test sequence.
6.5 Overview of the Various Types of Subjective Testing Methods
Clearly the best way of testing the quality of a particular end-to-end connection is to 
use a real network, and perform a series of field and conversational tests. The 
different circuit connections under test will actually be set up and the test subjects 
stationed at each end. They will then be asked to express an opinion of the entire 
link quality, after carrying out some task designed to encourage a conversational 
dialogue to occur, such as describing a set of pictures placed before them.
The difficulty with these types of test is the cost involved, and the pressure that it can 
put on the users to concentrate their efforts on continuing the conversation, without 
really focusing on the quality of the speech circuit.
The use of other subjective measures which are based on listener opinion tests can 
be categorised as follows:
Diagnostic Rhyme Tests (DRTs) —  the subject is presented with one word from 
a group of carefully chosen rhyming words, which only differ in a single 
attribute of the first consonant. They are asked to identify the correct word, and 
an associated score (/) can be found from:
r { C - W f
1 = 100% 6.5
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where C is the number of correct answers, W is the number of wrong answers, 
and L is the total number of subjects. This test gives a measure of the 
intelligibility of the speech, rather than the quality [169].
Diagnostic Acceptability Measure (DAM) —  a set of highly trained listeners are 
used, whose performance is constantly monitored and recalibrated to remove 
any drift in the individuals responses. They express quality scores based on 
sixteen separate scales, which encompass the signal, background and overall 
quality [170],
Pair Comparison Tests —  the listener hears pairs of sentences and is then 
asked to express their opinion of the second sentence in comparison to the 
first. This opinion consists of five different classifications of: much better/worse 
than, slightly better/worse than, or no perceivable difference.
Immediate Appreciation Tests —  the subject is asked to give an indication of 
whether the meaning of the test material was understood instantly without any 
appreciable mental effort.
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) —  the listener is presented with various test 
sentences and then asked to express their opinion of the quality of the speech 
in terms of a linear scale in which: 1 = Bad, 2 = Poor, 3 = Fair, 4 = Good, and 
5 = Excellent, which relates to an impairment scale of: Imperceptible Distortion, 
(Just) Perceptible but not Annoying, (Perceptible and) Slightly Annoying, 
Annoying (but not Objectionable) and Very Annoying (Objectionable) 
[8 6 , pages 650-665].
The last three testing methods have the advantages of typically being a lot less time 
consuming, and usually involve untrained listeners. However, they do not include all 
the possible network factors, such as: sidetone, echo, variations in mean active 
speaker level (up to 25 dB) and delay, that are only really experienced when using 
an actual telecommunications link. The issue of listener level is particularly important 
for the network providers, because if the speech coder input is fed from a switched 
transmission system then the transmission loss must be taken into account for the 
codec design. Within the UK analogue PSTN this variation can be as much as 16 dB 
between terminal exchanges. Nevertheless, the effect of these factors can be 
estimated from previous extensive tests performed by the PTTs, which concentrate 
on analysing each network impairment individually.
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6.6 The Procedure for Performing the Subjective Tests
A total of 30 subjects (both male and female) were used for the tests 
[21, pages 19-30]. Each was presented with one of the six randomised test 
sequences to listen to, and they were asked to give an MOS rating for each 
sentence. All the test sequences contained two sentences (one spoken by a male 
and one by a female) for each link condition, giving a total of 18 sentences per 
sequence.
The actual listening test for all subjects was performed using an Intermediate 
Reference System (IRS) equalised telephone handset rather than a pair of 
headphones. These handsets have linear response microphones and earphones 
which are more stable under the effects of ageing and temperature variations, and 
can also be more accurately recalibrated on a regular basis, unlike an ordinary 
telephone handset. They also possess a frequency response that automatically 
bandlimits the output to the standard telephony bandwidth, thus ensuring that the 
signal lies within 300 Hz -> 3.4 kHz. From an initial pilot study it was found that the 
use of high quality headphones for listening purposes showed a greater tendency to 
emphasise any high frequency distortion that arose from the coders. This is not 
particularly representative of the situation that exists under real operating conditions, 
where the action of the handset speaker frequency response is to filter out most of 
this distortion.
It was also found to be essential that the order of the test sentences was 
randomised, as the effect of the previous sentence can have a direct bearing on the 
perceived quality of the current sentence, even with the five second silence gap 
inserted between sentences. As an MOS rather than a pair comparison test was 
performed, this was an undesirable artefact. This was demonstrated by the results 
from an initial listening test that was performed, which indicated a linear degradation 
as each tandemed ADPCM link was added, contrary to the specification of the 
algorithm. The correct operation of the ADPCM implementation was confirmed by 
comparing the tandemed performance of the codec both objectively (see Graph 6.1) 
and subjectively with an informal listening test using experienced subjects. The 
difference in subjective performance in the initial listening test, which also used fewer 
subjects, can be attributed to the ordering of the link conditions in the original two 
test sequences. Randomising the order of the sequences in subsequent listening 
tests removed this artefact.
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Graph 6.1 Time domain plot showing the effect of tandemed ADPCM connections with 
the synchronous coding adjustment algorithm applied.
6.7 The Final Test Results
The final results were analysed to obtain the average Mean Opinion Score and 
variance for the three main sentence groupings. These consisted of each individual 
sentence, the combined scores for the male and female spoken sentences, and the 
overall scores for the different link conditions from all the test material.
6.7.1 Results for Each Individual Test Sentence
Graph 6.2 and Graph 6.3 show the average MOS results and their associated 
variance values for each test sentence used for this investigation. The information 
obtained from these graphs can be used to ascertain whether any particular 
sentence was perceived as being particularly good or bad over a link condition, 
which may lead to a biased result.
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Graph 6.2 Plot showing the MOS results for each test sentence.
Graph 6.3 Plot showing the variance in MOS values for each test sentence.
6.7.2 Results for Split Male and Female Spoken Sentences
Graph 6.4 and Graph 6.5 indicate the individual results for the average MOS and 
variance values obtained from these tests for the male and female spoken speech 
material. This was used to see if any dramatic difference in performance was 
registered for speech spoken by a particular sex. This is an important test, as ideally 
the voice codecs should all perform equally well for male or female speakers, which 
unfortunately is not usually the case for parametric voice codecs like FR-GSM.
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Graph 6.4 Plot of the average MOS values for split male and female test sentences.
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Graph 6.5 Plot of the variance of the averaged MOS values for the split male and female
spoken test sentences.
6.7.3 Results for All the Test Material Combined
Graph 6 . 6  and Graph 6.7 show the final combined test results, obtained from the 30 
subjects listening to all of the test sentences used, for both the average MOS and 
variance values for each link condition, and the two reference codecs.
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Graph 6.7 Plot of the variance of the average MOS values for each link category.
6.8 Discussion of the Test Results
The results shown on Graph 6 . 2  to Graph 6.7 demonstrate certain common trends 
that can be summarised as follows:
• No extra biasing appears to occur due to any particular sentence, nor whether 
that sentence is spoken by a male or female subject.
• Each extra ADPCM transcoding stage causes no additional reduction in the 
perceived quality i.e. the results for Links B, C and D have only small 
differences which can be ignored when the individual variances for the links 
were included.
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The average MOS obtained for both PCM and ADPCM from the testing 
process were 4.7 and 4.3 respectively. These are dose to the expected values 
of about 4.5 for PCM and 4.1 for ADPCM, when the variance effect is included.
The results for 10' 5 and 10‘ 4 random bit errors in the ADPCM link are almost 
identical to those with no errors. However once the BER is increased to 10‘ 3 a 
sharp reduction in perceived quality occurs. This can be attributed to the 
following problem with the assignment of the bits in the ADPCM codeword. The 
position of the erroneous bit within an ADPCM codeword will have a great 
effect on the output quality, as an error in the MSB (sign bit) will result in a 
large difference in the memory state of the decoder to that at the encoder. This 
gives rise to the reduced quality that becomes most apparent at higher BERs 
(> 1 0 "3), as both the adaptive predictor coefficients and the scaling factor used 
by the adaptive quantiser are incorrect. In addition the synchronous coding 
adjustment algorithm will take time to converge to the correct value following 
the occurrence of an error, prolonging the distortion on the following 
ADPCM -> PCM connection. It may be possible to improve the performance by 
applying pseudo-Gray coding techniques to the codewords, whereby certain 
adjacent values are assigned codes that differ by only a single bit, however this 
is usually applied to scalar quantisers with <16 levels.
The addition of a single ADPCM coding stage into the system (Link B) 
produces almost the same decrease in quality compared to a single FR-GSM 
coding stage (Link A), as the decrease when FR-GSM is compared to straight 
ADPCM coding. The difference in average MOS of about 0.5 does appear to 
represent a true measure of the perceived decrease in speech quality from 
Link A to Link B. This can be further confirmed by calculating the 95% 
confidence intervals for these two link conditions. This defines the interval 
within which the mean value obtained for a normally distributed variable should 
lie, with a 95% confidence that this is in fact correct. This parameter can be 
calculated from the following two formulae [171, pages 382-395]:
Li  =  x -
0  ' 0 cx/2
l 2 =  x  +
a/7?
' 1^-gUo.12 ^
6.6
6.7
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where U and L2 are the lower and upper limits of the interval, % is the mean, a  
is the standard deviation, a  is the confidence interval, n is the number of 
samples, and f^ a /2  is obtained from standard tables of the T distribution 
function quantiles for the particular degree of freedom d (= n -  1 ) 
[171, page 584]. For our particular case if we substitute the relevant factors 
into Equations 6 . 6  and 6.7 the following values are obtained from the combined 
results for Link A, D = 3.60 and L2 = 4.05, and for Link B, C = 3.09 and 
L2 = 3.51. Therefore, it can be clearly seen that the 95% confidence intervals 
do not intersect, which adds further weight to the conclusion that a definite 
perceived degradation in quality exists between Links A and B. This analysis 
can also be extended to obtain the 95% confidence intervals for the variance 
a 2 of Links A and B using the following relationships:
6.8
, (n -1)-cj2 6.9
2 “  2
A ' a / 2
where A and /2 are again the lower and upper limits, %2n/a and %2 can be
obtained from standard tables provided we know the required confidence 
interval and d [171, pages 582 and 583]. From these values the limits for 
Link A are A = 0.19 and l2 = 0.54, and for Link B, the bounding limits on a2 are 
A -  0.20 and l2 = 0.56.
6.9 Implications of Using an HR-GSM Codec
The successful Motorola VSELP based half-rate algorithm is a derivative of CELP 
[72], with a modified excitation consisting of a summed set of orthogonalised basis 
vectors, operating at a gross bit rate of 11.4 kbps including the punctured 
convolutional channel coding. However, in order to obtain the necessary speech 
quality various speech quality enhancement strategies (such as postfiltering) are 
employed. Postfiltering reduces the noise by suppressing the signal itself, and the 
spectral valleys, which is where the distortion arises [19]. Also, in order to normalise 
the overall power, the formants are emphasised. The effect on the probable level of 
distortion arising from transcoding with an ADPCM codec (with an expected ratio of
/ ,=
( n - 1> c r
y  2
A '  1 - a /2
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signal to quantisation noise of about 10 dB) can be estimated as being at least as 
bad as the effects from using the full-rate codec. The ADPCM coder assumes that 
the input will be PCM, which means that the linear predictor (which minimises an 
objective measure, the MSE) will be non-ideal.
6.10 Concluding Remarks
As the application of digital voice coding techniques into the PSTN continues to grow 
at an ever increasing rate, as we proceed towards the ultimate goal of the ISDN, the 
effect of tandeming codecs will become a very pertinent issue in terms of the overall 
QoS offered by a particular network operator. Owing to the fact that the use of 
objective assessment techniques has been previously shown [172] to be 
insufficiently accurate when compared to subjective test results [173], then the use of 
well structured subjective tests will still be required in the future. The development of 
a consistent objective measure is currently being actively researched [174][175], as 
this would reduce the cost and time involved in classifying the performance of new 
voice codec standards. It would also standardise the test process, so allowing for 
fairer comparisons of the performance of new voice coding candidates, although this 
may not apply for all possible spoken languages.
The results obtained from these particular tests demonstrate that tandeming an 
FR-GSM coder with ADPCM voice coders produces certain high-frequency artefacts 
that many people find quite disturbing, even after the bandlimiting effect of the 
telephone handset is included. The addition of extra ADPCM transcoding stages has 
no effect on the perceived quality due to the action of the synchronous coding 
adjustment stage in the ADPCM decoder algorithm. However, if the memories of the 
ADPCM decoder become altered from those at the encoder (as is the case on an 
error corrupted link), then the effect will take time to be nullified and have a direct 
effect on the following ADPCM tandeming stage. Other problems that may occur with 
this stage of the algorithm concern the interaction with echo cancellers, Digital 
Speech Interpolation (DSI) equipment and DC offsets that can arise from PCM 
encoders. The last factor is only a problem when dealing with low-level input signals 
to the ADPCM decoder.
The effect of random bit errors in the ADPCM link (which would be the dominant 
factor in a connection, as the FR-GSM coder includes error correction that should be 
transparent at the error rates tested) is almost negligible for BERs of 10' 5 and 10'4, 
but shows a sharp decrease in quality for a BER of 10'3. This should not be a
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particular problem for PSTN applications, where residual error rates of < 10' 6 are 
typical. However, for any form of mobile system this is impractical, as error rates of 
up to 1 0 % can be expected, with both burst and random errors due to the complex 
nature of the different types of fading experienced. A recent study into the effect of 
higher frame loss rates of 1% and 3% on IS-54 and FR-GSM, combined with random 
errors of 1 0 ‘ 5 and 10' 7 in both LD-CELP and ADPCM, has shown that the voice 
quality is unlikely to be acceptable for a wireless-to-wireline connection [176].
The prime objective of these tests was to ascertain the listeners opinion of the 
speech quality over the various link conditions, so we used a larger number of 
subjects (30 is considered to be a good compromise in terms of sample size) and 
varied test material to help produce a more balanced result. The final results show 
that the difference between the straight FR-GSM -+ PCM link and one involving an 
ADPCM transcoding is statistically significant even when the variance in the results is 
included. In informal tests on a special test set-up on the One 2 One® network, where 
the ADPCM codec could be switched in or out of the circuit, it was found that the 
quality of the speech over the link with an ADPCM stage was noticeably inferior to 
the connection without ADPCM.
In our tests we only simulated the performance of the up-link (i.e. call originating 
from a DCS-1800 handset into the Public Switched Telephone Network), however 
the effect of adding an ADPCM coding stage into the down-link (i.e. PSTN to 
DCS-1800 handset) can be estimated. The major distortion arises from the 
interaction between the FR-GSM output and the ADPCM input (as ADPCM assumes 
a PCM input signal, which becomes modified by the FR-GSM coding stage, whose 
output is perceptually close to the original input speech waveform). However, in the 
down-link the input to the ADPCM coding stages will be from either a PCM or 
ADPCM coder, which will introduce negligible extra distortion. The FR-GSM coder 
will still receive a signal that closely resembles the original speech waveform, so it 
will operate as expected. The SNR output from the current FR-GSM coder is 
< 23 dBQ, whereas the output from an ADPCM coder should be at least 26 dBQ, so 
the down-link will not suffer from the more limited SNR that exists in the up-link 
FR-GSM -> ADPCM coding stage.
The implications of the above results on a HR-GSM coder can only be estimated, but 
the general opinion is that the effects will be similar to those experienced through 
FR-GSM, and the probable level of distortion arising from transcoding with ADPCM 
at least as bad or worse. This can be directly attributed to the use of a postfilter in
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the HR-GSM voice codec, which is a problem that has only fairly recently been 
addressed in the G.728 LD-CELP standard to improve its transcoding 
performance [2 0 ].
A possible solution to this problem may require either a post-processing stage in the 
FR-GSM (and therefore probably the HR algorithm as well), which modifies the 
output waveform to improve the interaction with the ADPCM predictor, or an 
alteration to the ADPCM algorithm itself. The first solution would require the coder to 
obtain the information from the network that a connection using an ADPCM coding 
stage is going to be used. The second solution may prove simpler, as all that is 
required is to modify the ADPCM coding algorithm to use a flag at the input informing 
the coder that an FR-GSM source is being transmitted/received, and use an 
improved modified predictor. However, the cost involved would prove prohibitive to 
the network operators as all the installed and future ADPCM-based codecs would 
need this modification to be included.
Therefore, it is essential that the effect of transcoding any new voice coding 
standards with the current installed systems is considered as an important part of 
any future standardisation tests. This problem will become an increasingly pertinent 
issue for the network operators as they strive to provide their customers with the 
highest possible overall QoS, without incurring too high an economic burden. The 
latest PSTN coding standard G.728 will also need to be analysed in-depth to 
ascertain its performance under the same test conditions that were used for G.721. 
This is because this coder will be an essential technology for the continued 
expansion of the available capacity to meet the increased future traffic demands of 
the PSTN.
Chapter 7
7. GSM Power Level Measurement
7.1 Introduction
The increasing use of digital speech coders in the mobile communications 
environment has created some new and mostly unforeseen problems for the network 
operators. One issue that has not been previously addressed is how to measure the 
total network gain for a digital mobile connection via the PSTN. The measurements 
are normally based on using an Intermediate Reference System (IRS) to obtain 
values for the Sending and Receiving Loudness Ratings (SLR and RLR) [177], which 
have the advantage of being almost ideally additive over a link, allowing for practical 
design calculations to be easily performed [178]. These results can then be used by 
a service provider to categorise the performance of a network connection, so that 
during the call most users should ideally experience no overall gain or attenuation, 
even if they are making international calls. As the quality of service offered by a 
particular operator is a major consideration for any potential subscriber, all obvious 
distortions and impairments of this type should be avoided if at all possible.
Traditional methods for assessing the total gain have involved inserting pure 
sinusoidal tones of a fixed frequency (1 kHz is usually used) and known power level 
into the link, then measuring the received power in dBm. The injected power level 
can be varied over about a 40 dB range, to test the system for linearity over the 
expected input signal range. The frequency can also be varied to ensure no 
unexpected spectral distortions occur over the link. This method works very 
successfully for systems based around waveform coding techniques, which are the 
main standards currently used for trunk telephony (e.g. 64 kbps A-Law PCM and 
32 kbps ADPCM). However, for parametric low bit rate voice codecs, such as the 
one employed in FR-GSM (13 kbps RPE-LTP), an input tone will either be too 
severely modified by the coding algorithm to guarantee equal power at the output of 
the decoder, or may not be passed at all [179]. This is because the algorithm is 
optimised for speech-like input signals, which possess particular time and frequency 
domain characteristics that are exploited to reduce the total coded bit rate [123]. As a
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result of this a pure tone will not be effectively modelled, which results in distortion of 
the output waveform and its associated power level. Therefore a method had to be 
devised to enable the overall gain of an FR-GSM connection via the PSTN to be 
measured at various points in the link. The standard measurement points defined in 
the PSTN for analogue signals are the Point of interconnect and the Termination 
Point (see Figure 7.1), so the test signal was also required to be compatible with the 
more conventional analogue test equipment already in use, which finds the RMS 
value of the analogue waveform averaged over a 2 0  ms period.
The stand-alone hardware developed for this application allows the user to specify 
the desired signal power level (in dB) for the test signal, and then display the 
received power level of either the digital or analogue version of the waveform on a 
separate remote hardware module, after transmission through the PSTN. An 
analogue version of the test signal can also be generated and used as an input 
directly into the power level measurement equipment to verify the correct operation 
of both units, and to check the system calibration.
7.2 Detailed Description of the Digital Test Signal
The main requirement for the chosen digital test signal is that it should pass through 
the FR-GSM speech codec without any noticeable change in average power level, so 
any differences in transmitted and received power will only be due to external 
network factors, provided the output level of the test signal is kept constant. This 
therefore required an examination of the RPE-LTP coding algorithm used in 
FR-GSM, in order to ascertain what type of test signal would be most suitable. This 
signal should also be compatible with conventional measurement equipment when 
applied at points where the coding scheme used is linear.
The FR-GSM algorithm uses an excitation signal that consists of regularly spaced 
pulses, which is then combined with long and short term predictor outputs to give the 
final synthesised speech. So the digital test waveform should be as similar to an 
ideal input as possible, to enable the coding algorithm to very precisely model this 
signal. It was for this reason that the optimum test signal is based on a pulse-like 
excitation signal, which is then spectrally shaped by real voiced LPC coefficients.
The final excitation signal consists of four unity amplitude pulses which are equally 
spaced at positions 0, 40, 80 and 120 in the 2 0  ms FR-GSM speech frame'. Four 
pulses were chosen because the FR-GSM algorithm works by analysing four 5  ms
1 20 ms frame at a sampling rate of 8kHz gives 160 samples per frame.
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duration subframes of data for finding both the optimum excitation and LTP 
parameters. These impulses are then scaled by the appropriate gain to give the 
desired output level, and an overall scaling factor is applied to give an output sample 
which lies within the 13-bit range (i.e. each sample amplitude is < +4096) required by 
the FR-GSM network. This generates the final 104 kbps bitstream, when sampled at 
8  kHz. The excitation is then passed through an 8 th order LPC synthesis filter using 
coefficients obtained from a real speech signal.
A wholly voiced speech segment was chosen for the analysis to inhibit the possibility 
of the VAD being activated [71]. If this occurred it would result in a distorted output 
signal, as the VAD algorithm would cause some received frames to be dropped and 
replaced with comfort noise generated at the decoder, which has its own associated 
power level. The VAD also looks for stationarity in the spectrum of the received 
waveform [180] by analysing the decoded LPC filter coefficient (ak) autocorrelation 
values (ri), found from:
8-/ 
sk= 0
O f
ri = ^ a k <xk+i for /'= 1 to 8  7.1
and the averaged input signal autocorrelation (yj) using a distance measure (dm) 
defined by:
o
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7.2
to form a decision based on the threshold that if (dm -  d ^ )  < 0.05 then stationarity is 
declared. If this is flagged then the decoder would again make the decision to mute 
the output. Therefore, to overcome the possibility of false triggering, and to offer a 
more realistic signal to the FR-GSM coder, twenty different 2 0  ms synthetic frames 
are generated at the chosen power level before being repeated. This is achieved by 
using different LPC coefficients for each of the separate frames. A typical segment 
of the synthetic waveform is shown in Graph 7.1. The major pulses can be seen at 
each 5 ms subframe interval (every 40 samples), and the spectral shaping by the 
different LPC values used for each 160 sample frame creates the fine structure, and 
the complete signal envelope.
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Graph 7.1 Time domain plot of a typical segment of the synthetic test signal.
7.3 Synthetic Test Signal Output Power Levels
The output power levels were chosen to cover the typical range of an input signal to 
the FR-GSM codec. The 32 possible output signal levels are defined as follows:
• +2.5 dBr".
• From +1.0 dBr to -22.0 dBr in 1.0 dB steps.
• From -22.0 dBr to -36.0 dBr in 2.0 dB steps.
It can be seen that the level changes are not equal across the whole signal range, 
which allows a greater signal range to be covered using only a 5-bit selection code. 
Another reason for applying this stepped linear distribution is that the lower power 
levels are not so commonly found under real operating conditions, as they represent 
the practical limits for useful operation. The positive power levels meant that the 
synthetic signal required a further modification to the overall scaling factor, as the 
signal was still required to lie within the full 13-bit range even after scaling by up to 
+2.5 dB without experiencing any additional distortion due to clipping.
" The symbol dBr is used to indicate a signal power relative to a pre-determined 0 dB level.
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7.4 Description of the Power Level Measurement Algorithm
The received test signal after passing through the transmit and receive handsets via 
the PSTN should then be analysed to ascertain whether the power level has been 
modified by the network. To ensure that the output power level offers a more realistic 
measure of the actual network gain, and does not react too dramatically to any 
transient distortions that may arise, the power is averaged over any ten contiguous 
received frames. The actual power is calculated by finding the RMS value of all ten 
received frames, and then obtaining the equivalent signal power in dB. This is then 
compared to the chosen reference level, and a relative power level displayed to the 
user. The reference level is found by passing the original test waveform using the 
default scaling options to give a maximum sample amplitude of < ±1024, and then 
finding the power of this signal.
In order for all the frames to offer the same average power level independent of 
which frame is the starting point for the averaging process, an extra normalisation 
factor is required to equalise the RMS values across all the frames. This is 
necessary because the signal generation and level measurement equipment will 
usually be remotely situated from one another. They will be running from different 
externally generated clocks, and will be powered-up independently. This means that 
the received frames will not necessarily begin from the first frame generated by the 
signal generator, but could start from any one of the twenty separate frames that 
make up the total synthetic waveform. The correction factor is calculated by using 
the following relationship:
multiplication coefficient for frame n = jvarm®x(M 7  3
]] var(n)
where var(n) is the variance of each individual frame, and varmax(A/) is the maximum 
variance found across all of the frames. This modification is included at the signal 
generation side by simply multiplying the pulse heights prior to any other scaling and 
subsequent LPC synthesis.
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7.5 System Specification
The complete system performance specifications are:
• A total measurement accuracy of > ±0.2 dB.
• An overall absolute system accuracy of > ±0.5 dB.
• The final calculated received power level is displayed to the nearest 0 . 1  dB.
These figures are actually better than those the originally specified, which only 
required a total system accuracy of better than ±1.0 dB.
7.6 Test Procedure for the Synthetic Speech Signal
In order to test the synthetic signal a complete simulation of the FR-GSM algorithm 
was required. This test software had been previously developed for verification of the 
first UK real-time FR-GSM test bed, which was originally implemented for 
British Telecom in 1990 [181]. This also included those parts of the algorithm that 
dealt directly with the VAD decision thresholds, as this was an important element of 
the coders operation that needed to be addressed.
The test signal was then generated and passed through the codec to see if any extra 
distortion was introduced. It was found that only a very slight change of no more than 
±0.1 dB occurred, which was within the original system specification. The actual 
distortion introduced in the test waveform can be seen on Graph 7.2, which shows 
two test frames before coding and after passing through the FR-GSM simulation.
The similarity between the two waveforms can be clearly seen, as the major pulse 
excitation structure, evident every 40 samples, is quite closely modelled by the 
FR-GSM coder. However, some clear differences can be seen, mostly due to the 
calculation of the LPC coefficients by the Schur recursion algorithm, and their final 
quantisation using Log Area Ratios (LARs).
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Graph 7.2 Comparison of the original synthetic waveform with the 
FR-GSM encoded version.
The difference between the two waveforms is shown in Graph 7.3, which indicates 
the sample-to-sample differences that exist across the two frames. It can be 
observed that the distribution of the differences resembles that of white noise, which 
ideally has a flat spectral characteristic, so this should not introduce very much 
additional spectral distortion in the output waveform.
Sample Number
Graph 7.3 Plot showing the sample-to-sample differences between the original and 
FR-GSM encoded version of the synthetic waveform.
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7.7 Hardware Specification for the Power Level Measurement 
Equipment
The signal generation and power level indication modules were required to be stand­
alone units powered from the AC mains. The hardware modules interface directly to 
the Digital Analogue Interface (DAI) as detailed in the GSM specification. This 
interface is defined to allow a mobile terminal to be tested for Type Approval 
purposes. These transmit/receive the digital data directly into/from the GSM network, 
via a 25-way male DSUB connector which is required for attachment into the 
equipment, bypassing the analogue interface circuitry that usually provides the input 
samples to the voice codec. This connection was needed as the individual test 
modules were driven from an external 104 kHz input clock generated by the DAI. 
This clock was then used to control the input/output clocks and data receive/transmit 
interrupts. The interface to the DAI also accepted the two Test Control flags 
(TC 1 and TC 2) set by the user to define the mode of operation of the DAI itself, and 
the DAI reset signal generated by the modules to ensure synchronisation.
7.7.1 Digital Hardware Interface to the GSM System via the DAI
The complete pin assignment of the 25-way DSUB connector is shown in Table 7.1. 
All digital inputs and outputs are buffered using 74HCT244 high-speed line drivers
[182], to ensure that the signals are not distorted by the loading introduced by the 
connecting leads.
Connector
Pin
Number
Usep 1 Function
1 Chassis Ground
2-3 EMMI Signals (optional, not used)
4-6 Not Used
7 EMMI Signal Ground
8-10 Not Used
11 DAI TC 1 (Test Control 1)
12 DAI Signal Ground
13 DAI TC 2 (Test Control 2)
14-21 Not Used
22 DAI reset (Active Low)
23 DAI Receive Data (RxD)
24 DAI Data Clock (TxCk/RxCk)
25 DAI Transmit Data (TxD)
Table 7.1 Pin assignment for the DAI interface.
The input/output timing and DSP interrupt control are all derived from an external 
buffered 104 kHz clock provided by the DAI on pin 24. The DAI interface is provided
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on the specially developed Type Approval FR-GSM handset from Motorola. The 
entire system configuration is shown in Figure 7.1.
Direct
Digital
Connection
o
V
O'*•
V V
0 o 
•
i n
Signal Generation 
Module
Power Level 
Indication Module
Figure 7.1 Schematic of the whole power level measurement system.
7.7.2 Test Control Settings (TC 1 and TC2)
These flags are used by the DAI to configure the test handset for one of four 
possible operating modes, as shown in Table 7.2.
TC1
Setting
TC2
Setting
Test
Condition
o f f o f f Normal Operation
o f f o n Speech Decoder Test
o n o f f Speech Encoder Test
o n o n Acoustic Devices Test
Table 7.2 DAI test modes.
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7.7.3 Analogue Input/Output Operation for Both Modules
The analogue input/output connection is via a front-mounted phono jack, that could 
be connected from one module directly to the other, but will normally come from the 
PSTN network interface test points (as shown in Figure 7.1). The respective 
a n a l o g u e  i n  / o u t  switch is set and the desired power level selected by the arrow 
keys on the SGM. The analogue version of the test signal will then be generated and 
the received analogue power level displayed by the indicator module. The line-level 
signals are buffered using OP-27 op-amps (these devices exhibit a very low 
input-offset voltage and drift with time and/or temperature change). They are 
AC-coupled to remove any DC offsets that may arise, as these can cause the 
outputs to saturate, distorting the waveform and giving an incorrect indication of the 
received power. The signal is bandlimited from 300 Hz 3.4 kHz by the onboard 
A-Law PCM codec (an AT&T 7513 [183]), driven by an internal 1.536 MHz oscillator 
derived from an onboard 6.144 MHz crystal.
7.8 Hardware Description of the Signal Generation Module (SGM)
The SGM hardware was designed to offer ease of use for the operator, and still 
provide the full functionality that was required. The system should be a stand-alone 
mains powered unit, which would use the external buffered 104 kHz system clock 
provided by the DAI for control and synchronisation. This therefore required that all 
external interrupts and the transmit data clock (TxCk) should be derived from this 
signal. The output bitstream should contain 104 kbps of data, which is sent via an 
8 -bit parallel-to-serial converter implemented on the hardware using a programmable 
gate array, that is buffered and connects to pin 25 on the DAI (TxD). This was loaded 
via an externally generated interrupt (INTREQ2) which occurs every 76.9 ps 
(13 kHz).
The main processor used in the hardware for running the signal generation algorithm 
and the complete system control is the FP DSP32C [144]. This processor was 
chosen because of its high throughput when performing FP MACs, which is the 
major computational task when calculating the excitation and final LPC synthesis. It 
also offers up to 12.5 MIPS when performing general control functions, which was of 
particular relevance to this task.
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7.8.1 Hardware Input/Output Control Flags
The hardware was configured to give five input and four output flags. The output 
data bits are controlled via the DSP parallel i/o port (piop) register, and the input 
data is received via a memory location mapped directly into the 24-bit extended 
address space of the DSP [184]. These flags and their operation are shown in 
Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and on Figure 7.2.
The two test control inputs {TC 1 and TC 2) are input to the DSP, as well as being 
buffered and sent to the external DAI to configure the test mode of the handset. The 
analogue or digital output select is used by the software to decide on the required 
output format for the synthetic waveform data. The up and down selection buttons 
are mapped to input flags in order to determine the choice of output power level 
made by the user. The software decodes which button has been depressed for more 
than 0.3 seconds, and then updates the display and the scaling factors applied to the 
output waveform accordingly.
Input Flag
Parallel 
Port Bit 
Position
Function
IFTC1 4 Test Control 1 (TC 1)
IFTC2 3 Test Control 2 {T C 2)
IFTAD 2 Analogue or Digital output select
IFTUP 1 Up button selection
IFTDOWN 0 Down button selection
Table 7.3 Description of the SGM input flags.
Three of the four output flags are required to enable the display to be controlled and 
updated by the DSP. This is a 4-digit BCD display [185] which indicates the selected 
output power level of the synthetic waveform, and provides some general status 
information. One output is used to carry the actual display data, which is 
automatically buffered and latched by the display module. Another is used as the 
data clock, and the last display control flag is used to provide the load assert (LD) 
signal that causes the display to be updated with the new data.
Output Flag
Memory Mapped
ODDATA 0 Latched display data
ODCLCK 1 Display clock
ODLD 2 Display load indication
ORST 3 DAI reset pulse
Table 7.4 Description of the SGM output flags.
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The final output flag generates the system reset signal, which is used to re-initialise 
the DAI, via a 5 ms duration active low pulse. This results in a suspension of all 
output from the SGM, as the 104 kHz system control clock is no longer provided by 
the DAI, until after the DAI has been reset. Once this has occurred the first negative 
going edge of the clock will retrigger the output data interrupt, and digital output will 
resume. The GSM network will then provide the framing intervals, that will offer the 
data to the PLIM with the correct frame boundaries inserted. One drawback with this 
approach is that while the input clock is unavailable any changes in the selection 
keys will not be registered, but as the reset will not take more than a few ms this 
should not prove to be much of a problem.
7.8.2 SGM Hardware Layout
An outline of the SGM hardware is given in Figure 7.2. The diagram shows the major 
functional analogue and digital connections detailed previously, and how they 
interface to the DSP32C based control board. Figure 7.3 shows a view of the actual 
hardware front-panel with the functional components highlighted. The main 
connection is via the front panel DSUB to the DAI, and, if chosen, the analogue 
version of the test waveform is output from the phono jack.
7.8.3 SGM Hardware Operating Procedure
When power is first applied to the unit the red alarm LED on the DSP32C based card 
will light briefly (about 15 seconds) whilst the firmware is transferred from the 
EPROM to the DSP working memory area'". This LED will also light if the Reset 
button is depressed, indicating that the unit is reloading the firmware code. The unit 
display will show -10.0, indicating that the default output power level is - 1 0 . 0  dBr, and 
all the algorithm scaling and normalisation factors are initialised to provide this output 
signal level.
The two Test Control (TC 1 and TC 2) signal selectors can be set to give the desired 
test mode, along with the analogue/digital output selector. This will determine 
whether the digital synthetic speech signal is sent via the DSUB connector, or via the 
front panel-mounted phono connection. Like the test control switches, this selector 
can be altered while the unit is running and the current selected power level will be 
used for the chosen output signal. However, this only takes effect after the full set of
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twenty data frames have been generated for the previous selected output level, to 
avoid spurious readings at the power level indicator.
Digital Output 
Data at 104 kbps Analogue 
to DAI Output
Input Up/Down 
Selector Buttons
Input Clock 
of 104 kHz 
from DAI
Figure 7.2 Hardware schematic for the Signal Generation Module (SGM).
The 13-bit digital output data from the DSP is packed into 8 -bit words and a 13 kHz 
word synchronisation signal is obtained by dividing the input 104 kHz clock by eight. 
This gives a total digital signal rate of 104 kbps, which is transmitted to the DAI 
(TxD), before being sent directly to the digital input of the FR-GSM speech encoder 
Most Significant Bit (MSB) first.
If the LED stays permanently lit then there is a problem with the DSP card initialisation 
procedure (either the 8751 microcontroller or the XC3030 gate array have not powered-up, or 
the interface to the DSP32C has failed).
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The external Reset signal can be used to reset the signal generator firmware, which 
will then generate the system reset signal (active low) that starts the system clock 
generated by the DAI. The output data becomes valid on the first falling clock edge 
after reset. The length of the reset pulse is fixed at 5 ms.
DAI 25-Way Male 
DSUB Connector
Figure 7.3 Signal Generation Module front-panel layout.
The signal generator will then begin to monitor the input up/down touch switches for 
a change of state, and update the display accordingly. The switches are software 
debounced, with the change in state only being registered if the switch is held 
depressed for about 0.3 seconds. This was found to be a good compromise between 
a fast display update and correct selection of the desired output level.
The actual output level will not change until the next averaging boundary has been 
reached. This ensures continuity is maintained, avoiding spurious indications at the 
power level indicator. The system will then continue to send out the test vectors until 
either output level switch changes state, which signifies that a new level has been 
selected. The arrows (and the + and -  decals) by the side of the switches indicate 
the direction of change in output power level that they cause. The output level is
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displayed in dB, and the selection will wraparound, so it will go from -36.0 dBr to 
+2.5 dBr, or vice versa, by a single level change. The actual system status is also 
shown whilst the unit is operating to indicate the chosen output data selected and 
that the display information is in dB.
7.9 Detailed Description of the Signal Generation Software
The SGM software can be broken down into the main subroutines shown in 
Table 7.5, which are then described in more detail below. Most of the complexity 
associated with this algorithm is due to the large amount of control that is required to 
generate the display update data, and to convert the 32-bit float data to bits and pack 
the data in to bytes ready for output. The use of two interrupt routines, one operating 
at 13 kHz and the other at 8  kHz for digital and analogue output control, means that 
each instruction involved will actually be performed x260 or x160 per frame. So 
these routines were highly optimised to reduce the entire computational requirement 
to a minimum. Various techniques were also applied to many of the routines to 
enable successful implementation, many of which are based on the practices 
detailed previously in Section 5.3.3. Table 7.5 gives a breakdown of the typical 
timings required for the major subroutines, and Table 7.6 the total timing for a typical 
frame with and without a display update and the storage requirements for the SGM 
software.
7.9.1 SGM Overall Control Routine
The controlling program for the SGM performs the following general tasks:
• The display is configured for the default output power level setting of 
-10.0 dBr, and all the algorithm scaling factors are initialised accordingly.
• The processor control registers are set for a single external interrupt 
(INTREQ2) for digital output control, an internal Output Buffer Empty (o b e )  
interrupt for analogue output, and decoding the state of the level select buttons 
using the piop register.
• The main processing block is then called continuously, until an interrupt 
request is received, at which point the relevant interrupt request is serviced and 
normal execution is then resumed.
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SGM Subroutine Instructions
Number of 
Clock Cycles 
(per Frame)
Initialisation and Status 328 1400
reset Generation'v 62500 250000
Digital Output Interrupt (INTREQ2) 7027 28108
Analog Output Interrupt (o b e ) 2433 9732
Power Level Initialisation 68 309
Display Data Generation 222 923
Display Update 64423 257692
Excitation Calculation 399 1781
LPC 8,n-Order Synthesis Filter 3733 16708
32-bit Float to 16-bit Integer Conversion 330 1481
Integer-to-Bit Conversion 14708 61063
Bit-Packing 11451 46064
32-bit Float to A-Law Conversion^ 802 3468
Miscellaneous General Housekeeping 1850 8880
Table 7.5 Signal Generation Module individual subroutine timings.
Total Number of Clock 
Cycles (per Frame) (per Frame)
Total Storage 
(bytes)
178994
or
437609 
if the display requires an 
update
17.9%
43.8% 15112
Table 7.6 SGM total timing and storage requirement.
• 5 ms after Reset or power-on a low (OV) is sent to the reset pin on the external 
DSUB. This pulse lasts for 5 ms to ensure the external DAI interface is reset. 
This pin is then set high (+5V) so normal program operation can continue.
• If the display needs updating because the user has chosen a new power level 
then the display update subroutine is called. However, because of the large 
number of INTREQ2 interrupts required, this is only called if there is no 
possibility of a new frame of data being received whilst this routine is 
executing.
• If the full number (twenty at present) of different synthetic speech frames have 
not been generated then the next frame of data is produced. However, if all of 
the frames have been calculated then the waveform generation parameters are 
re-initialised, and program execution continues.
IV However, this routine is only performed once after power-up or system Reset.
v This is used to calculate the equivalent A-Law analogue output data (8-bit) which is then sent 
to the AT&T 7513 codec.
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• If the display has not altered for the last three seconds then it is changed to 
show the following status information that can be used to determine the current 
system output settings:
either
R=BB if analogue input is chosen, and the data shown on the
display is in dB,
or
B=BB if digital input has been chosen.
However, if the display has already changed to display this information then the 
original data is swapped back and redisplayed.
• The analogue/digital output selection and Test Control switches are 
continuously monitored, and the main program control depends on their 
settings.
7.9.2 SGM Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs)
The first ISR is controlled from the external INTREQ2 control signal of the DSP32C. 
The interrupt signal is derived from the input 104 kHz clock using a shift register to 
divide this signal by eight. This therefore results in INTREQ2 being called x13000 
per second. Due to this high interrupt rate the ISR has to contain as few instructions, 
and use as few of the available twenty-two general purpose DSP registers as 
possible. Each of the ISRs implemented within the software actually use only two 
registers.
The second ISR is called whenever the o b e  signal is generated internally by the 
DSP. This occurs each time the 8 -bit output buffer, which is used to load the A-Law 
data to the analogue codec, is emptied. The codec load is generated from the 
external 6.144 MHz crystal by using a divide by four shift register to give a 
1.536 MHz control signal, used by the AT&T 7513 to provide the 8  kHz load clock to 
the DSP. Therefore this routine is called x8000 per second, which means that more 
of the basic control functions (e.g. user power level decoding etc.) can be 
implemented in this code segment, rather than using the higher rate INTREQ2 based 
routine. This is because each instruction that requires execution is performed only 
x160 during an o b e  call, as opposed to x260 for INTREQ2, for each frame of data. 
The actual functions provided by the ISRs are discussed in the following sections.
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7.9.2.1 Output Power Level Selection Decoding
The output power level is chosen by pressing one of the two push-button switches on 
the front of the unit. These are mapped into input ports on the DSP. In order to 
debounce the buttons using software a simple counter is used, which results in a 
display update condition only being recognised if the button is held down for over 
0.3 seconds, and then reset to zero so the next level change can be registered. The 
display status information is also inhibited to stop the display from changing whilst 
the user is trying to select a particular output power level. The counter update is only 
performed after each analogue frame interval has been reached. So the decision to 
update the level selection, based on sampling the status of the buttons, is only made 
every 2 0  ms, rather than at the much higher interrupt rate.
7.9.2.2 Digital Output Control Subroutine
The digital test data is output under interrupt control (INTREQ2) a byte at a time, with 
another counter used to signify the end of a full frame of data (260 bytes, used to 
represent 160 13-bit sample values). The end of frame indicator is also used to swap 
the output digital data buffer with the latest processed data frame, in addition a flag 
is set which indicates that the next frame of the synthetic waveform can be 
generated, whilst the previous calculated frame is output
7.9.2.3 Analogue Output Control Subroutine
The analogue A-Law version of the digital test data is output under the o b e  interrupt 
signal a byte at a time, with another counter used to signify the end of a full frame of 
data (160 bytes, used to represent the 13-bit sample values). The data is scaled to 
modify the 13-bit input data so that it can be represented by the 8 -bit A-Law 
analogue output codec without saturating, as this would cause a distorted output 
waveform and therefore an incorrect power level to be calculated and displayed. The 
end of frame indicator is also used to swap the output analogue data buffer with the 
latest processed frame.
7.9.3 Display Update Subroutine
This can be split into two separate sections. The first part decodes the power level 
selection and converts this into the correct data bitstream, which is then sent to the 
BCD display. The individual data bits which actually make up the display information 
are held in two look-up tables. The first table is used to give the pointers to the LCD
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bit information held in the second table. This data controls the state of the separate 
display segments that are contained in each of the four addressable elements 
available in the display module.
The use of look-up tables reduces the computational requirements for generating the 
new display data for the chosen output power level, at the cost of a loss in generality 
and an increase in the storage space required. However, in this application the need 
for a general output power level was not required.
The second part of the display update is concerned with actually loading the data bits 
into the latched buffer on the display module. This required the generation of a 
software clock to load the individual data bits, and also provide a final LD assert 
signal which causes the LCD display to be updated, clearing any previous data. The 
display control signals are generated from a 24-bit extended memory location directly 
addressed by the DSP. This data is actually output under the control of the INTREQ2 
clock, and so the display clock high to low transition occurs every two interrupts 
(153.8 ills), which allows a new data bit to be loaded into the 32-bit latch on the 
module. Therefore, a full update of the display including the required LD assert will 
require a minimum of sixty-four interrupts to occur. It is for this reason that the 
possibility of calling a display update is limited to only occur if < 2 0  digital data bytes 
have been output. This was required to avoid the possibility of the display still being 
updated when an end of frame interval was reached, and the new frame of data was 
not available, because the necessary number of interrupts had not yet been 
received.
7.9.4 Signal Calculation Routine
The synthetic data signal is calculated by this software module dependent on the 
output power level chosen by the user. The data is then packed into 8 -bit data 
segments ready for sending to the DAI. The main sections are described in more 
detail below.
7.9.4.1 Synthetic Signal Generation Subroutine
The main details of this software subroutine have already been given in Section 7.2. 
The synthetic speech signal consists of equally spaced pulses placed within the 160 
sample long frames. Each individual pulse is then scaled according to the chosen 
output power level. A correction factor is also applied to ensure equal power across 
all the output frames. These factors are based on the variance of the synthetic
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signal, and are calculated to ensure the level accuracy remains constant. Also, an 
overall scaling factor is used to ensure that the output data samples will not exceed 
the maximum value that can be presented to the FR-GSM encoder (a 13-bit linear 
sample, i.e. ±4096), even after scaling by +2.5 dBr. All of these factors are 
pre-calculated and stored in the DSP local memory for each of the twenty distinct 
data frames that can be output and thirty-two possible power levels. This means that 
the minimum number of computations are required to generate the new frame of 
data, with only the necessary table look-up indices requiring calculation for the 
selected power level, and output frame number.
7.9.4.2 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) Synthesis Subroutine
The new data frames scaled pulse-like residual is synthesised using real, voiced 
LPC coefficients. This ii 
function in the z-domain:
s based on an 8 th order filter with the following transfer
k=\
where S(z) is the output and Y(z) the input, and ak are the LPC weighting 
coefficients.
This can be transformed from the z-domain to give the following time domain form:
8
s(n) = y(n) + J ^ a k s (n - k) 7.5
k=1
where s(n) is the current output synthesised value, and y(n) is the present input 
sample value. This equation therefore states that the current output sample is 
derived from the input sample value plus a summation of the previous eight output 
samples weighted by the relevant LPC values.
7.9.4.3 Data Packing Routine
The 160 samples of 13-bit linear data generated for each frame of synthetic data are 
converted to binary. This binary data is then packed into 8 -bit bytes that can then be 
output from the DSP memory mapped parallel-to-serial converter MSB first. Owing to 
the time it takes to initially fill the buffer, there is a nine bit delay in the output, which 
means that the current output data actually consists of the previous frame of data 
less the first nine bits, plus the first nine bits from the current frame. The 104 kbps 
serial bitstream is then sent to the DAI via a high speed buffer.
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7.10 Hardware Description of the Signal Power Level indication Module
The basic hardware layout is almost identical to the SGM. The main requirement for 
the system is to accept either the analogue or digital version of the test waveform 
generated by the SGM, and then calculate the received power and display this to the 
user. It was again a stand-alone unit, as the most likely configuration for connection 
to the GSM system would be for the two hardware modules to be situated remotely. 
The system interface to the FR-GSM handset is again via the DAI, with the same 
connections given in Table 7.1. This was used to provide control and synchronisation 
functions, using the externally generated 104 kHz clock (also used as the receive 
clock, RxCk) to drive the DSP input data interrupts, and to derive the DAI reset 
signal.
The system clock is used for generating the 13 kHz interrupt request (INTREQ1) 
signal, which is used to control the digital data input to the DSP. This is 
accomplished using an 8 -bit serial-to-parallel converter, implemented on a 
programmable gate array, that accepts the 104 kbps input data bitstream and 
provides the necessary DSP load signals. However, unlike the configuration used for 
the SGM the data is received MSB first from the DAI via pin 23 (RxD) after buffering.
The DSP card resident within this module is identical to the one found in the SGM, 
and therefore contains the same input/output control flags already detailed in 
Section 7.8.1. However, as no user input is required at this module to specify the 
output power level two input flags (IFTUP and IFTDOWN in Table 7.3) are not 
required. The current received power is calculated and shown by the same 4-digit 
BCD display used in the SGM, so the output flag connections detailed in Table 7.4 
are required. The DAI reset signal is again required to synchronise the two systems, 
and ensure that the data is provided at the correct framing intervals from the 
FR-GSM handset.
7.10.1 PLIM Hardware Layout
The PLIM hardware layout is similar to that already detailed for the SGM. However 
certain differences do exist between the two, and these can be seen on Figure 7.4 
and Figure 7.5. The main interface to the test handset is via the DAI interface on the 
front, and the analogue version of the waveform can be input using the phono jack.
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Figure 7.4 Hardware schematic for the Power Level Indication Module (PLIM).
7.11 PLIM Hardware Operating Procedure
The initial power-up sequence is the same as detailed in Section 7.8.3, along with 
setting of TC 1 and TC 2, and the generation of the 5 ms duration system reset 
pulse. The default display without any received data to enable calculation of the 
signal power is set at -0 /Y-. The monitoring of changes in the state of TC 1, TC 2 and 
analogue in are only registered if the averaging boundary has been reached (ten 
frames), to avoid displaying spurious data to the user.
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The 104 kbps input digital bitstream contains the 13-bit data packed into 8 -bit words 
generated by the SGM. The 13 kHz word synchronisation clock is again derived from 
the 104 kHz DAI input clock by a divide by eight shift register.
The signal level of the received waveform data (either analogue or digital) is 
calculated by the DSP based algorithm and the result shown on the 4-digit BCD 
display. This power level is displayed in dB, to the nearest 0.1 dB, and updated at 
the end of every averaging boundary (200 ms). On Reset (or initial power-up) the 
display will show -00- until a valid power level has been calculated.
Power 
Supply System Interface DSP Card
DAI 25-Way Male 
DSUB Connector
Figure 7.5 Front-panel layout of the Power Level Indication Module.
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7.12 Detailed Description of the Signal Power Level Indication Software
The PLIM software consists of the main coding tasks shown in Table 7.7. These are 
described in more detail in the following sections. The control segments, particularly 
the display update subroutine, are again the most computationally intensive part of 
the software. The data conversion and interrupt routines are still critical in terms of 
minimising the overall computational requirement. Table 7.7 shows the 
computational requirements for each of the individual PLIM software subroutines,
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and Table 7.8 the total average timing for each input frame, plus the entire 
RAM/ROM storage space required by the software. This is lower than that required 
by the SGM as the PLIM does not need to store all the parameters used for the 
waveform generation.
PLIM Subroutine
Number of 
Instructions 
(per Frame)
Number of 
Clock Cycles
Initialisation and Status 229 955
reset Generation 62500 250000
Digital Input Interrupt (INTREQ1) 7031 28124
Analog Input Interrupt ( i b f ) 2410 9732
Input Buffer Decision 42 170
Digital Data Input 790 3160
Bit-to-Byte Conversion 13272 55168
Byte to 13-bit Integer Conversion 9611 38444
Integer-to-Float Conversion 330 1320
A-Law to 32-bit Float Conversionvl 651 2765
Finding the Sum of the Data Sguared 332 1488
Calculating the Received Power Level 64 268
Display Data Generation 255 1022
Display Update 64423 257692
Miscellaneous General Housekeeping 3500 16100
Table 7.7 Power Level Indication Module individual subroutine timings.
Total Number of Clock 
Cycles (per Frame)
Percentage of Available Time Total Storage 
(bytes)
154929
or
413643 
if the display requires an 
update
15.5% 
41.4% 8128
Table 7.8 PLIM total timing and storage requirement.
7.12.1 PLIM Overall Control Routine
The main control routine for the PLIM performs the following general functions:
• The display is initialised for the default output of -01Y-. which is just to show that 
the unit is powered and receiving a clock from the DAI. As no valid data has 
yet been received there is no need to display a received power level.
• The processor control registers are set for a single external interrupt 
(INTREQ1) used for digital data input, and a single internal Input Buffer Full 
( i b f )  interrupt to control analogue input.
Vl This is used to find the equivalent floating point value of the analogue input data received by 
the AT&T 7513 codec as A-Law encoded data.
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• The main processing routine is called continuously, until an interrupt request is 
received. The respective interrupt routine is called and normal execution then 
resumes.
• 5 ms after Reset or power-on a low (OV) is sent to the reset pin on the external 
DSUB. This pulse lasts for 5 ms to ensure the external DAI interface is reset. 
This pin is then set high (+5V) so normal program operation can continue.
• If the display needs updating because a new averaged power level has been 
calculated which differs from the current displayed value, then the display 
update subroutine is called. This is only allowed during the current 20 ms 
frame of data if there is no chance of a new frame being received whilst this 
routine is being performed.
• If the full number of different synthetic speech frames used to find the average 
power level have not been received, then the power of the next frame is 
calculated and summed. However, if all of the frames have been received then 
the new averaged power is calculated with reference to a chosen 0.0 dB, and 
program execution continues.
• If the display has not altered for the last three seconds then it is changed to 
show the same status information as per the SGM.
• The analogue/digital input selection switch is also checked, and program 
control is dependent on the chosen input mode. If the user has selected 
analogue input and none is received then the display changes to FMGP To 
indicate that it may be necessary to check the connections and switch settings. 
Similarly, if digital input is selected and none received (possibly due to a link 
failure) then DIGP Is displayed.
7.12.2 Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs)
The operation of the two ISRs is very similar to those used by the SGM. The first ISR 
is controlled from the external 1NTREQ1 signal of the DSP. This routine deals with 
the code that is required to read in the input digital data frames. These consist of 260 
8 -bit bytes, and decides whether to swap the input and processing buffers depending 
on the value of a counter.
The second ISR is primarily concerned with controlling the input analogue data that 
may have been generated by the SGM. It is triggered from the internally generated 
i b f  signal, which occurs each time the A-Law codec loads a data byte to the DSP
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input buffer ( ib u f ) .  An end of frame indication is also given when 160 bytes have 
been received, which then allows the new frame of data to be processed. The main 
difference being that the level change buttons are no longer present, so the extra 
monitoring and decoding logic is not required.
7.12.3 Display Update Subroutine
This operates almost identically to the SGM. However, the display information 
generated from the current averaged power level is more exact, enabling the power 
level to be shown to the nearest 0.1 dB. This is accomplished by only updating the 
display if the current received power level differs from the previous displayed value 
by > ±0.05 dB, which results in a more stable display. The new averaged power 
value is first converted to a whole number, and then each digit is isolated by 
comparing the result with thresholds, and then subtracting the relevant threshold 
from the power value to leave the next digit for comparison.
7.12.4 Averaged Power Level Calculation Routine
This section of the code can be split into three main subroutines. The first routine 
extracts the received 13-bit data from the input bytestream. The next uses these 
decoded waveform samples to calculate the sum of the input data values squared. 
The final code section then finds the actual received power level, relative to the 
chosen reference value, only after the required number of contiguous data frames 
have been received.
7.12.4.1 Data Unpacking Routine
Basically this is the reverse of the data packing routine described earlier in 
Section 7.9.4.3. The 8 -bit input data is received from the DAI MSB first and decoded 
by the memory mapped serial-to-parallel converter. The original 13-bit float data 
samples are then extracted from the packed serial bytestream by first converting the 
data into bits, then combining the bits to produce the associated float sample values.
7.12.4.2 Summing the Squared Data Subroutine
Each time a full data frame is received the sum of the data values squared is then 
found. This is then accumulated to find a total sum for all the frames to be averaged
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over. This can be represented as:
f77=1
A/-1
,n=0
7.6
where L is the total number of frames averaged over, and sm(n) are the individual 
samples for each frame m of length A/(= 160 in this case).
7.12.4.3 Overall Power Calculation Subroutine
The total summed value is normalised to give a per sample value, and the power in 
dB is then calculated as 10log10 of the result. This value is then compared with the 
0.0 dB reference level, and the relative power calculated to the nearest 0.1 dB is 
then displayed. The Mean Square value is used rather than the RMS value, as this 
saves calculating a square-root, and then finding the power as the (RMS)2.
7.13 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has described the design and development of a unique test system for 
measuring the power level for a network link from a specially modified FR-GSM 
transmit handset, configured for Type Approval purposes, into the PSTN. The need 
for this equipment has only recently arisen because of the nature of modern 
parametric speech codecs, which assume speech-like input signals, so the traditional 
test methods involving pure sinusoidal signal tones are no longer applicable.
The actual equipment satisfies the original design specification in terms of interfacing 
to the test handsets via the DAI, and the overall measurement accuracy. It has also 
been shown to be compatible with the normal analogue test equipment that has been 
used previously for this task. The test waveform specially developed for this 
application has been shown to pass through the FR-GSM codec without any 
noticeable alteration to its averaged power level. This was achieved by examining 
the 13 kbps RPE-LTP algorithm used in FR-GSM to ascertain the type of test 
waveform that would be most effectively modelled. The final choice used a pulse-like 
excitation, which was then shaped by real voiced LPC values. Due consideration had 
to be taken of other aspects of the algorithm, in particular the VAD algorithm, which 
could have caused distortion in the received power level if activated. This was 
avoided by using a series of data frames, each differing from the previous by the 
LPC values used to shape the excitation. The frames required various scaling factors 
to ensure an equal result, independent of which frame was used as the starting point
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for calculating the final received power level. The output power level could be 
selected by the user from a fixed set of specified values, which were designed to 
cover the expected practical signal range.
The final field trials of the equipment will be performed when the whole system can 
be connected together via the DAI. This will require the special FR-GSM handsets 
used for Type Approval testing which are available from Motorola. This is expected 
to be successful as all the timings of the various digital signals generated by the 
hardware modules have been confirmed using a logic analyser. However, using the 
analogue version of the test waveform it was possible to check almost the full 
functionality of both units, and they were found to operate exactly as anticipated. 
Another advantage of the method adopted for the measurement of the received 
power level is that the PLIM will also operate correctly with the original analogue test 
signals that are based around fixed frequency sinusoids. So the same equipment 
can be used for power-level readings over the PSTN without any extra modification 
required.
This test signal could also be used for power level measurement in both PCN 
systems, such as the DCS-1800 networks, and also in the FR-GSM network itself, 
because they all use the same voice coding algorithm. However, the actual interface 
signals to the handset may need to be modified to enable successful integration with 
the hardware. Also, in order to perform the same measurements using the HR-GSM 
voice coder [34], or the latest Enhanced-FR GSM coder [36], will require a detailed 
examination of the relevant algorithms to obtain a suitably optimum test signal. The 
likelihood is that the current test signal will not prove to be ideal for these newer 
parametric coders, and so some further development will be required to produce a 
system that can generate multiple test signals depending on the coding scheme that 
will be used on the link.
8. Final Conclusions
8.1 Preamble
Digital speech coding techniques are being increasingly employed in all fields of 
fixed and mobile telecommunications. They are now used to form the backbone 
transmission medium for the PSTN and are becoming a dominant key enabling 
technology for the first generation DMR and PCN systems when combined with an 
optimised channel coding scheme. They will also prove to be fundamental to the 
future expansion of the ISDN and the widespread adoption of the goals set for the 
next generation of UMTS based networks. However there are still many important 
QoS issues that must be investigated before an appropriate voice coding algorithm 
can be selected for the desired application environment. This will involve not only 
fundamental issues such as overall voice coding quality, but will also include other 
system aspects. These factors will contribute to the users perception of the QoS 
provided by a particular network operator. Due to the increasing number of network 
and service providers, the level of competition for the constantly growing base of 
users will also gain momentum. This will mean that the complete QoS offered will be 
an important factor in an individual or corporate users choice of the best operator for 
their particular application.
The important issues of overall speech quality under various operating conditions, 
delay and the effects of other environmental factors are discussed in this thesis. It is 
very important that the appropriate QoS issues are closely examined when 
developing a new coding algorithm that is designed to operate in a certain 
environment. For instance the effects of channel errors in a DMR application and the 
simplifications that may be required in order to enable the complex algorithm to 
operate in real-time on the chosen implementation platform are both studied in this 
thesis. Also, the subjective effects of tandeming various voice coding algorithms, 
each of which may employ very different parametric models for the speech signal, 
are analysed in-depth. The possible interaction of different coding models will 
become an increasingly pertinent issue with the rapid introduction of many quite
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distinct standards around the world. Another factor which is very relevant to the QoS 
aspects of the system operation is the provision of appropriate testing equipment for 
measuring the basic network parameters. One of the more fundamental 
measurements is concerned with the difference in received and transmitted power 
level of the speech signal when connecting from one network into another. A 
parametric speech coder will require a special test waveform to be generated in 
order to enable transparent transmission through the encoding process. This factor 
will have a direct effect on the QoS because users will expect seamless integration 
between different national/international systems, such as the connections from a 
DMR to PSTN and/or private PABX network.
8.2 Concluding Overview
In this thesis many of the factors affecting the choice of a particular speech coding 
algorithm for a specific application have been analysed. Through a detailed 
description of the operating principles and major design criteria underlying many of 
the more popular speech coding standards that have appeared in the last 24 years a 
number of key issues were highlighted. In order to achieve the desired QoS and 
provide a consistently high level of service for the users the important issues of 
tandeming, delay and quality under different operating environments will all need to 
be investigated. The general improvements in speech quality have continued apace, 
so that the chances of developing a 4 kbps toll quality coder that is capable of being 
used for limited PSTN operation has become a realistic possibility. Most of the 
current standards that have been introduced at coding rates of > 6  kbps in the last 1 0  
years are based around variants of the CELP time domain algorithm. The most 
popular coding schemes recently introduced are based around the ACELP derivative 
of the original CELP algorithm. These coders have been adopted as standards for 
both PSTN and DMR application areas around the world. This Is an important step 
forward in terms of the increased interoperability that should now be more effective 
between the various networks. However, the next generation of coding algorithms 
will be mainly concentrated in the bit rate ranging from 1.2 -» 2.4 kbps, which will 
therefore require the development of some very sophisticated modelling and analysis 
techniques. These will not necessarily be based on the simplified source-filter 
speech production model, which leads to the relatively simple spectral analysis 
techniques based around Linear Predictive Coding. LPC has proven very popular 
because of its simplicity and efficiency in coding the spectral envelope of the speech 
waveform, particularly if the LPC values are transformed into the equivalent LSFs.
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These parameters can be quantised very efficiently using only about 24 bits per 
frame for 10th order LP analysis, and have been shown to produce smoother spectral 
transitions when interpolated across the frame and subframe boundaries. Also, they 
possess further advantages in terms of their robustness and suitability for 
zero-redundancy error control. The longer term correlations can be effectively 
modelled by a FIFO adaptive buffer, typically using only a single optimum lag value 
to reduce the computational complexity and the number of bits required for 
quantisation. The LTP and excitation searches can be carried out in CL or OL 
configurations, with the same basic MMSE matching process performed, but the 
difference being which reference signal is used. The AbS search procedure has 
been found to produce the more optimum subjective results, which can be further 
improved by the incorporation of a weighting-filter into the matching process.
One of the major application areas for speech coding is in the rapidly emerging 
areas of DMR and PCN. These are particularly difficult environments for a 
parametric voice coding algorithm because of the high levels of burst errors that exist 
(typically, this translates to an average BER of the order of 3%). Therefore it is 
imperative that any coder expected to perform satisfactorily under these channel 
conditions possesses not only an inherently robust speech model, but also 
incorporates an optimised complimentary channel coding algorithm combined with 
an effective lost-frame recovery and muting strategy. The channel coding scheme 
adopted should Ideally be closely matched to the speech coder and the channel 
conditions. This would usually require some modifications to the speech coder to 
obtain the optimum balance between parameter robustness and overall quality. 
Therefore, in developing an effective 11.4 kbps candidate algorithm for operation 
over the HR-GSM channel a robust Enhanced-VSELP coder was chosen. The 
E-VSE analysis used to obtain the optimum excitation had the major advantage that 
corruption of any one of the ten correlation coefficients only resulted in the incorrect
weighting of of the total excitation vector. The final quality of the coding system
under the more severe error situations (8 % BER) was found to be tolerable, although 
not transparent as it was at a BER of 3%. The unique channel coding scheme 
adopted for this system was based around RS codes, mainly because they are part 
of the family of block error correcting codes which are ideally matched to the 
predominantly bursty errors that are experienced over the FR-GSM radio channel. 
The basic spectral domain decoding algorithm was extended to include the 
soft-decision bit-level confidence information that was provided by the 
demodulator/equaliser. This could be used to generate a set of erasure metrics
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based around the statistics of the individual RS symbols. The overall system 
performance could be further enhanced if improvements are made to the methods 
used to calculate the erasure metrics. These are used to mark the most likely RS 
symbols that are in error. Once these symbols have been ascertained the novel 
channel coding algorithm performs only a single additional erasure decode to 
achieve the necessary residual error rates, without a large increase in the total delay 
and complexity. In general the clear channel quality could be categorised as slightly 
worse than the current communication quality offered by the FR-GSM algorithm.
The successful real-time implementation of the whole E-VSELP speech and 
Enhanced-RS channel coding system was achieved using a multi-DSP based test 
platform. This required many algorithmic simplifications to be applied in order to 
enable the system to operate within the total combined algorithmic, coding and 
interleaving delay budget of less than 90 ms. Many of these techniques can also be 
adopted in other candidate algorithms, as the basic analysis schemes used by most 
modern time domain speech coders are very similar. They usually mainly differ in the 
method adopted to model the final excitation signal.
The interactions between different digital coding standards will be a very important 
design factor for the future widespread user acceptance of digital speech coders for 
the PSTN and DMR systems, and is therefore a crucial QoS issue. Currently the only 
truly realistic way of ascertaining a users unbiased evaluation of the speech quality 
offered by a particular coding standard is to use some form of subjective testing. 
Therefore, in order to examine the possible degradations that may occur when the 
output of one voice coder is fed into a second coder, which either uses the same or a 
different coding algorithm, a suitable subjective testing procedure must be used. In 
the link conditions that were examined for the tests reported in this thesis the up-link 
performance of tandeming an FR-GSM speech coder with the commonly used 
32 kbps ADPCM standard was examined. By analysing the subjective results in 
terms of the five point MOS rating it was found that an appreciable perceptual 
difference was found between a link involving FR-GSM. The high-frequency 
distortion that was introduced resulted from the interaction between the FR-GSM 
parametric model and the predictors used in the ADPCM algorithm. This result was 
further confirmed by an informal test of the active Mercury One 2 One® DCS-1800 
network, which allowed the ADPCM codec to be switched in or out of the circuit. The 
use of adaptive postfiltering techniques that are commonly adopted in speech coding 
algorithms to improve the subjective voice quality of many speech coders will have 
produce undesirable distortions when transcoding is required. This is because the
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current interface between all the PSTN voice coding standards is specified as PCM. 
This means that the output waveform obtained from a parametric coder employing 
postfiltering may not necessarily closely match the input PCM sampled waveform. 
Therefore any prediction that is based on an idealised input signal will be non-ideal, 
leading to further distortions. So ideally some method will need to be found for either 
adapting the postfilter characteristics to match the next coding stage in the link, or a 
scheme which enables or disables the post filter depending on the following coding 
standard will need to be incorporated in future systems if the desired QoS is to be 
achieved.
Another aspect of the complete network design that will have a noticeable effect on 
the perceived QoS is the effective loss or gain that may occur throughout the 
duration of a connection. Previously this has been measured using a simple 
sinusoidal test signal of known power and frequency. However, because of the 
parametric modelling that is used in modern digital voice coding algorithms this test 
waveform is no longer ideal. The use of this test signal will therefore lead to extra 
distortion that will cause the power level to be modified and therefore ultimately an 
incorrect measure of the link gain will result. So, in order to combat this effect a 
unique piece of test equipment was designed and built to generate a special 
waveform that was optimally matched to the FR-GSM speech coding algorithm. The 
waveform consisted of a set of scaled pulses that were then spectrally shaped by a 
set of real voiced LPC values. This signal was required to ensure that the VAD 
algorithm was not activated within the voice coder. The output power level of the test 
waveform could be varied over the expected operating range of a speech signal. The 
test signal could be transmitted in either an analogue form for verification purposes 
and to allow for easy interfacing to the older test equipment, or injected directly into a 
special type approval GSM handset via the specified digital DAI standard system 
interface. In tests it was found that the equipment met ail of the design criteria for 
analogue operation and also produced the required extra signalling information to 
enable the direct digital connection to be accomplished. As the same voice coding 
algorithm is used in the GSM DMR and the first generation DCS-1800 networks the 
same equipment can be used for performing tests over both these networks.
8.3 Future Work
From the material that has been presented in this thesis the following areas have 
been identified as recommended avenues for future work:
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• In order to achieve a better analysis technique for many of the coding stages 
used in a speech coding algorithm a more subjective matching criterion than 
the purely objective MMSE needs to be investigated. This should take into 
account the area of human perception and the properties of the auditory 
system to generate a better criterion. This area has been previously 
investigated using techniques such as the just noticeable distortion criterion 
based around the Bark measure [186].
• The prospective HR-GSM candidate detailed in this thesis should be further 
modified to improve both its overall quality and robustness under the most 
severe channel error conditions. The RS coders performance could be 
enhanced by improvements in the calculation of the optimum erasure metrics. 
Several possible improvements could be incorporated into the speech coding 
algorithm to try and improve the subjective quality and reduce the bit rate, so 
leaving more bits available for the channel coder. A more advanced VQ 
scheme could be applied to reduce the number of bits allocated to the 
quantisation of the LSP values. Although this will obviously lead to a parameter 
that is initially more sensitive to bit errors. Therefore further analysis will be 
required to establish a more robust quantisation and parameter recovery 
scheme that will be effective against the most severe channel error conditions. 
The current coding algorithm uses the LSP values for inter- and intra-frame 
spectral interpolation, because of the limitations imposed by the chosen DSPs 
computational abilities. Also, the actual interpolation is only performed for the 
first two analysis subframes, as this avoids the need for the full VSE 
orthogonalisation procedure to be carried out for the last two subframes. 
However, if a slightly faster DSP is used (an 80 MHz DSP32C is now 
commonly available) then interpolation using the LSF values can be applied. 
This will improve the quality because of the close relationship that exists 
between the LSFs and the major speech formants, which will therefore offer a 
smoother spectral characteristic after interpolation. The reduced search range 
of the LTP has also been compromised to enable real-time operation of the 
algorithm. Therefore, if the buffer length is increased the quality of the LTP 
contribution should improve, which will be particularly evident for male 
speakers.
• The voice coder should also be modified for multi-rate operation, which is 
becoming increasingly desirable for CDMA and voice storage applications as 
well as voice transmission over packet networks, such as those based on ATM.
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For instance, the silence regions do not require an LTP analysis stage to 
effectively model the signal and the spectral shape could be effectively 
modelled using a much smaller number of LPC values. Therefore, a VAD 
algorithm could be developed which will effectively classify these regions of 
non-speech activity and use the extra bits for other services.
• Further investigations of the general analysis stages in speech coders should 
be performed to find more suitable algorithms for parallel DSP 
implementations. The LTP and excitation search procedures can be split 
across two or more processors, as well as the initial calculation of the 
autocorrelation coefficients used by the Levinson-Durbin LPC analysis 
algorithm. Also, the current floating point implementation requires investigation 
to ascertain whether an efficient fixed point realisation can be obtained. This 
would require an in-depth analysis of every computational stage to discover the 
appropriate dynamic range associated with each of the model parameters. This 
implementation would offer the advantages of a cheaper and lower power 
consumption hardware platform, but with increased complications to avoid the 
problems associated with overflows and saturation. A fixed point processor 
would also be more appropriate for performing the RS channel coding function, 
because the encoder shift register can be efficiently realised using the bit 
manipulation functionality that is more comprehensive on these types of DSP. 
Also, many of the decoder functions require only fixed point accuracy to 
calculate the polynomial divisions etc.
• An improved framework for a block-based graphical approach to the 
generation of a series of voice coders needs to be developed, similar to the 
more generalised signal processing packages that are commercially available. 
This would entail the standardisation of the parameters passed between the 
different analysis segments. It should also include some simple channel coding 
functions that could be extended using standard building blocks that can be 
developed by the user. The integration of the whole design tool with an 
automatic code generator for one or more chosen DSPs could also be 
implemented. This would be fairly straightforward for the DSP32C because 
many of the fundamental analysis routines already exist. These have been 
highly optimised primarily for execution speed, but they can also be modified 
for minimal memory usage if that is the main requirement.
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• A common testing procedure for the objective quality of speech coders which 
will relate more effectively to the subjective test results that are obtained from 
real human subjects is required. This will offer the advantages of providing a 
more consistent quantifiable measure for the speech quality, which could also 
include the effects of tandeming, different channel error conditions and other 
important environmental factors. The European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI) working in conjunction with the ITU-T is developing 
a means of weighting MOS results [187]. This will eventually be incorporated 
into a modified version of ITU-T Recommendation G.113. The new distortion 
measure derived from this investigation will be used by the network planners to 
calculate a complete measure of the link quality. It can therefore be applied in 
a similar way to the current additive qdu value. The actual distortion parameter 
is characterised by a combination of the weighted sum of several factors that 
enable the different effects associated with DMR, DECT and multi-hop satellite 
connections to all be calculated. The different classifications are achieved by 
using an expectation factor that is closely related to the users opinion of how 
the system performs in accordance with their expected QoS.
• In order to extend the subjective testing results obtained from the tandeming of 
FR-GSM and ADPCM the effects of tandeming the newer PSTN and GSM 
coding standards will need to be examined. These coders will also be 
employed in the emerging PCN and PCS systems that are gradually appearing 
around the world. This will require a detailed analysis of the possible 
interactions that can occur between FR-GSM, HR-GSM, EFR-GSM, ADPCM 
and LD-CELP. Not only will the effects of the DMR coding algorithms 
tandemed with the PSTN coders have to be investigated, but also the effects of 
connections involving links from one DMR coder to another will need to be 
studied and quantified.
• The test waveform that was developed to enable the power level to be 
measured for the FR-GSM link into the PSTN will need to be examined to 
ascertain whether it can still be used for the newer HR-GSM and EFR-GSM 
coding standards. These are still based on the same framing structure, and the 
underlying speech coding principles are very similar. However, the original 
waveform may need to be modified in order to be transparently transmitted by 
these algorithms. This is mainly because they employ quite different modelling 
techniques for the final excitation signal.
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ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
ITU-T International Telecommunications Union-
Telecommunications section
JDC Japanese Digital Cellular
JSRU Joint Speech Research Unit
LAN Local Area Network
LAR Log-Area Ratio
LBG Linde-Buzo-Gray
LD-CELP Low Delay Codebook Excited Linear Prediction
LEO Low Earth Orbit
LLR Log-Likeli hood Ratio
LM Lattice Method
LPC Linear Predictive Coding
LSF Line Spectral Frequency
LSP Line Spectral Pair
LTP Long Term Predictor
MAC Multiply and Accumulate
MBE Multi-Band Excitation
MIPS Millions of Instructions Per Second
MMSE Minimum Mean Squared Error
MNRU Modulated Noise Reference Unit
MOS Mean Opinion Score
MPELPC Multi-Pulse Excited Linear Predictive Coding
MP-MLQ Multi-Pulse Maximum Likelihood Quantisation
MSE Mean Squared Error
msv Mean Squared Value
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NMT Nordic Mobile Telephone
OL Open Loop
PABX Private Automatic Branch Exchange
PCM Pulse Code Modulation
PCME Packet Circuit Multiplication Equipment
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PCN Personal Communication Network
PDC Pacific Digital Cellular
PMR Private Mobile Radio
PSI-CELP Pitch Synchronous Innovation- Codebook Excited Linear Prediction
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network
PTT Post Telephone and Telegraph
PW1 Prototype Waveform Interpolation
qdu Quantisation Distortion Unit
QCELP QUALCOMM Codebook Excited Linear Prediction
QoS Quality of Service
RELP Residual Excited Linear Prediction
RLR Receiving Loudness Rating
RMS Root-Mean Square
RPELPC Regular Pulse Excited Linear Predictive Coding
RPE-LTP Regular Pulse Excited-Long Term Prediction
RS Reed-Solomon
RTOS Real-Time Operating System
SBC Sub Band Coding
SELP Self Excited Linear Prediction
SLR Sending Loudness Rating
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SQ Scalar Quantisation
STC Sinusoidal Transform Coding
STP Short Term Predictor
TACS Total Access Coverage Service
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
TETRA Trans-European Trunk Radio
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
VAD Voice Activity Detector
VHDL Very High-level Descriptive Language
VQ Vector Quantisation
VQTC Vector Quantised Transform Coding
VSAT Very Small Aperture Terminal
VSELP Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction
v/uv Voiced/Unvoiced
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